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II. Norris Dry Goods.
\V. Cushman & Son- Furniture.
Austin ||. Joy—Groceries.
Chas. II. Kinery—Administrator's sale of real
\
A.

estate.

Frank

s. Ford—Truck wagon for sale.
>wen l’.\ rn -Clothing.
B F. Beardsley, M. !>.—Lectures.
Frank M. Joy—Music, store.
1
('.Burrill Insurance agent.
Wtisr Ki.i.swokth
AWdon K. Hooper—Caution notice.
<

North Hancock:
Franklin Road house for sale
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Bowdoin
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in
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the city

Mrs. K. E. Joy left Saturday for
friends at Boston.
The cross-walk
at
is being relaid.

State

and

a

visit
Main

streets

Mrs. C\ C. Burrill returned home from
Boston last Wednesday.
Col. Shepherd of Governor Cleaves
staff was in town last Friday.

A. II. NORRIS,
NO. 9

STREET.

MAIN

Miss Annie Ijingley is in Miss HightY
store for the summer.

millinery

Work of excavation for the Odd Fellows building commenced Monday.

OUR NEW LINE

The town clock has been repainted, the
hands being removed for the purpose.
at Hancock hall

peared

Saturday evening

Howard K. Whitcomb, of Beddington, ha?
in the city on business the pasl

been

Week.

(.apt. E. L. Fullerton, of Somerville
Mass., in visiting relatives in Ellswortl
I
1

!

j

vicinity.

and

H. Higgins has returned fron
Trenton where she has been f«»r the las
t wo months.
Mrs. N.

Regular session for May of probate am
insolvency courts at Bueksport to-dir
Wednesday 1.
Hr. W. M. Haims* house, his office am
his farm at Green l^ike

are now

connectet I

by telephone.
Young people’s meeting at the Congre
gational vestry this (Wednesday) even
ing, at 7 o’clock.

and

t h i ng

r

soring and

slimmer wear.

are

conference opens a
Rev. 1. 11. W. Wharf

is in attendance.

in

genuine bargains
department, and we
think we can surprise our

this

every

horses

customers

J. W. Coombs has returned from t
visit to his daughter, Mrs. A. H. Treat, al
Rutherford, N. J.

the

ex-

prices
tremely
good goods.

for

with

low

season.

Quite a party of Ellsworth people wil
Bangor this evening to hear Col
Robert G. Ingersoll lecture.
B. T. Howie has been appointed Ells

go to

worth manager of the Cnion Mutual lift
insurance company of Portland.
A. W. Cushman has been re-appointec
chairman of the board of registration o
Ellsworth, by Governor Cleaves.

W. R. PARKER & CO.,
ME.

KLI.SWOKTH,

’..

H. Emerson, superintendent of tin
Bucksporl electric light company,
spending a week’s vacation at hi* homt
E.

here.

A Serenade

Miss Lillie A. Belcher, who has beei
visiting in Oldtown, returned last Fri
day, and is now con lined to her home bj

fair ladies on romantic balcony never
listened to sweeter strains than the
low price music all through our stock
sound to those whose dullars
do double duty. Columns
pust needswould
do but faint justice
M figures
to the theme. Make us a visit.

work to he done before the creamery is in full working order.
Work of alteration of the main building of Union shoe factory is about comon

The

carpenters

are now

employed

illness.

|

The summer schedule went into effect
in the Ellsworth stores this week, am:
they are now open Wednesday and Satur-

day evenings.
Dr. CL A. Phillips, who lias purchased
the Parcher place on Main street, has be-

'illibrrtisrmcnts.

Dr. W. L. West is preparing a paper on
dehorning cattle, to be delivered at a
farmers’ convention which it is proposed

holding

during

here

the

coming

summer.

Governor Cleaves has appointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, of this city, a member
of the commission for the promotion of
uniformity of legislation in the United
States.

was in
Bueksport at the opening of the
He will take a short trip
conference.
through the western part of the county
for the purpose of visiting some of the
schools.

out
this
in a rub(Wednesday) morning by
bish heap near the engine house of the
Dirigo hose had a
Hopkins foundry.

The

firemen

were

called

on the tire within live minutes
the alarm was given.
Dr. W. M. Haines has had a touch of
the Trilby craze. He has put a sailboat
ou
Green Lake which he has named
“Trilby,” and three row-boats which bear
the names respectively of “Little Billee”,
“Taffy” and “The Laird.”

stream
after

John Paul Gordon, of Franklin, was in
Monday. J. T. K. Freeman, of
Southwest Harbor, was here Tuesday.
Fred I. Campbell, of Cherryfleld, has been
here for a few days, and L. B. Deasy and
J. E. Bunker, jr., of Bar Harbor, were
town

here

Tuesday.

On Arbor
worth high

day the pupils in the Ells-

discuss this
subject : “Resolved, that our State legislator- 'lculd enact better laws for the
protection of our forests.” The boys
should see to it that unlike some other
orators in the world they devote part of
the tiny to doing as well as to talking.
Don’t forget to plant a tree where it
ought to be, or to cut one down that is
be. Kennebec
to
where it ought not
Journal.
school

art*

to

M. A. Shea, who until recently has been
J. W. Neal ley’s assistant, has gone to
Bar Harbor for the season. The “aching
void” has been temporarily filled by an
ambitious dry-goods dealer of this city.
His first victim was a well-known member of the Hancock county bar. During
the operation a snap-shot fiend put in an
appearance, and photos of the painful
scene will soon be on exhibition.

active and honorary members were presThe entertainment was furnished
ent.
by the flower committee. Miss Edith
Cheney read an excellent paper on the
Miss Leah
“Dissemination of Seeds.”
Friend recited. The evening closed with
an interesting talk by Miss M. A. Clark
on the flowers of trees and shrubs.

Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES.
MOTTOES:

Best.
Prices Lowest.

Quality

AUSTIN

II.

Charles A. Allen, W. M. of Lygonia
lodge; R. F. Sweeney, W. M. of Esoteric
lodge; James E. Parsons, M. E. high
priest of Acadia chapter, R. A., John

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH,

ME.

B.

I

|

M. FOSTER,
JUSTIN
CARPENTER AND BUILDER.
I draw plans, make estimates, take contraets
f<»r all e.asses of buildings. First class work

wanshlp guaranteed.

Special attention given
Water St.

to

Sanitary Work.

Ellsworth,

Me.

l4
*

[TEN PAGES.]

attending the annual meeting of the
Grand lodge at Portland this week. Mr.
Parsons was accompanied by his wife
and daughter, Mrs. F. A. Coombs.

My Mamma gives mo
BROWN'S IN8TANT RELIEF*
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Oholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, 8ore
Throat, Dlohtherla, eto.
I 7 ’-K If IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
lj
.Vouwav Mbmicink

Co..Konr*r.

Redman,

eminent

commander

of

Blanquefort commandery, and L. H.
Cushman, proxy from Lygonia lodge, are
Dr. Sullivan, of Portland, Me., specialist on
diseases of the eye and ear, first assistant surgeon Maine eye and ear infirmary, will be at
the Hancock house, Ellsworth, on May 27-2*.—
Advt.

j M"S^g£T£SaSJSrM i

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest

Number 19.

U. S. Gov’t Report

The stereopticon lecture on “China and
Chinese,” the third in the course of
travel lectures by Rev. I). L. Yale, was
the largest attended of the course. The
the

subject

was a

particularly interesting

one

this time, when the eyes of the world
have so long been directed to China, by
the war. The lecture and views did justice to the subject. The next lecture in
the course will be delivered Friday evening of this week. Subject: “Pompeii,
Past and Present.”

at

The regular monthly meeting of the
Ellsworth loan and building association
was
held at the rooms of the First
national bank last Monday evening. One
loan of f 1,600 was made. Since the Inst
meeting thirty-six shares of the current
series, which began last January, have
been taken out, making 150 in all of this
series. The total loans to date nre fl1,050.
The association is rapidly regaining its
old-time vigor, and bids fair to serve a
most useful purpose in this community.
KLLSWORTH

FALLS.

C. F. Fuller is in Waltham at work.
Master Herbert Flood is quite ill.
rear

ell

an

on

the

of his house.

Edward Moore and wife
few weeks in Bar Harbor.

are

spending

a

Lewis Flood has moved into a part of
the house on the old Flood farm.
Emma Harriman has returned from a
three week's visit at her home in Orland.
A. W. Ellis and wife are in Monroe,
going there by way of Bucksport by

The Misses Hannah Holmes, Persis team.
Hagerthy, Ruby McGown, Ethel Giles,
The mills of Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
Blanch Reeves, Beulah Salsbury were in and C. J.
Treworgy are running night
Bangor to attend “Black Crook” last and day.
Saturday.
C. J. Treworgy has secured a stong and
The schooner “Henrietta A. Whitney,”
formerly the “E. & I. Oakley” was with Koscoe Holmes.
The
launched last Tuesday morning.
George L. Morrison, of the woolen mill,
“Fair Wind” went on the next tide,
was summoned suddenly on Tuesday to
Tuesday night.
Dexter by the illness of his father.
The Mteward at the Nicolin club will
1
Arrangements are being made by the
not beat tlie club-house the rest of this
church to celebrate the twenty-first anniHe will leave Sunweek until Saturday.
versary of its organization on the '21st
day night, mid will not be there again of this month.
until Saturday, May 18.
The regular monthly business meeting
List uf letters remaining uncalled for at
of the (’. E. society was held on Tuesday
1:
A.
Ellsworth
the
May
post-office
j
evening. Two new members were added
I Anderson, Mrs. Charles 1L Brown, Mrs. to t he associate list.
Lord.
(1.
i’.
Samuel
Jones, Henry
Emery,
j
The Sunday school on the west side of
! Waiter Moors, C. B. Bobbins.
the river purchased an organ last week.
I
cream
entertainment and ice
The
The instrument was formerly used in the
j sociable given by the Epworth League at hall at No. 8.
I the Methodist vestry, last Thursday evenj Frank Foster, of liar Harbor, was here
i ing, was well attended, and a most enjoy- over Sunday, summoned by the sudden
all
His
illness of his father, Zabud Foster.
J able evening was passed by present.
lie returned Monday.
Sup- rinteiident of Schools E. W. Lord father being better,

The Outing club held a very pleasant
meeting Tuesday evening. About forty

MY

189A

George Lord is building

the small office building.

A. W. King is having a bath room put
in his house at the corner of High and
A herd of nineteen tine grade Jersey
Main streets, recently purchased by him
anc
cows arrived in the city this week,
of tht Hale estate. Lewis Friend is also
are now at A. F. Burnham’s farm.
having a bath room put in his house at
Miss Blake, who has been spending I the corner of Oak and Church streets.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. A
the winter with
A. M. Fustor is doing tlie work.
*--

(will

Beardsley of Hartford, Conn.
C. E. Morang, 11. E. Hill, Elmer and
E. I*. Morrison were present at the institution of the new lodge of Odd Fellows at
Southwest Harbor Tuesday evening.
Mr. Gordon commenced churning at
the creamery this week, but there is still

tire

George H. Grant was in Buckspori
Tuesday night to attend the lecture o:
Chaplain McCabe.
G. H. Dyer, of Eddington, has locatec
at Wyman Park, where he will train hit

after your trade

with

Methodist

Bueksport today.

for

the prope
We

The

find them

will

von

short visit with friends.

series of five “Health Tulks” will be
given next week in Hancock hall, beginning on Tuesday evening, by Dr. B. F.
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\V. B. Gould, of Bangor,
on business Tuesday.

that maketh sales abound.

in town

last week.
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Portland.
John

makes the world go round,

that

Bangor

in

.J. King, of Bangor,

college Friday.
H. P. Hopkins

have to otter.

we

was
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B. F. Joy left Monday
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-Cooley can.

K. H. Young, of Hancock,

in

the

on town

Monday.

W hen you

all kinds, at cost
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Co

Bueksport attending conference. Mrs.
Knowlton accompanied him and will reA

I.iuisms

Koscoe Holmes

purchase

let.

ST A

1.. \ K. F.

\..

main for

1 here is not

main stationary.

deal for you.

to

Brown and w’lfe have returned
from Hartford, Conn., where they have
been living with their son Fred R. for
t he past year and a half.
E

Clerk of Courts John F. Knowlton is in

Notice of foreclosure.

(Jiindie—Cottages

siderably enlarged.

,i)r. Abby M. Fulton is home after an
She
absence of about three months.
spent most of her time while away in
the s#uth and Washington, D. C.

let.

I
M. ^inip'on—state and county tax
-hip- and land n*»t taxed in any town.

re-

■

A

much in it for

or to

gun the work of remodelling. Extensive
repairs will be made, involving some important changes in tlie arrangement of
the rooms. The dining-room will be con-
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Tenth

Anniversary of the Woman’s
Corps of Ellsworth.
An interesting anniversary to !r place
»it Grand Army hall in this city la ; Monday evening. The occasion was t lie celebration of the tenth birthday of the W.
Relief

for Kusincss.

In spite of the indifferent success of
Ellsworth's base ball team during the
year 1S94, the love for the great national
game is by no means exhausted; on the
contrary, it is manifesting itself in an

II. H. Rice Woman’s relief corps, No. 15.
There was a large gathering of friends,
husbands, brothers and children of the
members of this important auxiliary to
the Grand Army of the Republic.
The evening was spent in social intercourse, singing and games of various
sorts.
About 10 o’clock refreshments
were served.
The members of the eorpt'
were untiring in their efforts to make
the occasion an enjoyable one, and the
unanimous opinion was that those efforts
were crowned with success.

unusually vigorous manner.
Several preliminary meetings have been
held during the past week or two, bv
those interested in the organization of a
this season, and a team lias
out. There are fifteen
men in it, each one of whom has made
more or less of a reputation, and from
this number a nine will be chosen for
each game that is likely to make it interesting for some clubs in the county, who
have heretofore regarded the Ellsworth
boys as their meat.
At a meeting of the players held last
Monday evening, John P. Barry was
chosen captain, and F. W. Rollins, manager and treasurer.
The following men, including Barry, at
present compose the team: J. Brady, L.
A. Billington, John C. Stuart, Walter
Weeks, Ed. Sweeney, C. F. Brown, E. J.
Brown, H. T. Russell, J. P. Barry, George
Dunn, Thomas Holmes. Harry Silvy, W.
R. McDonald, R. Higgins, Pierce I.attin.
Several of these men make their bow to
base ball audiences in Ellsworth this year
for the first time.
Barry, captain and
catcher, is a Massachusetts man, hailing
He played last year with
from West boro.
the Calais team. He works in the upper
team

for

finally been picked

shoe factorv.

played
put up

here

The practice

—»

W. R. ('.

s/ames

It was on the afternoon of May 5, 1885,
that this Woman’s relief corps wae
organized, the formal institution being
performed by Mrs. Isabella Foster of
Bangor, assisted by Mrs. Hattie Seavey,
also of Bangor, acting department conductor, and Mrs. Collins, guard.
Following is a list of the members initi
ated:
Mesdames Carrie Hopkins, Rebecca Hale, Mary Jane Gray, Sarah Partridge, Fannie Saunders, Abbie Partridge,
Nannie Davis, Hannah Bonsey, Dora
Hopkins, Sophia Chilcott, Abbie Campj bell; Miss Lillian Belcher.
Mrs. Emily McGown was elected the
i lirst president.
An
interesting feature of this first
meeting was the election as an honorary
he has j
member of the corps Dr. H. C. Vaughan.

would indicate that he

j

can

!

at

that

timp

t hp priit.nr

<>

f

Tiiv

\

\ii?Pi

good game.
can.
The genial doctor was then, as
Ht I
Kussell is another new man.
it
ever, very popular among the I !
|
also played with Calais last year, and
was impossible to elect him in strict aecomes here with a reputation as a pitcher
cordance with the rules of the order, and
Weeks is the son of Landlord Weeks ol I
he was, so it appears from the records
the American house. His work at tirsi ;
initiated as “Sister” Hulda C. Vaughan,
base last Saturday stamps him as a dais\
In the evening of this day the newly*
for that position. This is his first seasoi
| elected officers were publicly installed.
here.
Remarks were made at this meeting by
The only other new man is McDonald
“Sister*' Vaughan, Mrs. Foster and James
an employee at the upper shoe factory
h. Parsons, at that time commander of
He hails from Cincinnati.
W. 11. H. Rice Post, G. A. R.
The rest of the men are all home-raised
A casual inspection of the records durand their base hall qualities are a 1 read;
ing the past decade shows that this organDunn, Holmes
pretty well known.
ization has stood nobly by the principles
Silvy, Higgins and La dm have hereto of the order, and under its present president, Mrs. Carrie 1*. Tripp, is as much
fore played with the high school nine
alive to the beneficent work in which it
Dunn and Higgins as a battery s ho wee | is
The Juniors had a social in the hall last
engaged as it ever was.
in great shape last Saturday—tin (
up
Saturday evening. A short programme former as
as
catcher.
pitcher, the latter
Coming Kvents.
The little people also
was carried out.
Here, then, in brief, is the Ellsworti
made an offering of nearly four dollars,
Wednesday, May 8, at 8 p. m.—One-act*
each one giving as many cents as he was base ball team for 1S95. Work is begui
farce “Chums,” presented under auspices
years old.
of the Unity club at Unitarian vestry.
in earnest, and all the players hav»
solemnly vowed to do their handsomesi Admission, 20 cents.
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
in games, practice regularly, pull toFriday, May 10, at 7.30 p. m.— Stereopticon lecture by Rev. D. L. Yale at the ConAn appropriate programme has been gether, not to “kick”—-in short, to dc
gregational church. Subject: “Pompeii,
their handsomest—to make base b*l
prepared for Arbor day.
Past and Present.” Admission, 15 cents.
once more, and wipe out, if thej
George Newman has left school and is popular
Tuesday, May 14, and the following
can, some of the obloquy that has beer
employed in The American office.
three eveningH, at Hancock hall, B. K.
upon it in past years.
heaped
Harry C. Mason has been elected captain
Beardsley, of Hartford Conn—“Health
They appeal to the lovers of the game Talks.”
of the high school nine for this season.
to give them generous support, not onlj
Carrie M. Cunningham has returned to in
Thursday, July 4—Trotting at Wyman
signing a subscription paper which is park.
school after an illness of several weeks.
now on its rounds, but also at the games
The seniors are to be especially honored which, by courtesy of the managers ol
at
their graduation by having State the Hancock county fair association, will
Superintendent of Schools VV. W. Stetson be played on the fair grounds.
deliver tbe class address.
Arrangements will be made, if possible
George Dunn and H. J. Silvy are to for two games a week, one in town and
3titirrttsnnrnte.
play as substitutes with the Ellsworth one out of town. Invitations have been
team this season, the former as pitcher,
sent out to the Bar Harbor team to pla>
and the latter as second base and field.
here next Friday Arbor Day, and to th*
The second nine has chosen Harry C.
Franklins to play here on Saturday
Mason as manager.
They have chal- Word has been received that the Franklenged the Har Harbor grammar school lins cannot play next Saturday, but it is
nine and will probably play Friday at
probable that a game will be arrangec
Har Harbor.
with the Franklins for some day m-xl
What two numbers
Preparations for graduation, which Wt't'K.
A game for last Saturday had been arwill be held in Hancock hall, on June II,
Tlr guesranged with tin* Franklins, but owing U together make seven ?
The essays have illness on the
are already being made.
part of two of their men, il
all been carefully prepared. Ah is custom>
for them to come.
was impossible
tion may be given up by some,
ary tin- junior class furnish the supper, nine made up largely of high school boyas a graduation present to their seniors.
was collected, and
quite an interesting but if you were trading at
The high school base ball team promises game was played. Dunu pitched ami !!:,r
gins caught for the high school nine.
to be one of the strongest ever furnished
are
There
thirteen
by the school.
KKIIVVVS !•'!RKS.
players in the club: Mason, Clark,
Thomas, Murch, Silvy, Crabtree, McI
Kenzie, Doyle, Chase,
L^aftin, Holmes, The Old Hhick House on High Strcci
Woodward, Dunn.
I)est royed.
At last an interest in athletic sports has
There were two tires in Ellsworth last
been awakened in the school, and an
Friday- one early in the morning, one lat<
or himself, you would be told *.hat
athletic association has been started. at
night. The morning tire destroyed tin
The boys enter into it with a vim that
of George
Reed’s house on Watei
to make it a success. The club ell
seven
times one are (not “is")
promises
be known as the Ellsworth high street, the late tire destroyed the Black
is to
and
school amateur athletic association,
farm house on High street, near Card’s
seven.
its object is to promote the interest in brook.
athletics.
You would also notice that he
The tire at George Reed’s house occurred
at 7:30 in the morning. It caught in the
“ClI CMS.”
has the
ell, and it is supposed originated fron
be
Presented
to
The One-act Farce
by sparks from a burning brush pile. The
the Unity Club.
firemen were on hand quickly and pre
The Cnity club will present the one- vented the destruction of the entire house
The
loss is estimated at about f300. There
act farce, “Chums,” at the Unitarian vesThe was no insurance.
in Ellsworth, and you would also
try, this (Wednesday) evening.
At midnight the firemen were called te
farce is excellently adapted for an enterThe large square buildthe Black farm.
are lowest.
remark that his
tainment of this kind. All who go must
ing, in its day one of the proudest man
sions in the city, was in flames, anc
be prepared to laugh.
also find your
You would
beyond saving when the firemen arrived.
The east of characters will be as folThe building was unoccupied and the
if
there
friends
flames swept through the empty roonn
lows :
they were down
fiercely and in a very brief time the
Mr. breed, a Vermont squire.A. E. Austin
was in
street.
ruins, the three large
Harry Breed, A. 15., his sou.E. E. Parker building
Tom "burnham.H. O. Tracy old-fashioned chimneys alone remaining
Flora Strong, Mr. Breed’s niece,
standing.
Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr
The building was owned by Harry S
Mrs, breed.Miss Mary A. Greely Jones, and he was about to make consid
erable
=
there
will
be
vocal
repairs about it. It was insurec
Besides the farce,
for
Cushman
$.500 through Grant
and instrumental music.
There seems no way to account for th>
origin of the tire except as incendiary.
-—--—-——»——
C. II. Sawyer, piano tuner, will he here next
Ayer’s Hills are recommended by lendMonday, May 13, and will remain a few days.
Church Notes.
ing physicians and druggists, as the most
Orders may be left with J. T. Crlppen.—Advt.
a
fo
r
There will be
mid-week meeting
prompt and efficient remedy for biliousindigestion
ness, nausea, costiveness,
and conference at the Congregn
prayer
cure
Liver
Hood’s Pills
Ills, Biliousness,
sluggishness of the liver, jaundice and
ticnal vestry this (Wednesday) evening
to
relieve
also,
A
laxative.
Bick
eolds, fevHeadache.
headache;
pleasant
Indigestion,
at 7.30 o’clock.
ers, neuralgia and rheumatism.
All
a

j

|
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Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castorla.

multiplied

j

■

I
|

I

__

prices

7x1 7.

■

Druggists.—Adel.
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Topic H tw can we En
Met tea t
church?—I Cor. a
tipastor.)
_y. rep
In this chapter Paul, by an
1 ;i
resents the relation that t x;st«
Christ and thecburc.i as simii.tr to t: .t
which exists between the head anti the
body, t_ in ist being the beaei and the
church the body, and going still fuithtr
the r: livtahe represents the relation
to it 1 y
'bur
nai members of tfat
that which the members -t th-> Is sty
Entieavcrers, thert f re.
sustain to it.
as members of the church are members,
and in
orgaus, of the body of Christ,
studying the relati u f the tin n.bers f
the bexly to it we may see t.'ie rt lati n
of the members of the church to the
church and consequent v h w tr-y may

body
ject.
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the power
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Y-
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would celebrate.
Mother Nature—What is the

day

they nog'

_:r

1 -t it.
-i
church, t
t
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tian, the- En 1
Ir.
thing t d
>
:•
never help the c
members of H;s
-y
service, dd, are- r pr
living sacrif;-', rial a
art
.s a
to be; living stor.
"<
;
temple. Thert i- :. ; ■
.vut
of Christ for sininful, mu* o:. io
s not
The branch that d
members.
bear fruit is removed at: i ca«t into the
fire. The one who does rut us- the talF rft iture is
ent given to him loses it
the penalty of neglect in all cast s.
2. Each member of the body has a
definite, specific work to perform, anil
the success and harmony of the whole
structure lies in its faithfully p-rfurming it. All have1 wot:, but not all the

•ly

me

wort,

eye is ior swing.
ear for hearing, the feet f r walking. It
To
is the sam*1 in the b< dy f Christ.
each one God has given some talent—
ability to do >ome special work !■ r Him
All are not apostles, all are not prophets,
all are nor teachers, but it tak**s the
work of all to make a full r unded, symIf you
-fill church.
metrical, su
ut what
would help y r.r rhurch, find
is the talent God has given y u end use
fill a lift
tent t
it. H
;
1 and
essary that tL r i:—y V*
His church may t r
J. All f tie
body w rk in
eye is u : ;• l x
1.
of the !
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Tree—
I a.one
Ni
It- ehject here to tell.
together n«*w for you
But
Its 1,11:11** will gladly spell.

yours,-!!'

You
little d. ve!
1. instead
are all like that, you women!
dillieultii s animate me! T hey sj ur me oil
ward; tin y < !< ctrtfy mi ! For v. u I would
Mario, do you
1.0 eapa! !• 'f lunch in re

<

r

x.\:.

x.

29,

v:.

?!

I

x.

25.
Stand* For Christian t ndcavnr.

The edit r f T:.-. Lath ran EvangelLa.:.as of a
fi.r-t t
ist dev : _-s *.
recent issue of hi.> pap« r to a < feiise of
t organr f riu
the Chr.'tma Em.ization as opposed to all f rms that
might be used to .-.-parate the young
people of his church fr,m the young
pec pie cf oth* r evangelical dencminaHe says that if the animus of
tions.
such societies as he names is antagonistic to the Christian Endeavor society
“then we 6tand squarely for the great
Scriptural providential movement which
has organized the young for Christian
work with the pledge of loyalty to
Christ and to the denomination.”
■

The Grefttnt Attraction.

Aspen—
I cotno to you
From ?• rv't. Fill and dell.
:
-i
in the Fne
A 1
r■■■.:*; <■* t:
words we spell.
T!
\m:
i :l.it lightly Mows
toss.
:\g brant lit
M v tr«
Uiat li-i in my w Asoti
U.
...It- t
>,ivi. ur's cross.
\Y*t»

>-r.

r r-

;.r.

\

a

.i«~

rnt trte.
f:
South Wind is a girl with flowing
hair, who carr>*s a fresh green branch
of leaves. Her dress may l>e of a light
silvery gray, trimmed with leaves and
caught up with knots of flowers. She is
crowned with leaves and feathery’

cessories.

should l>e about a foot
square, pure white, with green leaf bor-

been d,,ing?
North Wind—Oh. just running r <und
W hat fuu
th*untry with Jack Fr
we've had!
Laughs again. * Ha, ha, ha!
and
We !\v* ak<-i t:.e childrtn's
1 th* :r :••*•>. Cr* pt int i.**:ises and
p:u
crack*-d nil th** pitchers. Ha, ha!
-i. .i: > i.-r h* ad)—
M :h»*r Nature
Oh, n.y child. J k Fr -t i» a uiischi* v
I w:.-h y«,u w. ul-1 keep away
i-u.- >prite.
Y u had l.**-tt»T
from him.
packing
gi.» h i:.*/. The S u*.h Wind will
up t
st. !•_- her*-, and she an i y. u can never

hurry?

him, and he

[South Wind
starts back.]

a

>

> take my place
in line.
As ev’ry green tree >h<>uid.
m-in
..e
e .and. :.•»
In ail
Thai. 1, the fair dogw.x.d.

come t

Among their leaves of green.
And north and south my slender
In ev’ry wood is seen.

shape

Ash—
comely ash, 1 come to you.
On rocky banks I stand
And watch the river's ceaseless flow
O'er bed* of shining sand.
A

Jove made a race of men.
And when luck flies my leaves will maka
It come to you again.

Yew—
Within the dark and shady wood
My form is sometimes found.
Or bending o’er the peaceful dead
In consecrated ground.

Once cunning workmen made of me
Crossbows so strong and well.
And still in Switzerland I’m called
The

tree

of William Tell.

AllThe a:"i»crM rowan, beacii and oak.
Red cedar, we are here;
The dogwood, ash and gloomy yew
To spell the words appear.

"-

The wind laughs among
soft little murmur of
a
I

will

will

be recognized generally

as

BY USING

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
“When my adopted son was seven
years of age, he had
as severe a
cough
as 1 ever knew
anyone to suffer from.
He coughed iucessantly, and spit up
blood. 1 tried everything I could think
of, but he constantly grew worse, and
I feared the poor
little fellow would surely die. At last. I
gave him Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, being
recommended to do so by the pbysi< ::\n.
This medicine gave the child speed v

foe to

a

good legislation.
Ill Minnesota the law making it illegal
to sell, barter or give away intoxicating
liquors at retail or wholesale, in any
ity w hatev cr. w here t he people of a

quant

village or township have voted against
the issuance of license, passed both
houses almost by unanimous vote, and lias
been signed by the governor.
M iss \Y

illard

world trip

w :I

in

announces

ii

recent let-

n

special round-thethe Polyglot petition w ill

plan of

ter that the

a

lief and effected a permanent
Mrs. M. K. Dkuat, Liberty. T-

abandoned, as ii is thought
prolmblv
that taking np tin work n re gradually
be

w

I

ill h.

the

•

-nil

ill r

various

d

petition will

11'*-

inli

I

lo

countries

be

to

The wind rattles the branches with dry
little Insulting laughs, while from tin
resounds a desperate
other side of thcw?
cry—and the great white face of the moon
itself
in
veils
the mi.-ts of night
pityingly
and mercifully conceals the shame of the
place of paternal punishment! Short
Stories.

our

—

All the Tre»j»—W»* are here, dear MothNature, to celebrate the glad Arbor
day and to pray that you will take the
trees planted under your care, that they
may be fanned by your softest breezes,
watered by your cooling showers and
warmed by your bright sunshine. Do
tLi>. O Mother, and together

Jotting*.

Epworth league meets in international ci inference in Chattanooga J une
The

27-30.

“Men Who Love Sport.”
Men who love sport will reap therefrom
no small advantage, hr they
will gain
bodily health, better sight, better hearing
and a later old age. Above all, it is an exIn the 11 r-t
cellent training for war.
place, such men, if required to make a
trying inarch on bad roads under arms,
will not break down They will stand 11.<
strain because they are accustomed t
wild animals with arms in
a hunting
their hands.
Secondly, they will be able
to sleep on a hard bed and keep good
watch over the post intrusted to them.
In an advance against an enemy they
will be competent both to attack and to
obey their orders, for it is thus that wild
animals are taken. If they are in the van,
they will stick to their posts, for they will
have lear^ied steadfastness, and in a rout
of the enemy they will be able, being used
to such things, to press him over every
If their own side !«•
kind of ground.
beaten, they will, lx1 able to save them
selves and others without dishonor in

We’ll bring you shelter, food and heat.
We'll give you cooling shade,
1
this from out our forest homes
We have tuis journey made.

Junior Emlt av r lias taken ship and
now sails the high seas. A society is ill
existence among the bellboys aboard the
Majestic. Hurrah for the juniors!

(

I will
r Nature—Dear Trees,
<!• my part to preserve the forests,
and I am sure my children will all help
forward the good work.
Mot!

gladly

Missions!!
Missions!!
Missions!
These are thu words that we litar growing louder and louder as the time for
the Boston convention draws near. Boston, ’95, is to be first and foremost a

■

Pupils representing

he’s gone. Now f**r spring cleaning
South Wild, »< e that the streams an
missionary gathering.
unlocked, the icicles melttd down, tb<
The Hawaiian Islands report several
flourishing Christian Endeavor societies j snow swept up and the ground ready fui
that know no revolution from the steady I the flowers. Ilark! I hear music. Soiik
march of Christian progress. It seems as I one is coming.
if “every kindred, every tribe,” could
[Voice® outside singing. Tune, “Bonny Dun
praise God for the Christian Endeavor We have come fr* mdee.”]
the meadow, the moun
movement.
tain, the wood.
And the gifts- that we bring >ou. behold, the]
A Lima (N. V.) society finds an
are good.
“antigossip pledge’’ conducive to the So drive
off cold winter and ev’ry rough breeze
spirituality of the members
And a welcome r*.w give to the bonny greet
tree#.
See how Christian Endeavor grows in
CHORUS.
Wales! In July, 1893, only 29 societies;
Here'h entile and birch; here’s oak, a*b an-a
in February, 1895, more than 120, and
beech.

Welcome!

a we I came.

oh. give

unto

each!

trees

clasp hands,

and looking up recite:
0 Painter of the fruits and flowers!
We thank thee for thy wise design.
Whereby these human hands of ours
In Nature’s garden work with thine.
Give fools their

gold, give knaves their

power.
Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall.
Who sows a field or trains a flower
Or plants a tree is more than all.

marshy, precipitous or otherwise danger
ous ground, for from experience they will
be quite at bjrne in it.
Men liko these, even when the greater
part of their army has been routed, have
rallied and fought against the victorious
enemy when astray in difficult ground
and have beaten them by their courage

—Whittier.

All sing (Tune, “America”):
Emblem of liberty.
Here let us plant a tree
In the brown earth.
Father above «s heed.
Help as we drop the seed.
Bend rain and dew to feed.
Give. !t new birth.

! and their endurance.—Translation From
I Xenophon In Macmillan's Magazine.
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The increasing interest in temp* ranee
education is shown by the fact that Mrs.
weeks
in
two
Hunt
recently, refrom Denmark. Spain,
letters
ceived
Portugal, the Babanins, Egypt and India
inquiring about the system in use in our

public

schools.

Tile Foundation Stone of Sui it.-s,
The one great rule of business is that
of honesty absolute mid unqualified honesty writes Kdward W. Bok in the May
Ladies' Home Journal. All the rules of
business
founded

are
on

worthless

t bat

ami

one

they are not
only foundation
if

stonr to true oinmereial success.
Honesty is not alone the best policy in
business; it is the one and only policy.
I'pun it. and upon it alone, can a good
reputation 1« built, and a man ;u busiwithout a reputation for honesty
ness
might ji:-t as-well stop. Any deviation
*
of honesty in business may
fr« m the r
bring temporary gain, but .1 invariably
On the other
imat
permanent loss.
t>* in boin-st
hand, a striet iuiher» m
jM.ln v may mom 11 t*:npornry loss, but
Miu nt gain.
h
rii
is
sure
result
in
;i
to
pt
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Treat- all PUeawf- of I»..n.i-ti*
Critical Surgical • »pcrntlou- a >p« ta
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Office, Hoorn 10, (.lie. lllock, HIUw

JOHN

M-

r:i

E. IH NKKII. .1!;..

AT LAW.

ATTOKNKY

AT

OFFI( K8

ME.

HAH IIAHHOH AM) HM'KIIIU.
liar llarln.r office*
Hluehlll office open

J )K.

7 and

Sit. I»e*crt 15 oA.

h

Saturday*

HAGEliTHY,

O. S.

DKNTIST.

ODONTUNDER.
MAIN

M,I.-»'hI;1 I!

STIIKKT,
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MASON.
at

Attorney

Law.

anil Solicitor of Patent*.
Wheelwright A Clark’* I’k, BANGOR.
Ha* re*umed Patent piaetlce.an 1 "
tent-for Inventor*; l-r’.ng ai d deter
trie infringement of Patent*, and

er

—

2

cur-
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ings in N«w Kng;..: ■.!
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John <i. \Yi>iilley ha- h* :d

scries of
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visited.

be

sunim, r

of tireat
tie govt rin
1
ami S w • tit ii. aii'i ;

Thump! Thump!

letters now
We’ll turn to >ou this way, LTurncardt]
That all may read our names aright
And llnd we’re Arbor day.

Inwrought in green,

As <*o«l Wills.

Vi 111

hopeful

Saved His Life

—

Tradition say* that from my trunk

[Goes out.]
Mother Nature—What a blustering
fellow h- >: II** keeps the whole house
in a tumult when he is here. I’m glac

entelioc

The senate of North Carolina appointed
committee to investigate the conduct of
a member w ho had been absent from his
sent on account of intoxication, and cause
him to be properly dealt with according
to law, to the end that justiic might he
done hia constituents and such conduct
not reflect discredit upon the honorable
body of „:..<h he was a member. A
promise of the day w hen alcohol
a

apron
She holds i rthspnad. h<-r amp!'* child
IN THIS WOMAN'S CASE.
ish apron, and he throw- down, light as a
Mrs. Campbell W M:rs Her l etter Pubflake, a kirge velvety pansy, with th:. k.
soft pi tal.-, dotted with gold, which seem
lished s<> that the Truth Ma) lie
like the ardent yes if a living p« rson
Known.
her trembling litt'•
She takts it int
\: v
apt ns
k
i:
r •‘pc* iai. t->
hands and places it Upon her lips with
Of the thousands «.f
tter> rec« :ved
idolatrous f. rvor.
from women till over
: 1 1% Mrs.
Swear t<> me that you will not he false
tie is
to me.” insists the f> rvid lour of 1
years
:l, pd.lie
of age.
IJy the memory f vour mother
W
f 1
'll of
promise me tl at you will not he an
Tlmsabother's.
<he re ps a little more loudly.
dbsir.l bePoor mamma!
in
Mrs.
••If she se«s mo from heaven!
rinkham
“She will imt lx* pleased with me!
h* r
ai
d
“Indeed I am doing wrong!
“How dark it is!
army of
“And if papa should suspect!
I atients;
and she
“And if your"—
What ideas. Maria!
They are bound
freely solicits a letasleep. At their ago one does not know
ter fn m
anything of love any longer—do you understand? They don’t remember what it
any wolike
and
means to love
me, without
man
you
rich
with
a
full
without
cowardlinesses,
or
fears,
jioor,
ness of felicity, with that intoxication”—
who is in ill health or ailing.
This phrase, read in a realistic novel,
In the rase of Man K. Campbell, of
Albion, Noble Co., lnd., her suffering
appears unwilling to bo recalled with ex
And perhaps It is on this acactitude.
was so severe, her relit f so suddenly realcount that the moon hides behind the cedar
ized, ami her gratitude so great, that she
of Lebanon, fringed with silver, its broad
wishes the circumstances published, in
the hope that others may t*e benefited
ly smiling face.
it
is
late—let
me
“Alfredo,
go.
thereby. She says:
“No, not yet—how can you think of
My physician told me 1 liad dropsy
as
is
as
It
and falling of the womb.
commonplace
sleep;
anything
My st« mach
I am wide awake, full
a delicious night.
and bowels w ere so bloated 1 could not
There Is a wildness In my
of daring.
and hands
face
get a full breath.
My
I feel my
blood which lashes it onward.
were bloated badly.
1 had that dreadful
self capable of great, heroic enterprises
bearing-down pain, backache, palpitation
What is that?”
| of the heart, and nervousness.
His voieo, arisen by degrees to the de
“One of my physicians told me 1 had
cided intonations of manhood, is lost in
I something growing in my stomach; and
on exclamation of senseless, childish ter
the medicine that I took gave me relief
ror.
only for a short time. 1 thought I must
The ladder creaks, trembles, shakes die. 1 began to take
Lydia F. 1‘ink ham's
with a great push from invisible hands.
Vegetable Compound, and it worked like
You rascal!
“Ah!
a charm.
After taking the first bottle
1 ve caught you at last!
I could walk across the street, now I am
for
"Idler, madcap, good
nothing!
well.
I advise all my friends to take it.”
"Boy hardly out of the nursery!
—Mary K. Campbell, Albion. Noble Co.
I'll teach you.”

Like wintry flakes my blossoms lie

But. when autumn leaves are flying.
And the grass and flowers dying.
Then't will
your t urn to fly.
Now *tis mine. Away I’ll hie.
Mother Nature, now good by.

li.i

Iftibrrttsrmrnts.

U. Column.

£. £.

______

your

"WHAT MAY BE YOUR BUSINESS?"

You need not worry.
I do not care.
light as air.’’
To the land of snow and rime

if

The sweet, musical little voice is lost in
of sobs.
a
“Your father is a barbarian, a tyrant
Love is light,
like mine, but no matter
is powi r: it crushes obstacles, levels dliliculties—in a few years you will be mine.
Yes, but if you do not pass the exam
ination.
I shall pass it! A thing «'f no account!
The teacher has a dislike t- m«—imagine
Maria. I have brought you
what a Last!
something. I have kissed it so mu'di
Promise, darling, that y u will keep 1: alit si.all !•
ways you know, even wh'ii
Fake it
No, your hand

I

your t it rents
are "trifles

in

stammer

Dogwood—

Oh. I’m going.

>ve

The Druid's sacred tree am I,
In olden tales renowned.
And with my leaves in ancient day*
Were Homan heroes crowned.

■

They

ladder

ring'

Are you weeping, treasure?
avenge your tears one by one!”
‘1Y es!'

O:. barren, r»ky hills I dwell.
Where birds in sorest need.
have com*,
\\ inter's drifting >n<>\\
W
l ; n my berries feed.

goes toward

l.xl

the trews with

With feath'ry sprays of living gre<
I come w a* ne’er I’m bid.
day I stand the fifth in line,
A fragrant pyramid.

North Wind—Now, my dear, what iu

m<

irony.

.ith NY
filter.
Come to turn your ice to water.
Wind
come
.south
Just the
again—
Come to turn jour snow to rain.
I the :■ j ftreams unlock.
Pussy Willow’s cradle rock.
Mart again the frozen sap.
Wake the flower* from their nap.
Tell the bluebirds spring is coming,
8et the early bees a-kumming.
Oh. ’tis time work should begin.
Mother Nature, let me in!

your

tl."

t

In crimson, purple, lilac dressed.
O’er all a silv'ry sheen.
I come, but as the springtime goe*
I change to glossy green.

T

Take jour icicles and start.
Time for freezing winds is past.
Your cold reign is o’er at last.
Better htart at once. No growling.
Let me catch you round here prowling.
You will then be glad to go, sir.
But you’ll go without your snow, sir.

need your I

Interruption.

pn th«

We can all be servants of God wherever our lot
cast, but He gives us different sorts of work, according us He
Beacon.
fits us for it, and calls us to it.

rapidly increasing.

>

Red Cedar—

pack your drifts of snow.
Gladly now with you we part.

f

—

Oak—

Come, sir,

akitn-

rare

—

agree.
N rth Wii.-l—Pooh! \\
her: [ Km k nt>: 1*-. j
Mother Na’un.Wh-»
South Wind ^outside;—

Mother Nature < opens the door)—Why,
bless me. here is the South Wind already.
Come in, come in. I'm glad to see you,
I've just been telling your
my child.
brother, North Wind, that he'd better
pack his trunk and go home.
South Wind—Yes, ’tis time for him to
go. <To North Wind):

a

e-

ordi r t
struggle
A muss uf hh>ekln ads. *f
against lib
scoundrels. f idiots! llut we will triumph
over everything If you will only
"What'
Ho my muse
lie strong and faithful.
and my poetry.
•'Hut 1 am.
Only, you know, papa Is
so strict, he would like to have me play
dolls yet. and he says that you"
What’ Speak! 1 am prepared for everything- What (lid he say? 1 am superior
Tell me!"
to these trifles.
"That you are a naughty Ixiy; that you
be at your lessons, anil
to
would do better
1

When winter comes, its biting wind*
My green leaves often bleach.
Yet closer to my boughs I cling—
By these you'll know the beech.

—

For

Christian Kmleavor

...

You may behold in me.
As clad in living green I come.
The spring’s epitome.

—

up-'ii it.
N rth Wi- 1—Ha. ha! Ho, ho!
M -ther Na’.ur*— What is the matter,
N rth Wind: Wi.at mi- i.m-f have you

wan

BeechNow gayly marching from the wood

—

-r nu

1 1. ,r
.:. ; w
1 )o y' a
is the w ind
Swear it:
I) .n't J 'gal
I sWiar i:
the laddi r is t- 11.
Look—

a from my mountain home i come
To you, the rowan tree.
And by her fire, ou w intry nights.
Fil'd oft the old wife tells.
That be wlf bears the rowan tree wood
Is safe from witches* spells

ders and letters of the same:
Mother Nature, North
Characters
Wind, South Wind.
Trees
A>i>en, Rowan, Beech, Oak,
Rod Cedar, 1> >gwood, Ash. \ ew. Each
tree should carry a card with a letter

r

It

N

The cards

f
v,

care

Tree Mountain Ash)—
A graceful pyramid of green
My ferni 5 oil'll often see.

K

grasses.
The various trees who take part are
boys and girls, either dressed in green,
with leaf coronets and trimmings, or in
everyday costumes, with the same ac-

a

Sincerity.
The only conclusive evidence of a
man’s sini'hnrr is that, he L*ivf*s himself
for a principle.
Words, money, all
things cls>. are comparatively easy to
glvo away, hut when a man makes a
gift of his daily life and practice it is
plain that thu truth, whatever it may
lie, has taken possession of him.—Lowell.

i■»

an

Proves Mis

rs

1 the
r
:
:.v.
r
r c:
A
y
;nr.hug gown.
N r:a W-.nl is a 1 y wr:i a r> ugh
k c ip. Th* y may i.av a
.! and t:
: ir. das':;.-! with while
frir.g. -T
slightly sprinkled with
He* carries a
dust t ghrcen like frost

"It was tne best meetiug that I have
ever attended, because so many testified
Such was the testimony of
of Jesus.
unconverted young man concerning
Christian Endeavor prayer meeting in
Savannah. Ga, which he chanced to
attend. We cannot too early learn that
the most attractive thing about our
meetings, as about our religion, is Jesus
Himself.—Golden Rule.

fl \v*
f leav•:

My po.

Tl

T

moth tav:
but by it

Bamo

The garden wall, Illuminated by the
shrubmoon, is white amid thedark grvxm
of damp
bery. the night air w ith a savor
flowers,
ness stir* the clusters of white
and the shower of star shaped blossoms
falls silently like perfumed snow.
of
A curly dark head peeps over the top
be
the ladder, and a voice that wishes to
firm betrays a slight tremor, hesitating
between the syllables:
Mn rl.V
Hitt, for heaven’s sake,
1 am here
in papa's
apeak low. There iSHllll a light
I
room.
Oh, dear me, I'm ao frightened!
haven't any bl.xxl in my veins!"
Don't he
tome farther this way.
afraid! Come under the shadow of the
branches: so—no, farther this way!
little, uncertain,
Mie advanced with
Her slender white figure,
short steps
a
of
child, (lies along tho
still almost that
gravel of the path. She crouches trembling at tile foot of the low wall, among
the branches of drooping Ivy. and looks
which sbino
up toward the laughing eyes
through the h fives.
Oh. Alfredo! And if you fall and hurt

we

of doing it

Ill

MOONLIGHT TRYST.

arphyra around them now
p!ay.
For ;*ie> hsraid the coming of glad Arbor Jar
Mother Nature
A knock n! tho door.
Euler Tret'S.]
Cpor.s it.
M ther Nature—This is truly a goodly
company! What may be your business
with me?
Xns*s—Dear Mother Natnre. we have
come from our homes to crave your
blessing on the enterprise that would
for
preserve the forests which man hath
ages so carelessly destroyed. Bless, dear
t:o'ther. those who would plant ns, that
seedtime and harvest may not cease
throughout the land, that the birds may
t:;.l shelter in our branches, and that inWe
sects may not destroy your crops.
W e absorb
are for use and for beauty.
tiie hurtful gases and add to the healthfull'.- ss of the atmosphere. So pray, kind
mother, bestow your blessing upon tha
a.I soar soft

\

CO/VT

kind* <>t Patent hUblntto
Invited.

Is it shabby ?
Do you not
think he would make a better
appearance

in

stylish,

new,

well-fitting garments ?

Tell
him to drop in on us and see
for how little he can make
matters as they should be.
People

t. vcn't given

The

J#
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Manufacturer and Dealer in

Granite anil Marble Monimients,

the title of
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Tablets and Headstones.

Clothiers

Newest Designs, Best Material, and firstClass Workmanship at Lowest Prices.

nothing

STEAM

ELLSWORTH

POLISHING WORKS.

Ur(« stork of Flninli-,1 Work
Ktantly on hand.
A

CLOTHING FACTORY
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North Conway, N. H., who, on account
of his own illness, was not able to be
present, have the sympathy of all.
Mrs. Kva Hinckley and Mr. and Mrs.
B. F. Hinckley desire to express their
grateful appreciation for the numberless
kindnesses shown the husband and son
during his illness, and for the tokens of
sympathy and deeds of love their neighhors and friends have been ho ready to
bestow.
M. K. M.
Mayo.
of

pngn

has subscribers at 10<
Tut' Americanin Hancock county
C the 110 post-offices
other papers in the county com

allthe
bined do not
rvx

h

reai

so

Tiik Amkk

many.

the only paper printed i
„untu, and has never claimed t

not

is

//anc,M
f, l,u!

(he t/ii’.v pi per that

van

|

prop

a Cm-N-TV paper; all III
crh! he called
’) local papers. The circuit!
istt,n
,\ mr.HH'AN, harr-iiuj the Ha
r,,
M
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(ton o/

lb

Harbor

cord’s

large

list, is

summer
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the other papers print* 1
than that of a"

Hancock county.

in

the classes.
WILLIAM

Op”

PKATH

HINCKLKY.

N.

Hinckley died ii ,
Biuehill, April 27, 189.5, aged twenty-fou
years, six months and twenty-six days.
One of the sad chapters in the book o
life has been written in the hearts, th
sytnpat hies and the memories of all ii
this community. While to many it wil
in a measure, be effaced by their own pur
suits and pleasure^, there are some w he
Norman

William

»

until life's end, w ill carry in their heart
the shadow that has fallen upon thei
now.

Just ten months from th* day he wa
married to Miss Kva Marks in the park*
of the cozy little home he hail prepare j
for his bride, William N. Hinckley tn
tered into the home above, leaving hi
loveil companion with a babe t hree week
old to care for and cherish. A bride,
mother and a w idow in ten months mean
an unusual blending >d joy and sorrow.
Through the w inter Mr. Hinckley wa
poor health, but hopes were enter
tamed of his recovery until a ft w week
before ins death, w nen it became eviden
m

that

I
upon him.
lie passed

grasp

placed itsrelentles
ncomplainingly am j

had

consumption

the winter month*
nodoubt fortliesako of her to w hom sue

cheerfully

trying ordeals were to come later.
>Hlurday morning, April 29, his parent
change in his appearance, and tb
lie wished lose
was summoned,
the doctor alone and said to him, “Am j

saw a

doctor

Hr. (.Irindlc

dying?"

that he

replied

was

could last but a few hour
lunger. “Then," ne said, “1 want to se
Calmly he made arrangement
my wife."
for the
funeral service, selecting th
singers and selections he desired sung
and that he

his bearers.

and also

He lingered

hours, conscious t

some

expressed the wish that li
might have done something by whic !
hisliUlegirlmig.it remember him, am
sent
his “brotherly love" t*» his onl,
brother with regrets that they could no
In repl
have been together at the last.
tn his fat In r’s question, “Is Je.siis nea
you?" he siid, “Yes, He comes nearer
nearer
nearer," and with
“good-by
good-by,' bis .->{ im returned to God win
tile

lie

last.

it.

gave

funeral

The

family
G.

Harw

in»pr«

>i\

A

th

at

Uev

afternoon.

conducted tin*

id

.1

held

was

Monday

home

most

(

service

rvice in

s

comforting manner
consisting of Mrs. K. V
and

quartette
Mr*. While, Finest Osgood am
Hannie Gross sang “Jesus Hover of nr
Soul," “W e Jshall Sleep, but not Forever,’
Ill
Shall We Meet Ueyuml the Fiver?"
hearers were c lan ice Snowman, A. F
Townsend, John Webster and l.ymai
Curtis.
The flora! gift were many end beauti
(irindlc.

•>

ful, Miiioiifl

t m!M

I. <>.<;. Y.
St.me

<

i fle

id
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BANqt'ET.

The first annual reunion and
! of the Bluehitl academy alumni
tion was held at the vestry of
church
gregal ioimi
Friday

May
i

JUurliill
r
Blmliill academy dosed May 3, afte
most successful terms of th
one »>f the
scholars wer
past three years. Fifty-six
the largest numbe r
registered this term,
has beei 1
(or the year. The attendance
good. Henry Saunders, Martin Ixmg
Morse, Arthur Greene, Fran I :
benora
Hardin and Angie Hinckley have no
half day.
Martii 1
been absent h single
and Frank Hardii 1
Long. Art bur Greene
deserve special mention, as they have no
for the whol
been absent one-half day
school year. The interest has been es
as a natura 1
peCbilly marked this term.and
result good work has been done in all o [

AND

banquet
associathe (.’on-

evening,

3.

voted

to

hold

annual

un

mediately following

reunion

im-

the commencement

Bluehill academy.
At the close of the concert and entertaimmmt the members of the association
repaired to the vestry, where a bountiful
repast had been prepared. 1). I. Gross
officiated as toastmaster. The following
is a list of the toasts ami those who reexercises of t he

pomled:

.Prof. K. H. Stover
The Present Occaslou.Kverett s. Marks
Our Absent Members.Kthel M. Stover
Labor Omnia Vinclt.Forrest 11. Snow
Our Predecessors.Florence S. Morse

Greeting

to

Successors.Daisy L. (.‘lough
The Ladles.Martin H. Long
Our

F.sse qunm Vlderi.Lizzie D. Grlndie
Fannie (’. Hinckley
School Days..
Pedagogues of ’D4... .Julia It. Saunders
Tlie old A- ademy. Harry A. Hinckley
Our Future.Henry A. Saunders
Cerium Pete Flnem. .Lizzie M. Maddox
Our Banquet.Kinuia Jean Mellowed
In

Arthur Campbell is building a wharf
very near Poplar Point. He expects one
of the small steamboats to make landings
there the coming season. It will be very
convenient for the people at the Beach.
M. L.
May 2.

few

a

well-chosen

Stover extended
welcome to the

words

IJrof.

hearty
comprising

most cordial and

a

members

new

the class of '95.
The orator, Walter K. Butler, ’93, in his
discourse, said that we should all appreciate t he advantages w hich were ours in
being enabled to acquire as good an
education as Bluehill academy afforded,
and although we may not he privileged
to further continue our studies in a

higher
gained

institution,
at

the

old

yet the

academy

Fred Bobbins, who has been working
B. Bobbins, left last week to goon
a yaeht from New York.
There seems to
be a boom on Deer Isle men for yachtsIt is said that nearly n
men this year.
hundred have gone or shipped to go for
the coming season. George Powers left
Monday for the same business.

would

will

he

so

us a

short

a

time,

welcome him.

meeting

on

and all

He also

were

very

glad

to

attended the class- j

Thursday evening.

Robbins met with quite an
John
accident Thurs lay, at the Landing. He
had been after some freight and was just
coming from the steamboat wharf when
he met a “jigger,” the driver of which, if
not wanting the earth, wanted most of
the way, and left scant room to pass.
Just as they were abreast Mr. Robbins’
horse started ahead and loeked wheels
with the other team, startling the horse,
whieh leaped to one side, breaking both
shafts, the whiffletree and cross-bar of
the wagon, cramped one wheel and threw
Mr. Bobbins out among some rocks. The
the wagon
horse cleared himself from
Charles Eaton’s,
ran
round to
and
H IHTl’

II*'

UUI^IU.

.UI

»*

Cape ItoMier.
Mrs. Sadie
at

A.

been

has

here

from

followed

the institution.
Forrkst B. Snow,
May 8.
Class of ’93.

boarding, are to come again, and we may
hope for religious services which are
much appreciated here.
Many summer
boarders are expected.
Kn«t 1:110*11111.
With pleasure we note the marriage of
The schooner “G. W. Reed,” E. A. Hayford, master, arrived in Salem last Wed- ('apt. Lester Blake, of the schooner “Ann
W. Barker,” to Miss Augusta Quinn, of
nesday.
Lester is a rising young sea
Richard Grindle has bought a house-lot Eagle Isle.
both success
we w ish them
of A. H. Webber and will begin to dig a captain, and
Carrie Blake went to
and happiness.
cellar m a few days.
>.

Long

arrived

home

on

Thursday

summoned
as a witness in the libel suit of Bearce &
Clifford against J. P. Bass & Co.
Auburn

where

he

was

Miss Lizzie P. Long and Miss Elsie
Leith arrived from Block Island last
Tuesday in the clipper sloop “Nameless,”
of Tremont. Miss Leith is visiting friends
here and in Bluehill.
Fret! Closson, who supplies this part of
with piscatorial aliment, suffered
It appears
serious h>ss last Tuesday.

the town
a

lltu

Ilf

iinu

buiiu

uwuiii,

,,

HI*

Rluehill village, and
arrived from Hast Rluehill with a broken
thill. Near the residence of S. Watson
in

driving

from

Cousin*, as Mr. Closson whs taking some
tish from the wagon, his horse ran away,
and when mar Stephen (.’diary’s, left the
road, and the wagon was overturned. In
some inexplicable manner the legs of the
horse became entangled,and in bis frantic
efforts to extricate them one leg was
broke i. The horse had to be killed.

Rockland with the bride to witness the
marriage of her brother, and bear them
company on their wedding trip to New
York.

May

The old Mount Desert Congregational
church was organized at what is now
Somesville, Oct. 17,1792. The centennial
Southwest Harbor in
was observed at
1892, but no regular historical sketch of
the church was prepared. Later it was
decided to invite the Rev. E. M. Cousins,
of Portland, as a son of the old church.
name

1 lllLlMII* l».

lSSJi

"1

\-<

IN.

1

WOOL!

WOOL !

stands at the head of

the roll of membership, to prepare a
historical sermon. Mr. Cousins lias com*
pleted his work and expects to deliver the
sermon next Sunday, May 12, in different
parts of the old parish field, being at
Somesville at 10.30 in the forenoon, at
Bass Harbor at 2.30 in the afternoon and
at Southw est Harbor in the evening.

May 4.
Wednesday evening a gang of
Kill- llai Ihii
boisterous youths paraded the streets and
Several weeks ago George Stafford, w ho
disturbed the quiet of the village. When
is time-keepir on the Pulitzer job, had
breedof
so
destitute
become
good
boys
some trouble with a Frenchman, Israel
ing a* to disturb the occupants of private
Last Friday
an
employee.
dwellings by pounding on the houses Marshall,
Marshall waited around Stafwith club* and bracing the doors with afternoon
ford Bros.’ livery stable part of the afterfencing poles, it i* time they were
noon and was ordered off of the premise*
admonished that-they are going too far.
I’ll 1 is Stafford, one of the proprietors
Last winter two of the stores and the by
in a similar
were disturbed
and a wood-chopper, living in a
small house owned by J. K. Long, was
frightened nearly out of bis w its one
evening by a stove cover being thrown
through his window, breaking the lamp
Some of the parties who
on the table.
have been breaking the peace are known,
but the persons w ho have been annoyed,
being peaceably inclined, have so far
taken no legal measures. Vet it is well
to remember that there is a time when
forbearance ceases to be a virtue.
O.
May 4.

post-otlice
manner,

I
»t-

'•fill

in

..t
at

-ill ~eril>er heirs to Inform fin* wool flrow
n,ui.il adjoining «ountics that he i
the

ELLSWORTH WOOLEN MILL,
;>i"l is li 111\ 1.1 <i 11» ;>.« I l., card yuiir wool inti
r"lls, or to inanul.ieturc li into auythihfltlm
"""I will make.
Me haw* on h.ini ami for sale at flu* factory
♦idler whole-ale or retai all kind- of KNIT
•INI. y \ i;
a!; kinds, I'm
I 1., Ills
•'"Hi ladle- aid
it 11* men'- w ear.
M e have ju
:oi out a n re li .e of flood- suit
* hie for |. ...i
anti » ioah-, in all tin
He Went aiid
»*Ul
at> -t -1 y It- and rolorilifls.
KOods are all w.n ranted, mailt* from pure virgli:
\Voo|—mi hl|,M( |> II- t>.
In PInnket-. for tidier -laid.* or -treet, or foi
hou-e, we have a heller a-*ortuieiit than can In
found in Kastcni Maine, and invite jour in
...

>

Motion.
Me

know

\vc

«*nn’» 1»** heat

manufacture and sell
ho

our own

on

prices;

as wi
art

floods, there

middlemen to pay
Me will take pay in wool for anv floods wt
make.
aflcnts, Whitiiifl Pros, and A W. Clark
"dll take rare of
your wool, as usual.
Orders by mail or express will receive pronip

jiur

attention.
SA

tisfa err os g i a ra steed.
('0RRE8P0SDESCE SO LI Cl TED

Address all orders or letters of inquiry

to

GEOltGE L. MORRISON,
llox 224,

K.LLSWORTH, ME.

and brother of George Stafford. Marshall
refused to go, and Stafford attempted i*
put him off. The Frenchman turned on
Stafford and stabbed him three times on
the back of the head, on the neck and
Several men standing near
the cheek.
took the Frenchman off and used him
very roughly, breaking his nose and
otherwise injuring him. Stafford is not
dangerously injured. The Frenchman
was

Fre.-di

Coffee—per lb
Klo,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea— per lbJapan.
Oolong,
Sugar- per lb
Granulated,
Coffee -A ,k
Yellow, C

■><<} 2

the liver. This
prevents ths
dlgaatlon of

Capt. Isaac G. Gray left home last Mon-

caused by

food, which
ferments tnd

Capt. F. F. Johnson and aome others
went down the bay on * fishing cruise a
tew days ago and caught some fine fish.

phire.”

I.Valti

Matched pine,
.shingles per M
Cedar. Kxtra.
**

4.20
2.1"
.40

one.

No. I.
Scoots.

Mi (Vz 1. "
I'd I 25

'-V/£ 26
leu .15
nsfa If»
sot hi
Boasts.
7a OH
Beef. Corned, pr lb
It;
Tongue,
Salt Fork, per lb
1'
1 •> !2
Lard, per lb
.08
Figs Feet, per lb
lb.

decomposes

in

ths stomach
andcaase* dis-

added

are

No.
••

40.
39.
307.
76.

30 lbs.

Halt —per lb
Drv Cod,

."7't

Pollock,

.(it"i.

Mackerel.

Herring per

do/
h resh —per lb

Cod,
Haddock,

.1 htn

St. Jol.n ulewives,
F iiinan llnddl-,
< nrio d fish per .b

''..a!

Wood -per cord
3 Ut (a .»D'»
Drv Hard.
*."0fa >.60
Dry Soft.
Bo .tiding*, per load
I tk(a l.25

No.
••

••

No.
••

•'

*•

49.
62.

30
28

54.

30

75.

30

55.
308.

tir
per bbl—
3.5f(fj 4.01
Straights,
3.04 ui 5 -5
First' I'-nr,
3.0
Second Clear,

Kh

1

pat*»n s.
Winter

wheat, 4.5'in 5.00
Spring wheat, 4.7,Vo 5.

No. 81.
■•69.
••
310.

II

Hides—per
Ox

!!>--

No.

311.

Gear

•*

modeL

'94

Gear
**

XW

.7

115.

70

120.

A,
high frame,
pattern G. Gear 63,
B,
high frame,
^
'94 pattern G.
Gear 70,
A,
high frame, wood rims,
'94 pattern G. Gear 59,
high frame,
B,
'94 pattern G. Gear 66,
high frame.A,

60

'94

122.

60
65

$60

1,
B,
B,

$75

A

r-1 Lcucni

63,
63,

Gear

#

55

No.

520.

No.

522.

i

45
50
45

...

.A.
B,

63, P. T. tires.
63, low frame,
63,

«,

55

Tandems.
Diamond Frame Special, Hartford
Cycle Co., 45 lbs.$100
Diamond Frame Special, Hartford
95
Cycle Co., 45 lbs.,
...

No.

65
60

12.
6.

$75

140.
142>
103.
105.
107.

..

..

45

‘*

-1

Ladies’ Bicycles.
Cushion tires. Columbia, Model
28.
Gear 53,
C, $20
'90 pattern.
Solid
Columbia.
15
tire.
Gear 53.C,
Hartford, Pattern B. Cushion tires, C, 10
o, 15
'93 pattern D. Hart ford. Gear 53, B, 25
F.
63, A, 40
F.
56,
wood rims,
A, 40
..

..

^

D,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

5^

^

Hartford, Conn.

li't till-

1

.16
4
.1"
-5
4"
.12
25
.2 m .3
‘2(n 15
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each,

j

MONEY’S WORTH?
In

-per ton

that

answering

ing

and

it

question

depends

For the last

it out.

to find

forty

the best

selling

CLOTHING

where

upon

years

you

have been

we

go

buy-

......

and

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

Shorts,

per bag
Mixed teed,
1.20''1.25
1.25
Winter wheat.
Spring wheat, 1.10a 1.15
Middlings, per hag

made

by anybody

nearer

to

1.3

and

We

price.

can

showed, in

ever

quality

how better garments could

imagine
and

produced,

we

any

guarantee

than nine-tenths of

fit you with

to

tailors

the custom

per cent. less.

l.fty

at

than

cannot

better garment

.1*4

This season's stock is

the country.

in

ideal

our

in>s>iblv be

>

a

can,

....

>ver, per 1

3.26
.’2
Ih

.3
30m .35

Banana*.

$60

$50

G.

**

111.

I
A,

*94 pattern

108.
110.

••

Cash must accompany the order. Freight or express charges
If shipped C.O.D., $10 must
are to be paid by purchaser.
be sent with order, as a guarantee.

VA/
TRs

It d.
Alsike.

.hi

Fre*li Fruit.
Lemons, pr duz

Hartford, Men’s.
No.

70

'94 model.A,

1

Liwase d, lb,

63,
63,

j

40

....

*'

'94 model.

$15

C,

53,

....

55
60

Columbia, Model 34.
lbs. '94 model. Gear 63,
B,
lbs.
63,
wood rims.
A,
lbs. '94 model. Gear 63,
I). T. tires.A,
lbs. '94 model. Gear 63,
D. T. tire*,
A,

Gear

452.

$50

63.B.
B,
63,
63.A,
63, new,

313..B,

,2V«i .4
.26m .30
Seeds.

Herds tJrass per hu
Bed Tod. per lb

70

Columbia, Model 32.
No. 312. Regular,.A, $50

21
10

7-5
.50
ide* and Tallow.
Tallow —per P.>4 lioiigti,
'4
Tried,
in

80
70

Columbia, Model 39.

'!5
7'

pr bu

'90 pattern.

Light Roadster, Cushion Tires.
No.
9. Gear 53.C, $20
Hartford, Pattern R.
No. 450. *94 Improved,
$45

Columbia, Model 38.

»i "
Brokui,
*».•••
Stove.
*>.(.10
F.gg,
•> 0
Nut,
6.0‘
Blacksmith's,
T lour, Ciruiu and Feed.
There i- an advance of about 50 cents all I
around on llour. Boston reports markets linn
and demand better, with wheat very firm. Corn
advances in the Kllsworth markets 5 cents on a
bushel. Oats are firm, but no higher at present. |

Corn, full Weight
Barley, per bu
Oats, per bu

$80

5.

■

oysters, per qt
Lobsters, per lb
*•
blunder*, do/.
S ad,
Bluetlsli,
Trout,
Fuel.

Corn meal per bu

Light Roadster, Solid Tires.
No.

'*

I'M
hi
I"

Mackerel, large, apiece
.l
-2 m 25
!
C'» Tongues and sounds,
.12
.15 Halibut fins,
'4
Halibut heads,
24
25
smoked bloaters, do/
.' 5
Smoked halibut pr He2((i Is
.'4 Smoked alewives, string

H
Min 4>
.l'»

Halim, t,
Salin'll.
lb

Pickerel,

Gear

•*

■

((range*—
cal. or uiges,
Cocoanut.*, each

.5"
.4
.oom >

Don’t Make

Cheap Boy!

a

.10(0.15

Apples,

Dried
Figs.
Da'i-s,

.F.M.20
I"
."*•» 15
14
.1

».

i’runes,

Fruit.
Tamarinds,
n
Currants.
Auple*. choice string
choice sliced
1

N lit*.
.2 ■ T illi Is, per lb
.Id F.:ig. Walnuts p rib
.15 chestnuts. per 'jt

Almuiid*, |-r lh
Pecan*, P-r lb
Brazil*, per 1
■

1° !
12

<

.'

.*

.12

.2
2<>

Tilt* pulp of u N inon rubbed on thf
t be hair will stop ordinary rust s

I

roots of
of

falling out.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s

Castoria_

ZUnjcrtiscmcnte.
y^y^

•v^v%/V/\ A/VAA

v

S

parents

:iv.

the

Bird Kites,

1>

W

’\

inclined

arc

have

e

Marbles.

in

price

but

buckboard

we

rich in

give

Rubber Blarters,
Just Received.

DevilBin wlisllB,
THING

ntT.

JUST

FOR

FRESH

Curtains,

cheap clothing for

too

examination.

rigid

The

clothing

boys

ot

assortment

large

They

are

cheap

represents the

cut above

quality.
everv purchaser

department

clothing

we

show

childrens clothing.

of

and the

suitings,

This statement

none.

themselves.

the finest line of

comprising all

in eastern Maim

in overcoats and

quality, style
we

up-to-date

the latest

patterns

and finish are

back up with the

goods

...

.....

Look

RANDIES.

at

With every cash

Variety

Store.

Pauper Notice.
notice
gives

tel

or

etching.

in and

see

purchase
They

are

Neckwear.

Seasonable

Our

of

on

$20.00

we

give

exhibition in

them.

a

our

beautiful Pas-

window; drop

.....

that he

He therefore forbids all persona from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, aa without
hla written order, he will pay for no goods eo
Hsanv 3. Joans.
furnished

undersigned

buy

XXsT.

1,1t Tl

Holt s

to

MEN'S | YOUTHS' DEPARTMENT.
In this

Ast 10 se nt

a

that will bear the most

ner-

Pills

pattern. Racer. 19 lbs.
Gear 66.A,
'94 pattern. Racer. 19 lbs.
Gear 70.A,
A.
'93 pattern. Racer,
'93 pattern. Racer,
A,
’94

uni

3'u-0

invigorate tbs
livar, curs biliousness, constipation, Jaanlioa, aick beadacke, etc. 26c; all drugglati.

tress, dizziness, headschs, insomnia,
Hood’s

303.

Light Roadster, Pneumatic Tires.
17. '92 model.
Gear 66,
B, $30
20.
66,
C, 26
30
314.
'91 pattern.B,
25
316. ’90 pattern.B,

Columbia, Model 36.

I ripe, per lb
Hams, per lb
Mutton, per ib.
Lituh, per lb.
'’i'try— per !bFowl.
Bomgsia

market

A

••

2 1
Spruce,
Nail*- per Ih
02fa* 0i
Cement
i.tiJ
per Cask
Lime-per Cask I te'.i
Brick- per M
7 trfqiil
White Lead—pr lb .U liv nS

the li-di

t<>

**

Columbia, Model 30.

24(//.26
17" In

hereby
has contracted wlththeCltyof Kllsworth.for
THK
the support of the poor, during the ensuing year,

vousness.

..

Gear 66.
70.
..
66,

'94

305.
306.

Kish.
Trout
week.

70
75

..

steel,

202.

304.

There h no change in beef, the market remaining strong. The present high price will
probably remain all summer.
steak. Beef,
Fresh Fork,
Veal, perlti

blue rims.B,
A.
model. 22 lbs. Gear 70.

*•

.VI

Extra Spruce.
Spruce, No. 1.
Clear Pint',
Extra Pine,

1

No.

22 lb*.

••

—

Spruce
Spruce floor,

68
70
75

'94 model.

—

Clapboards—per

B,
B.
1,

63.

Gear

135.

..

..

Columbia, Model 33.
No.

lu
Rice, per lb
.4 vt *0
Pickles, per gal
.3 to'.75
Olives, per qt
Vinegar -pergalPure cider,
.26
lv-(<i 60 Cncked wheat,
."5
.05
2'fai.fiU Out meal, per lb
.06
(Juaker rolled uats
8 6
.-6
Buckwheat,
B
3 4 Graham,
4
.-4
.04
Rye meal,
Salt—
Molasses--per g«!
.40
.06/0,25
Havana.
Hairy, per bag
.50
l.-o
Porto Rico,
Liverpool, prewt
60 Turks Island, pr ewt
1.0-1
Syru,»
Maple Sjiup. p qt. ‘i'(a .0 tilt—per gal
.6n(a..65
Linseed,
15
pep gal
.17
Astra'oil,
I,timber and Building Materials.

Fine Assortment of
Is

..

.40
.37

3t)bcrttsnncnts.

School commenced April 211, taught by
Miss Ethel Sellers, of thiB town.

E. Burriil Torrey will leave town next
Monday for New York to go with Capt.
George T. Lowe in the Bteam yacht “Sap-

■

7 <i 12
12M 16

No.

..

«6.
7L

••

.25(0,30

Lumber -per MHemlock.
lletn ock boards

$75

Gear 66.
70,

22 lbs.

’94

blue rims,

.06

8
.03
.(>8

A,

model.

57.
5^

second to

torpidity of

Those who have
ring in them.

..

Turnips, per bu
.10
Cranberries,
6u
Spinach, pk
.1
Cucumbers,
Kadisbes bunch, 121-2'U 5
Parsnips.
Lettuce, bunch, 12 I-2in 15
(iroceries.
Though sugar In higher in the Boston markets, the local market has not yet been affected
.Oit

Century Columbia.
56,.C, $40

Columbia, Model 37.
Nc

.-'0
.'0

.■

LATEST

all

will

7 nt*
10 12

Vegetable*.
.03 Potatoes,

thoroughly overhauled, and they
give the satisfaction Columbian always do.

All these machines have been

St raw.

Beets, per lb
Cabbage,
Onions,
Bermuda onions, lb,
Squashes, per lb

^

Second-Hand Columbia Bicycles

loose, per ton.s u 1
Baled.14 a 15

Biliousness
are

a saying almost as old as bicycling, that “A
second-hand Columbia is to be preferred to a new cheap
machine.” Just as true to-day as it was ten years ago.

TBS’

>

Loose
Baled.

Economize

HERE is

50

laid, per do/ .12

arrested.

busy planting.
weirs are getting her-

The farmers

2

Huy.
Be.»t

Buis:i

whose

..

( reatncry per ll>..
25
I- _’u
Dairy
IlCCSC.
Best factory (new per II.15
Best dairy (new .15
Dutch I mported; .1 .In

Pelts.
Lambskins,

1 sHst

I

<

Cow.
»'a.l Skins, green .3

3._

Mt. Desert.

son,

-••••:

Provision*.

but to

F. 1

Iinprovml, per In
Butter.

•’

Hooper commenced school

Holland

..

I

Spruce,

the Creek Monday.
S.

was

-.

*'

by an ex- Steuben visiting friends.
cellent poem by Elvie (i. Billings, '94,
Miss Alice Black went away Monday on
which, for its originality and vivid steamer “Juliette.”
description of the scenes attending comThe funeral of Mrs. Alice Dyer, widow
mencement, is seldom surpassed.
of David Dyer, took place Sunday.
The Temple quartette ami Miss Pearson
Miss Mattie Sawyer has returned from
were guests of the society.
At the close of the banquet the meeting
Pumpkin Isle, where she has been a few
was called to order by the president, and
days.
the following officers were chosen for the
I am sorry that my words in regard to
ensuing year: President, Daniel I. Gross; the steamer “Castine” should have been
vice-president, Emma Jean McHowell; incorrect and misleading, but I was missecretary, Lizzie I). Grindle; treasurer, informed.
Julia B. Saunders; poet, Ethel M. Stover;
We were somewhat surprised to see the
and
orator, Martin H. Long; executive com- violets
blossoms
other
and
R.
mittee, Fannie C. Hinckley, Walter
things which were brought in
green
Butler, Lizzie M. Maddox; toast master, yesterday.
We hardly thought spring
Byron H. Allen.
was so kind, although we knew it time.
Although organized but a year, the
I am told that Rev. Mr. Johnson and
Bluehill academy alumni association has
his son, who is also a minister, and Rev.
been a great help, not only to its members,
Mr. Bolen, w ho were all here last year
oration

§===to

Improvi I Ycll'-w I
per l»u-li.. 2.50 <?.‘5.00
2.50 -j3.00
IVa, hand picked, |.• -1* lnj

no

an

w

be.

The

Mr. Wright, our former pastor,
lit? had been
eall this week,
to Brewer to take the remains of Rev. 8.
He arrived Tues8. Gross for interment.
day oil the “Vinalhaven,” and left Friday
He
on the “Frank Jones” for Maehias.
spent the time in making calls on as
many of his friends as he could reach in
Rev.

.A Wise Way=

Country Produce.

Ileaus.

quite severely bruised, but received
serious injuries.
knowledge
May 3.

ill enable us to
ever-present help,
overcome greater obstacles ami make our
lives more successful than they otherwise
and

from

j

Farmers in this vicinity are driving
business just now, and t hose who have to
hire are obliged to be on the lookout to
get anj work done at all.

made

BKGAKDING WRIGHTS AND MKASIKK8.

LAW

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh Co pounds, ami
a bushel of Turks Island salt sliall weigh 7" pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, in good
order and tit for
is Go pounds.
I’he standard weight of a bushel of beans In good order and fli for shipping, is G2 pounds, of wheat, beets,
rut a baga turnips-and peas, G» pounds; of corn. Mi
pounds;of onions, 52 po,,u<!s; of carrots, English turnips, rye. hiuI Indian meal. 5npounds; of barley and
buck wheat, 48 pounds; of oats 82 pounds, or even incus
ure as by agreement.

shipping,

Deer Isle.

Smith

3Hjfarrti0cmcnt0.

MARKETS.

Wednesday, Mays, 1805.
MUSK

for A.

The alumni association was organized
about on*- year ago, at Which time it was

s

ELLSWORTH

for Boston, to fit his yacht, “Turtle,”
for the season. Saininie T. Lowe expects
to join him in Boston next Tuesday and
go with him in the yacht.

Jay,

and has made ample provision for their support.

LEWIS

FRIEND
Telephone connection

&
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to the able, faithful, conscientious instruct ion, and kind interest in cur welfare of our beloved instructors, and
Whereas, We fully appreciate the
many kindnesses shown, and wish to
to our gratitude, theregive
fore be it
Resolved, That we, class ’95 of Blue
Hill academy, extend to Eugene H. Stover
and
Ethelyn M. Long, our heart-felt
gratitude for past kindnesses and our sincere wishes for their future welfare.

expression

OF CLASS OF

UKADFATIOX

1)5. IJLUEHILL

A (’A DEMY.

A

PERFECT DAY, FLOWERS
OF

AND Ml'SIO

THE

Martin Henry Long,
Daisy Lor Clough,
Fannie Croft Hinc kley,
Harry Hinckley,
Lizzie Dkvereux Davis,
Henry Augustus Saunders,
Lizzie May Maddox.

ADD TO THE PLEASURE

OCCASION.
SALUTATORY.

W
BY MARTIN H. LONG.
*

■niK

JH A DUATING

ESSAYS

ADDRESS TO THE CLASS

EXCELLENT
A

IN

COMPOSITION

DELIGHTFFUL CONCERT

AND

IN THE

DELIVERY—

EVENING

RESOLUTIONS OF THANKS BY THE CLASS To THE INSTRUCTORS.
ti

Aim at

“Cerium pete flnem."

a

certain

end.

;

Such is the inspiring motto of the class
If the ac-

class

passing upon

right

and

Mr.

complishment of the purposes aimed at,
though the mark be ever ho high, is not

remarks

realized by the members of the class of
T>o, a:I evi fences fail.

istic

things combined last
make th** graduation of the
most
Nluehill
academy,
Nature showed her favor by a
The world

was

Friday

to

class of '95,

auspicious.
perfect day.
flooded with warm, bright

platform

at

The address to the graduates by
Harwood
was
inspiring.

,,f Tin, of Rlaehill academy.

All

the

the

off at the left.

well

were

Rev.
His

chosen and delivered

with the graceful earnestness characterHe urged
the
speaker.
members of the class, just entering upon
the world of womanhood and manhood,
to continue in the course they had begun.
Above all to keep their self-respect- to
have a good opinion of themselves. The
of

the

world, he said, judges

a

man or a

woman

balmy, sweet-scented breeze by what they think of themselves. If a
of early spring was blowing, bearing the man thinks to himself, “I am of no imnotes of the early birds of spring, carol- portance,” and acts
accordingly, the
All
nature world will very quickly agree with him.
ing their joyous songs.
smiled and brought gladness into the “He t hinks he is of no importance, and he
ought to know.”
hearts of her human children.
But, continued the speaker, while we
The da/ lured every one from home,
nHiii

a

and the Congregational church

was

tilled

friends of the graduates and of the
Four members of the junior
school.
with

class, the Misses Lola R. Snowman, Alice
M.
R.

WVti't>tt, Rertha Camiage and

Clay, acted as ushers.
The interior of the church

ing with

the

ITie back of the altar

in keep-

was

beautiful.
mass

one

of

arranged with artistic ami
In an arch over the
beautiful effect.
altar, in green letters on a white background, was the motto of the elaas:
geraniu

j

was

ns,

'ertum pete finem.1'
decorations were by lady friends
of the school, under the direction of Mrs.
Abbie Stover.
The exercises opened with music by the
Temple quartette, followed by prayer by
The full programme
Kev. E. K. Osgood.
'•

The

fallows.

Absence”.Temple Quartette
Quartette,
Prayer.Kev. K. K. Osgood
"In

Solo, "Palm Branches”.Mr. Brooks
Mli»s K van gel 1 ne Pearson, accompanist.
salutatory.Martin Henry Long
K-say, "The Mission of Sunshine,”
Daisy Lou Clough
Ks**ay, Die Power of Poetry,”
Miss Fannie Croft Hinckley
Quartette, "Spin, Spin”.Temple Quartette
hsaay, "The American Flag ami its
Defenders”. Harry Hinckley
K-sny, “The Value of Time,”
Miss Lizzie Devereux Davis

Duet,

"N

Hope Beyond,”
Messrs. Brooks and Lid back

L—ay,

Mbs Pearson, accompanist.
“Intellectual Development of

Century,”
Henry Augustus Saunders
K*-ay. The Importance of Go«m1 Manner',’ and Valedictory,
Miss I.l/./.le May Maddox
Quartette, “Forsaken”.Temple Quartette
Presentation of diplomas,
Principal K. If. Stover
Address.Kev. C. M. U. Harwood
Quartette, “Where Would I Be,"
the Nineteenth

Temple

Quartette

In commenting on the essays of the
graduating class, it is almost impossible
All were excellent,
to make distinction.
and were delivered with an ease and grace
of manner that enhanced the beauty of the
compositions in themselves, and held
their auditors in pleased attention. The
in full further on.
One of the great objects of education, it
i, said, is to cultivate the mental faculties
It was plainly
—to teach us to think.
apparent from the essays of the class of
’Hoof Hluehill academy, that this lesson
had been well taught, and well learned,
essays

are

printed

too, iii the Bluehill academy, ine compositions showed not only correctness of
composition and beauty of expression,
but thought -deep, earnest, intelligent

thought.

The citizens of Bluehill are to be conon
the excellence of their
school, and the capability and tit ness of
its principal, Mr. Eugene H. Stover, and
iiis able assistant, Miss Kthelyn M. Long,
which has made such an excellent showing as that of the class of *95 possible.
Mention should be made of the gowns
of the young lady graduates, but the
writer must admit that, as a poor man
untutored in the art of feminine dress,
be is unable to do justice to the subject,
but from the murmurs of admiration he
caught from the ladies near him he is led
to believe they were very handsome creaCertain
tions of the dressmaker’s art.

gratulated

is that they were very becoming, and
in revolving in mind some way of expressing his admiration, that old, stereotyped phrase, “the sweet girl graduate,”
forced itself upon him, and he could think
he

of

nothing

more

fitting.

Miss Clough’s gown was of white, Miss
Hinckley’s of yellow, Miss Davis’ of blue
and Miss Maddox’s of nile green.
The singing by the Temple quartette, of
Portland, was excellent, and was well
received. The members of the quartette
were John Morgan, first tenor; Paul J.
Clarence C.
Lid
second
tenor;

back,

L. Kustis, basso.
Frank W. Shaw, who was expected, was
taken ill, and Mr. Morgan substituted
him.
The presentation of diplomas by Principal Stover was without remarks, the

Brook3, baritone; Harry

have

a

be

self-centred,

we

also

should

outside of ourselves.

centre

As

the planets, being self-centred, still
volve about
sun;

so,

should

bright and

day

Nettie

should

a

we,

have

great
while
a

common

re-

centre, the

being self-centred,

centre

apart

from

our-

selves, and that centre the Supreme Bewonderful God.

We are pleased to see so many of our
friends present. It shows that they take
a kindly interest in us.
To the trustees of this academy we
extend a cordial welcome. We have in
one sense of the word been under your
supervision and care from the time we
entered the academy, and
we
gladly
welcome you to the exercises of our

graduation.
We welcome our teachers who have
instructed us through this four years’
course.
We know that it is your wish
that we may do well.
You have instructed us in the paths of right as far as
your power and ability extended, and we
hope that our acts may do you credit.
To our schoolmates we extend a cordial
welcome. We have associated with you
during our course at the academy and are
glad to have you witness the exercises of
our departure from it.
To our many friends and well-wishers
we are glad that you manifest enough
interest in us to attend our graduating
exercises.
We hope that they will be
pleasing to you, and that you may never
regret having come to listen to them.
We were required to take a four-years’
course of study before we could graduate
from this academy.
We were not required to attend four years, but we were
required to take all of the studies contained in the four-years’ course.
We
have done so, and are now taking leave of
the academy and our schoolmates.
When

we

first entered it seemed

that graduation

was a

to

us

long, long time in

the future.

be
I

a

very

Four years seemed to us to
long period of time indeed, but

the situation is reversed and
it
but a short period.
We remember
'Hie remarks of Mr. Harwood will no j
doubt long remain with the members of | coincidences that occurred during our
tirst years as if they had taken place only
plishment of the purpose expressed in so many months ago, instead of so many
When we were studying arithyears.
their motto: “Aim at a Certain End.”
exercises
friends metic and geography, we wanted to study
After
the
many
gathered about the graduates to extend philosophy, physical geography, latin or
algebra, and when we took these, we decongratulations.
sired to study chemistry, astronomy,
CONCERT IN THE EVENING.
In
the evening the Congregational civil government or geometry, and when
church was again tilled, at the concert we enjoyed the priviledge of studying
anil entertainment given by the Temple these, we wished to study political econthe

ing

now

the difficulties which may arise self, and if our thoughts are pure our crowd upon us like stars on the steadfast
words must surely be.
path through life.
gaze of the astronomer.
Then the question comes to us, why do
We may animate the marble with the
May we do everything that we undertake to do thoroughly, recognizing the smiles make more of an
impression than features of a man we venerate; we may
value and
truth of the old maxim: tears? The reason is not far to seek. make the ruling passion of his sool ap“Whatsoever is worth doing, is worth This world is a selfish world, everybody parent on his brow; we may give the
has his share of trouble and is so much countenance that peculiar cast which
doing well.”
May all our undertakings and deeds be occupied with his own trials that he does calls up tender recollections; but just lay
such as shall do our teachers credit, that not care
to listen
to his
neighbor’s your hand on this faultless resemblance;
they may never have cause to disapprove trouble; therefore, when some one comes the clay of the grave is not colder;
of us.
to him for comfort, he turns away, and no it ifc death with its icy chill. But comWe have had the opportunity of get- help is derived from him.
mit this departed saint to the hands of
But a smile is always welcome; a smile the poet. The veil of the grave is rent;
ting a good education at the academy; if
we have not done so it is our own fault,
betokens a person free from complaining you see the whole man, not in cold
but may we not be satisfied with the and sorrow, but the one that smiles is marble, but in real existence.
amount we now possess, but go on ac- the one that listens, comforts and
It is said that the power poetry has over
helps
the human mind is due partly to the
quiring knowledge daily, and striving to the sad over the rough places.
In undertaking to live a life of sun- sound itself, but in a greater degree to
equal, if not surprass, those who have
before
graduated
us;
besides, by shine, one must have a great deal of the associations it brings up. Indeed,
gaining knowledge, we also gain power, patience. If we have patience we have association is a more important factor
for it can be seen by any one that the time to think and act more charitably.
than the rhythm or the beauty of the
educated man is superior to the uneduSunshine dispels gloom and the dark- ideas. Would a poem about some foreign
cated. Every man is endowed with a cer- ness of
Sunshine also dispels country that we have never seen and of
night.
tain amount of brain power, and if he does gloomy thoughts from the mind.
which we know but little, have as much
not develop this power he alone is re“The prisoner in his cell hailed with interest for us as one about our own
sponsible.
delight the straggling ray of sunlight native land? I think not. In the former
I hope and trust that the essays of my which
crept through the barred window no tender recollections would be brought
classmates which are to follow this salu- of his close, dark
room, and blessed the to our minds, w hile in the latter every
tation will be both pleasing and interest- feeble effort of that tiny sunbeam to line would bring up personal experiences,
and every word in that poem would be
ing to you, and that they may always brighten his life.”
remain as a pleasing remembrance in
in early springtime we c«n learn a les- dear to us because past associations
your minds, and in the name of the class son from the birds; they are always would crowd into our minds, and everyof ’95 of Bluehill academy, I extend a lively and happy, singing as they build thing would be real.
most cordial welcome to you each and all their nests and making their work seem
Who is there that has not had his very
to our graduating exercises.
play. Why should not we be happy at soul touched by some tender song or balall

come

in

our

THE

MISSION
BY

DAISY

OF

SUNSHINE.

L. CLOl’OH.

There is nothing which gives to this

brightness, such cheerfulness
warmth, both of body and soul, as

earth such
and

sunshine.
When the sky is full of clouds, what a
dreary, dull'scene greets us; usually our
feelings darken as the sky grows dark
with clouds, but when the clouds break
and the sunlight
in all its splendor
shines forth, flooding the earth with
brightness and beauty, then how happy
and joyous we feel: the birds sing, the
children laugh at their play, and everything is tilled with the influence of the
sunshine.
But there are two distinct kinds of sunshine—the sunshine of which 1 have
been speaking, which comes from the
sun, and the sunshine of the soul, w hich
makes glad the hearts and lives of the
human

lad? Who has not felt that to be the
author of such a piece of poetry w'ould
be the fulfillment of a great desire of his
heart? Poetry in its form appeals more
to nature than prose, it is more pleasing,
and seems to rouse up the fire in our souls
as it brings out and seems to coincide exactly with feelings that we now have or
Some
have experienced at some time.
mothers, instead of singing to their children, repeat little scraps of poetry to
them as they rock them to sleep at night;
and as the tender lines fall upon the ear,
the little one is lulled to sleep and pleasant dreams. And as the child grows older he will love poetry more and more,

as the birds?
Nature
very often; then why
should we not smile back?
Sunshine will prove to us a weapon
against the dark and difficult path of life.
This is the best weapon for us because it
is the one God gave us.
He is the Light
of the World, and He wishes us to be as
the stars, reflecting His glory to the
world, and making our “light so shine
before men” that they shall see the peace
and joy it brings, and
“glorify our
Father which is in heaven.”
It is important that we should cultivate
our nature, for it will not only prove a
happiness, but the effort put forth in the
desire to gain it will give us strength of
character; it will broaden our minds,
after struggling with our morbid natures,
it will give us will-power to stand against
the temptations of the world.
The source from which this sunshine is
derived is God. He placed the sun in the
sky; He helps us to be sunshiny; He is
the greatest, grandest and most substantial source.
our

work

smiles

well

as

upon

Sunshine

is

race.

us

an

element

of

love,

psneelttllv

hp

noems

his

mother

used

Come, read tome some poem,
Some simple and heartfelt lay
That shall sooth my troubled spirit.
And banish the thoughts of day.

and

“God is Love.”
Both kinds have many properties in
which
are
both
common,
nearly alike;
are
of brightness;
both
conveyers
THE POWER OF POETRY.
elements for development—the sunshine
from the sky helps the flowers and trees
BY FANNIE C. HINCKLEY.
and all the beautiful things of nature
grow and thrive; the sunshine of the soul
The first English poem ever written
makes the human character develop and
broaden from a narrow, selfish being to a was “Beouwulf.” It was written in the
form of an allegory, but the author is not
kind-hearted, loving person. In reality I
think one kind is as important as the known. Caedmon’s paraphrase was writother for the general welfare and happi- ten a little subsequent to this.
After these were produced, a long period
omy, natural history, general
male quartette, of Portland, assisted by
history, ness of the world.
English literature and other studies of
Miss Evangeline Pearson, reader.
The sun can give this comforting light of time elapsed before the poet again took
his pen. Geoffrey Chaucer is the first
The entertainment was a most excel- the senior year.
only on this condition—that it is free up
Finally, we became seniors, and had the from clouds. It is the same with people; English poet of which we have any real
lent one.
Miss Pearson was hampered by
pleasure of taking those branches which they cannot show to the world a sun- history. He is called the father of English
a cold, and could hardly do herself justice, but in spite of this proved herself we had wished so much to study during shiny character if there are clouds which poetry, and by his writings did much
We have now com- cover the heart and mind. Then we must toward settling the language, which was
Her manner on the stage was the junior year.
an artist.
pleted these and many others about which cast the clouds away, break through then in a very unsettled state. Besides
easy, and free from thestrained emotional
She won the we had a desire to learn.
kind so frequently met.
them, crush them down, trample on settling the language, another and perWhen we were of the under classes and
sympathy of her audience, and then
them, and let the sunshine of God’s love haps more important object was achieved.
witnessed the graduation of other classes fill
The minds of the people, which had hereour hearts and send its life-giving
swayed their emotions at her will.
The selection “Peculiarities,” which from the school, we wondered if we rays to the world through our words and tofore been occupied with the political
should ever do the same, but when we deeds and acts.
was an idea of Miss Pearson’s own conWhat a change there affairs of the day, were directed to someception, was unique. Its object was to became seniors, we knew that only three would be in the world if all should thing higher End nobler, and consefacial expression terms lay between us and graduation.
show
how quickly
quently their natures were softened and
undertake to live a life of sunshine!
When the spring term arrived we becould be changed, with the voice, to
“Our disposition is much of our own elevated, and they were brought a long
Miss gan to lament that we had to leave the making,” writes Dr. Talmage. “Weadmit step nearer perfection. And as year after
represent different characters.
Pearson represented the characters in academy where we had assembled every there is great difference in
natural year more choice poetry was added to
animated discussion, and in the rapid morning for the past three or four years. constitutions.
generation became
Some persons are born their stock, each
When we tirst entered the most desirable cross.” Then what a
changes of expression you saw before you
victory will be finer, ami barbarism was forever left bewas
graduation, but theirs when they conquer that nature; hind.
the characters represented. One “peculi- end in our eyes
We have all heard the story of Gen.
arity” of this selection, which perhaps when the last term arrived and we real- much more will be the glory of such a
ized that probably we should never again
when about to storm Quebec,
few noticed, wai the effect on the audiperson who succeeds than a person who Wolfe;
ence.
The writer found himself twisting have such happy days as we had had has no such trials, who is burn with a amid the splashing of oars, he repeated a
part of Gray’s “Elegy in a Country
his mouth into the most excruciating while attending the academy, we felt a happy disposition.
sense of sorrow.
We knew
and remarked that he had
shapes, and glancing about to see if there depressing
Everything has its mission in the Churchyard,”
that after graduating we would be com- world. This is the mission of
be the author of that than have
were any witnesses to the performance he
sunshine; rather
pelled to take up sterner duties, and al- it is the purpose for which it was created the honor of taking Quebec.
saw an array of twisted mouths and cont hough we resolved to undertake and acPoetry has as much power over the
torted faces.
—to make light and joy in the world.
The musical portion of the programme complish such duties to the best of our
The influences of sunshine are many, human mind aj music. Now it brings up
ability, we were sad because we had heard especially on the character which ex- I memories tha- have been for a time forMr. Brooks seemed to be
was excellent.
the audience. many a person remark that his school- hibits it. Here is a lady who is always gotten, and carries us back to our childthe most popular with
The bass solo by Mr. Eustis was, perhaps, days were the happiest days of his life.
ready to make bright some one’s path by hood’s home. Now it takes us back to
As the term advanced we commenced
the most artistic musical performance of
a smile, a
kind word or deed, always our dear ones, and we seem to live over
the evening. The audience, on the whole, to prepare our essays, knowing that the happy at home and abroad. Why is that
sooner they were completed the better
was a most appreciative one, and showed
lady loved by everybody? Why is it that the gentle tear to flow, as it awakens
its appreciation by frequent encores, prepared would we be to deliver them, even the thought of her makes pleasant some latent sorrow ami makes it clearer
The long-looked-for day has arrived, and
and more vivid, as the song from the
which, it must be said, were well merited.
l we hope our essays will be
pleasing to sunshine is fulfilling its mission in her heart of some noble bard falls upon our
Following is the complete programme:
1 our auditors.
We have spent considerheart, but not against the will. It never ear.
Quartette, "Spin, Spin”.Jungst
able time in preparing them, and we do comes without
Coleridge says: “Poetry has been to
Temple Quartette.
welcome, and in most
v» inn
!iu > uiRuc
iiwi.
iu
me its own exceeding great reward; it
uiajjicHsru uvrr
instances we have to work for it.
Heading..
our efforts.
Mias Pearson.
In the home what a blessing is a sun- has soothed my afflictions; it has multiBuiltone aolo, "The Sailor's Anchor”...Newton
The knowledge we have acquired at the
and refined my enjoyments; it has
shiny
person; what a deep, lasting im- plied
Mr. Brooks.
academy will enable us to cope with pression is made on the hearts of the rest endeared solitude, and it has given me
Quartette. "The Magnolia".Jackson much stronger tasks than we could withby that one. The home is the place the habit of wishing to discover the good
Temple Quartette.
out it.
It has been said that one of the where we
begin life, and if we have the and the beautiful in all that meets and
Heading, "A Struggle for Life”.Halston chief ends of education is
to teach men to influence of sunshine
Mlaa Pearson.
there, how much surrounds me.”
and surely we can think much we shall miss it and
We may animate the canvas with the
Tenor -olo, "He Was a Prince". Lynes think,
prize it when we go
better than when we entered.
Such out into the
Mr. Lldback.
world; and knowing its features of one we love, we may cast
Quartette, "In Absence”.Buck studies as algebra and geometry, which value we should, by our own efforts, try upon the gentle brow the calm sunshine
took during the sophomore and to
we
Temple Quartette.
keep its influence always with us of her nature; we may represent near at
Bus* solo, "The storm Wind”.Evers junior years, are of great value in delife.
through
j hand the favorite walks in which we
Mr. Kustis.
veloping the mental faculties.
Then we have an influence upon the strayed, the silvery lake on which we
s (a ) “Our Hired Man”.Kiley
While pursuing the course of study
on this representaHeading,
bj "Peculiarities”.Original
people with whom we meet and talk each sailed. We may look
prescribed at the academy, there have day. Seeing how valuable such a dis- tion of life and nature and dream it
Mlaa Pearson.
Quartette.Selected been some studies which we have liked position is, they will wish to possess it; reality ; we may gaze till our senses reel
better than others, and some which we it will awake new desires in
Temple Quartette.
them; they with rapture. But look again; the vision
have not liked so well,
but there was will find it is a life filled less with self becomes more calm, the associations less
Solo, "The Cat Came Back,"
Mr. Brooks.
some benefit derived from them because,
vivid, and the tumult in our heart
and more for others.
Quartette, "Let the Lower Lights be
had they not been beneficial in some
What a blessing was Jenny Lind, “the ; subsides. Look again, here and there a
Burning".arr. by K. O. Wellcome
Temple Quartette.
respects, they would not have been placed Swedish nightingale,” as she was called, new shade may be developed, here and
in the course.
as she visited the
ALUMNI BANQUET.
hospitals and spoke there an unfamiliar expression be caught;
To those studies which we liked we
lit the evening, after the concert, the
cheering words and sang to the inmates and, look once again, it is what you have
devoted more of our time, and con- who had few
things to brighten their seen before it is changeless; it is cold
graduating class was tendered a banquet
sequently have a greater amount of lives.
canvas.
by the alumni of the Bluehill academy.
in regard to them. Some of
But give this glowing subject to the
Henry Ward Beecher was another
The decorations in the vestry of the Con- knowledge
us have liked one study the best, some
character of sunshine;
also the great poet; surrender it entirely into his keepgregational church, where the banquet another—“Each man
according to his musical composer, Wolfgang Mozart, ing. The changeless object lives; the mowas held, were beautiful.
The banquet was a success, and fur- liking.”
always happy and cheerful, making his tionless object moves; the silent object
Many of the members of previous home a paradise by his presence there.
nished a fitting close to a day of rare enspeaks. The feelings are stired. The
classes who have graduated from this
features lose their fixed expression and
Mrs. Browning says:—
joyment.
school are attending colleges and preare
radiant with a train of passing
“The sweetest lives are those to duty wed,
RESOLUTION OF THANKS.
paratory schools, and doing great credit Whose deeds, both great and small,
thoughts and images. Every feature
The class of ’95 of the Bluehill academy both to themselves and their teachers, Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread
lives; every look tells. We not only see
the glen in which we wandered, but we
request the publication of the following and a number who are not attending are Where love ennobles all.
at work earning nToney for the purpose The world may sound no trumpets, ring no
resolution :
hear the rustle of the trees. We not only
of doing so.
hells,
May our ambitions lead us
see the lake but we hear the dip of the
Whereas, We have now completed the
to follow in the footsteps of our prede- The Book of Life the shining record tells.”
course of study in Blue Hill academy and
oars a id the murmuring of the breaking
free high school, and
And so it is; we not only have a reward waves. Every object has life, and is to
cessors, and may we strive to acquire a still
connection
with
that
Our
Whereas,
greater amount of knowledge, because the for our deeds here on earth, but reap a us a reality. We may gaze and turn aw ay
institution is now severed, and
Whereas, We feel that our successful more knowledge we possess the better greater reward in heaven. Our thoughts and gaVe again, but new images, new’
completion of the course was largely due qualified shall we be to meet and over- are purer and better for not living for sounds, new feelings, new’ associations

t

recite to him, and he will, without
doubt, be a better and nobler man.
In Longfellow’s poem “The Day is
Done,” all persons who have had care
and sorrow have doubtless had the same
feelings as are expressed in these few
lines:
to

seems

***—

..
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—

Head from some humble poet,
Whose song gushed from his heart
As rain from the clouds of summer,
< >r tears

from the

eyelids start.

And the night shall be tilled with music,
A nd the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents as the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

j
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AMERICAN

THE

FLAG

AND

ITS

DEFENDERS.
i
!

BY

HARRY

Every nation

HINCKLEY.

chosen a flag as a
national emblem.
England selected the red, France the
white, Germany the blue, Ireland the
green, China the yellow, and so on.
America has the red, white and blue—
red for valor, white for purity, blue for
union, and on that field of blue floats
forty-four stars, one for every state.
When was our flag instituted? Was it
when Leif Ericson sailed to America in
1428, or when Columbus discovered it in
1492? Was it when Capt. John Smith
settled Jamestown in 1607, or when the

Pilgrim

fathers

has

landed

on

Plymouth

Rock in 1620, and established the first
republican form of government that ever
existed?
The flag of these United States was first
brought forward in the war of the revolution, and the first flag of this country
was unfurled at Cambridge, Mass., Jan.
2, 1776. This flag consisted of thirteen
stripes and British union.
On the 17th of April, 1777, the first stars
and stripes were flung to the breeze at
Philadelphia, Pa., and a similar flag floats
to-day over a much larger country, one
which the sun never sets—when
on
the last beam casts its lingering rays on
(

coast of Maine.
But when did our defenders begin their
duty? They began when that settlement
Hock and conwas made on Plymouth
tinue to this day, and will do so forever.
How
did they conduct themselves in
King William’s, Queen Mary’s and the

old French and Indian wars?
The war of the revolution opened with
the battles of Concord and Lexington,
the 19th of April, 1775, and America won
the first battle in which she was engaged
On June 17, 1775, Col. Presfor herself.
He
cott met the British at Bunker Hill.
was defeated, to be sure, but the greatest
of courage was shown. There the British
advanced twice and were repulsed. The
third time the Americans could not meet
them with shot and shell because their
powder was all gone, but they met them
with the butts of their muskets.
Ethan Allen advanced on Ticonderoga

surprised the sleeping general and
captured large amounts of cannon and
stores, and escaped w ithout the loss of a
The bravery of the American solman.
dier was shown on Dec. 25, 1776, when
Washington and Green crossed the Delaware in a driving storm of sleet, and fell
and

the British and Hessians in the midst
their Christmas festivities, captured
one thousand prisoners, slew' their leader,
and returned with the loss of only four
on

of

men,

who

surely,

were

were

true

frozen to

death; these,
our flag and

defenders of

country.
One year after this came that terrible
winter of 1777 and 78, so well-known as
The men
the winter of Valley Forge.
were half-starved, half-clothed, with no
pay, and their bare feet left tracks ot
blood on the ground as they walked.
Few had blankets or even straw' to sleep
Sickness lollowed, and death w’as the
on.
only result. But the fires of patriotism
burned very brightly, and from all of
these sufferings the American soldier did
flinch.
The spring of 78 brought that most
noble of men, Lafayette, and with him

not
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the age of energy and progress really
to do with it can never be relied upon to
came ftom
Count D'Estaing and Pulaski
an
although he has began: the age* of intellectual activity
engagement,
Gen.
keep
rause.
our
and
abroad and helped
in reading novels, that was to sweep away superstition
Point, 1 plenty of time to spend
revolutionize industry.
Wayne led a charge up Stony
completely
or smoking
race-course
the
His
attending
walk.
when so weak he could not
The great Impetus given to civilization
and he was wasting both time and money.
is shown by the marvelous increase of
scalp was lifted by a shot,
we have little or much time,
Whether
carried at the head of his men. cheering
schools, colleges, books and init may be spent in usefulness. To each libraries,
as his life blood
them on by example, and
t he greater interest in spiritual
ventions,
same
the
of
are
of us the passing days
one of
ebbed away he saw Stony Point,
Education,
affairs and political reforms.
length, and we cannot by taking thought
surrender.
forts,
of mind and
England's strongest
We are only the symmetrical training
a moment to its hours.
add
of
bravery,
This is only one Instance
shall receive body, has, during the present century,
Sullivan, to improve our time, and we
which was followed by those of
had a growth which is truly phenomenal.
benefits.
great
Jones. Pickens, Marion, and Lee
All the more progressive of the civilized
best of time are
the
make
who
Those
sublime
more
of public schools
Could we imagine a
The mind, nations have systems
use.
in
its
careful
most
the
of CornNo better example
spectacle than the surrender
the with free text-books.
like
and
rest,
needs
British like the body,
and benefit of eduwallis at Yorktown. where the
with rest and sleep of t he improvement
world, closed the body, w hen refreshed
cation can be found than our own great
army, the terror of the
task.
its
On the can more easily accomplish
first war with the new republic?
the most republic, which is already the most indeforces under
Every consideration shows that
one side stood the French
pendent, and is fast becoming the most
in the morncan
be
work
of
accomplished
soldiers
the
on the- face of the
lafayette, on the other
is the j>art of the enlightened country
The
hours.
evening
that gallant ing
these United States under
ourselves up globe.
best
we
can
when
give
day
In pre-revolutionary times there were
general. Washington. England's proud to rest and
espleasure, which are so
centre, not led by
At present we
nine colleges in America.
army marched in the
The
health.
and
bodily
sential to mental
a substitheir haughty general, but by
have four hundred and fifty, with librain
be
should
spent
main part of the day
to surtute. Cornwallis being too proud
for ries containing three million seven hunman" some employment that is necessary
In VS90 the
render his sword to s -common
volumes.
dred thousand
and mental training, or for obphysical
like our great genera!.
number of enrolled students in the puba livelihood.
taining
Twenty years of peace followed, being
lic schools exceeded twelve millions.
If we wish to make good use of our time
broken by small trouble, during which
For the promotion of the industrial
of it in unneces- !
waste
not
must
we
any
of office,
our first president took his oath
free tuition,
not fold our arts, state colleges, offering
We
must
and showed his ability to lead a country sary indulgences.
In journalism
exist in forty-two states.
and
moments
days
the
general. In hands and allow
as a president as well as a
our progress has been especially marked.
best
and to pass w ithout using them to the
our growth manufactures flourished
In the early days of the revolution there
advantage.
instituted.
new ways of defence were
were
thirty-seven newspapers in the
in which we can improve our
One
in
way
invented
Fulton's steamboat was
colonies. There are now published in the
man w ho likes to
A
is
time
reading.
by
1607; also Evans' steamdredge the same
I'nited States nineteen thousand four
into
in 1783. read will not be very likely to get
hundred, with yearly issues exceeding
year, and Whitney’s cotton gin
a
with
himself
entertain
can
He
Thus we see that the United States evil.
four billions.
best
the
of
choice
his
and can have
took the leading place among the nations book,
Hut if all advancement in the ninethe world has known, while he
of the world, and to-day stands at the company
teenth century was to be lost to the world,
all the time, and is able to take
improves
head.
alone left, still it would
become and its literature
a higher stand in the world and
Soon after came the bloody war of 1S12,
stand unrivalled among all the periods in
man.
useful
a
more
were
which
of three years' duration. In this we
in history. New nations, and nations
Brown.
Recently a well-known business man
had hitherto lain dormant for ages, are
represented by such men as Scott,
twenty
that
declared
giving
York
by
Miller. Perry, Lawrence. Hull and Jones. New
now contributing gems of literature to
a day to a systematic course of
The most Important battles were naval. minutes
the immense collection of the world,
acknowthe
was
reading he had read not only
Uapt. Lawrence, of the "Chesapeake,
the older nations of Europe are
but
! while
classics of English literature,
to their list of immorchallenged to open combat, and like a ledged
of other languages. constantly adding
literature
the
also
of
was
He
sea.
true American
put to
moments ; tal names.
use the passing
to
It
is
was
putting
defeated to be sure, but his resistance
Every branch of literature has alike rethe person who has
Lawrence that counts, and
one of which we are proud.
itm shurt* of attention.
Science
of one |
in
is
do
this
to
learned
possession
as
was wounded early in the action, and
and philosophy are indebted to L’ervier,
success.
of
elements
of the greatest
he was carried below, cried; "Don t give
Humboldt and Agassiz; poetry to Goethe,
Many gems oi merHiure u»it
A tini
Up lie snip.
Coleridge. Pushkin, Tennyson and Longat odd intervals during the presduced
words
many
inspired
obeyed, but those
The thought of the age has
Longfellow made fellow.
sure of other duties.
a future victory. This man thought of his
been profoundly Influenced by the litof
Divine
of
the
his
translation
Comedy
of such men as l arcountry and flag on his death bed.
Dante" by allotting to it ten minutes erary productions
Lieut. Perry, being placed in command
and Emerson; and fiction has been
lyle
was waiting for
he
while
each
morning
of Lake Erie, went to this lake, and with
a
to
elevated
dignity never before
his coffee to boil.
his men built a squadron of fifty-three
the efforts of Hugo, Tolstoi,
reached,
by
the
be
it
to
duty
Frank llatton declared
of
guns and met the British squadron
Hawthorne and Dickens.
of every one to see as much of the world
sixty-four guns, and captured the entire
Closely allied to literature in its elevatas much in it as possible in the
do
and
“Lawrence,
fleet.
The flower
Perry's flagship, the
"Time ing tendencies, stands art.
to
allotted
humanity.
time
short
of
bore at her masthead the dying words
of music, painting and sculpture to sway
was the motto which urged him to j
flies."
Lawrence, “Don't give up the ship.''
men’s minds and to cultivate refinement
He declared that he tiad no
exertion.
All but four sailors were swept from
is well known. The tine arts have also
worknot
was
tie
so
when
the deck, and Perry helping these fire the time to waste,
their roll of fame; and at the head stand
w ith
both
did
he
and
ing he was playing,
last gun, leaped into a small boat and
the renowned names of Beethoven. Turrowed tothe Niagara, thestars and stripes all his might.
and Dore.
and genuine play we ner, Thorwaldsen
work
For
genuine
fifteen
and
in
still flying from his hand,
In nothing is the development of the
for indolent lounging,
but
can
find
time,
minutes stepped back on the sinking
mighty powers of the intellect more
which is like a mental and moral opium
“Inwrence" and received the surrender.
clearly marked, than in the improvement
too
and
short
is
too
life
precious.
After this there were forty-five years of habit,
of industrial science and invention. The
The worth of time cannot be estimated.
means
comparative quiet, broken only by small
progress of civilization which
moment
the
It may be only
jassing
Indian troubles, disputes of land and the
of industry and
the
promotion
chiefly
it
has
within
but
come and gone,
Mexican war, the great crisis of 1837, and quickly
invention—
We are all aware the welfare of the people by
it untold possibilities.
compromise of 1S50.
has obtained the greatest efforts of the
ow n observation of the fact that
our
to
by
states
began
In 1860 the southern
When one
greatest minds of the day.
seem to vary greatly in length acsecede, and Lincoln called for 75.000 men ; hours
pauses to reflect on the mighty results of
One
circumstances.
to
day
300.000 marched to his call and demanded cording
invention on the industrial and comas we say. while the
to give up their passes "in no time,"
the southern states
mercial progress of the world during the
end.
never
would
if
it
as
seems
next
slaves.
nineteenth century, it seems almost ina
to
loiterer
occurs
It very seldom
between
battle was
The first naval
of travelling in the
are
not
loitering credible. Instead
The through life that others
the “Monitor" and “Merrimac."
coach at the rale of eight miles an
also; he expects them to have plenty of stage
was
of
the
south,
the
terror
“Merrimac,”
one can now travel in a palace car
half hours for chatting w ith him by the hour,
destroying our commerce. The “Monimiles. Instead of its
be well to take the at the rate of sixty
would
It
wayside.
tor" was the Ericsson style of battleship,
twenty-five days to cross the
"Let
a motto:
requiring
for
of
words
Longfellow
consisting of a revolving cylinder only a
We can do Atlantic, as it did in the last century, the
Both prepared us then be up and doing."
few inches above water.
in seven
passage can now tie performed
we at first think we are able to
than
more
for battle, but the “Monitor" was the
and that, too, surrounded by every
days,
lose no time by
should
We
accomplish.
victor very quickly.
and luxury.
By the aid of
but, "If at first we convenience
We can feel very proud of the "boys being discouraged,
the long-distance telephone one can talk
don’t
again.”
try
succeed,
try,
Yorktown.
Williamsburg,
in blue" at
to his friends a thousand miles away; or
the
in
Wilderness,
Shiloh, Corinth,
bv means of the submarine cable, can
DEVELOPMENT
INTELLECTUAL
and
the
Chattanooga and Gettysburg,
send a dispatch across the Atlantic in
CENTURY.
NINETEENTH
THE
IN
valor displayed by Grant, Sherman,
less time than it takes to write it.
Meade, Banks. Butler and many others.
BY HENRY A. SAUNDERS.
These are only a few of the great inThis grand old State furnished for the
ventions which have made this century
The true intellectual development of
late war seventy thousand men. and infamous, and which will send the names
The man began with the rise of the Grecian
curred a war debt of £13.000,000.
of Stevenson, Edison, Field, Morse,
was the first nation to
sixGreece
thirteenth,
eleventh,
sixth, ninth,
republics.
Ericsson and others down to the remotest
mission
teenth, eighteenth regiments of this show the world that the highest
generations.
and
battles
battles
to
fight
of man was not
State were in most all of the great
Prof. Ely says: "It is probable that as
The flag of the sixth never went down conquer states, but to develop those
after more than two thousand years,
we,
tend to elevate
in battle, and to-day adorns the hall ol
powers of the mind which
look baek upon the time of Pericles with
The thirteenth, having most mankind. When Greece fell a victim to
our capitol.
wonder and astonishment, as an epoch
of its men killed and its flag all tattered civil strife and lost her independence,
great in art and literature, posterity two
and torn, took it and divided it among Rome in some measure continued the
thousand years hence will regard our era
themselves, each taking his own small work; and though Roman literature and as
forming an admirable, unparalleled
feelthe
his
heart,
to
native
over
it
far
inferior
share and placing
oratory were
in the history of industrial invenepoch
biE
not
pierce
Grecian, yet they at least served to keep
ing that cannon ball could

The
produce anything half so pleasing.
is to imitate
very perfection of elegance

the
nature; how much better to have
reality than the imitation. Anxiety
about the opinions of others always fetters our freedom and lends to awkwardWe would always app*»»r well if
ness.

interest

in intellectual

develon-

11UI1B.

j

Political history has kept step with
classical and mechanical. France, Mexieo and the South American states have
overthrown monarchial government, and
Austria
are now independent republics.
and Japan have become limited, instead
of despotic kingdoms.
England and the

Since the civil war many events have ment.
occurred. Some of them are the great
During the dark ages which succeeded :
tires of Chicago and Boston, completion 1 the (all o( Rome, learning and art went !
1
of the Pacific railroad, shooting of Lin- backward a thousand years. The period
coln and (iarfield, the great struggles be- from the fifth to the eleventh centuries
labor and capital which with is one continuous record of wars, subjutween
a certainty lower the American laborer
gations and oppression. Even the use of
each year.
letters was almost forgotten. The little
we
In closing 1 wish to state again that
learning that did remain was confined to
lead the nations of the world to-day, and the churches and monasteries.
Reason
always shall. Let us all, as far as possible, ceased to exist, and superstition reigned.
From the eleventh to the fifteenth centry to advance civilization, each in his
j
own Bmall sphere, as we are taught to do.
turies, Europe gradually recovered from
To-day we have defenders, not in bat- this state of degradation. Several univertle, but in Congress. Maine has the Biz sities were founded, science and art again
pblest congressmen, one of which will be came into being; although no very high
!
our next president, and remove this great
development was reached.
stage of
\
financial depression.
Chaucer laid the foundation of English
his
wrote
famous
"DiDante
and
poetrj,
i
THE VALUE OF TIME.
vina Commedia.”

United States have abolished slavery
throughout all their territory. Germany
and Italy have freed themselves from
Austrian dominion, and Greece, Koumania, Servia and Montenegro from the
Turkish. Reforms are continually taking
place in politics; and in statesmanship
and oratory, Webster, Blaine, Gladstone,
Bismarck, Theirs and Kossuth have received the admiration and respect of two

hemispheres.

The twentieth century is now close at
hand, and the task of maintaining and
! improving the high stage of development,
With the beginning of the fifteenth
both intellectual and material, that now
BY LIZZIE D. DAVIS.
century came that remarkable era, known exists, rests in a measure on every young
One of the most important lessons to as the “revival of learning.'1 Men seemed man and woman of to-day.
be learned in life is using time to the best suddenly to awake to a realization of
Let us hope that the coming generation
Some
people are always their low state of civilization, and the at- will regard the great trust committed to
advantage.
cheating themselves with the idea that tention of all was turned t th> revival of ! its care bravely and loyally, and that
of the long negthey have too much time, and are con- the arts, and restoration
mental and moral advancement in the
stantly devising means to help dispose ol lected classical literature.
coming age will rival the wonderful dethree
centuries
the
next
Throughout
it. This is one of the greatest mistake!
velopment of the nineteenth century.
we can make.
| intellectual history progressed with wonderful rapidity. Philosophy and science the
gooij
of
Time is a precious gift; more precious
importance
were enriched by such names as Copernithan money, because with time we car
MANNERS.
acquire wealth, but we cannot purchasr I cus, Galileo, Bacon, and Newton. Painting
reached its highest degree of perfection
time with wealth.
BY LIZZIE M. MADDOX.
under the hands of Murillo, Raphael and
The man of business learns to under
Manners constitute the language in
In literature, Shakespeare, CerTitian.
stand just what ten minutes mean anc
of every individual
vantes, Milton and Voltaire left literary j which the biography
what it will do. Promptness is so esBen
Bossuet and is written.
monuments of their genius.
tial in business circles, and a few waster
Polite manners and true culture art
Bourdaloue are unrivalled names in pulmoments may mean so much of loss o:
of the heart, and have theii
wasted opportunity, that such men an f pit oratory, while the inventions of Watt, ! expressions
foundation in the golden rule. If thit
were powerful
Fulton
and
of
time.
value
the
learn
Arkwright
to
forced
: rule is not the guide of our life, then oui
aids to civilization.
There is not a day or an hour but that, i
voic
of
intelthe
culmination
politeness is entirely superficial and
But
grand
properly used, would add to our improve
naturalness.
of
the
for
reserved
was
o
lectual development
Some people take no thought
ment.
Nature is always graceful; fashion
It was with the
nineteenth century.
time until it is gone. A person who hai
her art and glitter can neve;
opening of the nineteenth century that with all
too much time and does not know’ wha'

|

j

1

|

we

do not

manners

is to have

and culture

an

inten-

always doing right.
The |>athway of life is smoothed by

tion of

ways, and

polite

a

pathway

of this nature

includes the happiness and comfort of all.
1 desire especially to urge the importance of good manners in our daily inI want to
tercourse with the world.
masses
emphasize the conviction that the
the efficiency of good
must be taught
the battle of life.

in

manners

Some

are

born with gentle ways, and to such no
words of admonition are needed: they
come into the world endowed with good
world
and go through the
manners,
admired and beloved by all; others are
born
rough, and the most polished
surroundings hardly make an impression
Often such
their brusque ways.
on
behavior firings them under the eye of

the law. The consideration of this class,
therefore, does not come within our
very large number,
our people w ho,
indifferent at the outset, may be made to
understand that for self-interest alone,
if no higher motive can animate them,
the observance of good manners is advanto this class the
tageous in life; and
There is, however,

a

majority perhaps,

a

of

words of my essay may be applicable.
By good manners 1 do not mean the
acquirement of formal rules laid dow n in

etiquette; good manners cannot
acquired by the servile imitation of

books
be

on

formulas, any more than one
a
good Christian by simply
following the forms laid down by the
The primary evidences of good
church.
mannprH
nuiat be Hcuuired in early life.
The child must get them with the earliest
words of its language, and afterwards, if
the recognition of a kindness or a favor
can be excited in the child’s mind, the
foundation is laid upon which other
courtesies of life may be added.
One awakes to his ow n deficiencies in

prescribed

become

can

such matters
the

by coining

contact with

in

refined ways of others.

It

w

ill

em-

impolite ways by contrasting
them with the polite ways of the people
You are all
of the “Island Empire.”
familiar with the enthusiastic praise bestowed upon the Japanese by the numphasize

our

writers who have, in various ways,
detailed their experiences in Japan. Ttie
extreme politeness and simple courtesies
erous

of the Japanese under all circumstances
ft re specially noted.
So rude are tin Europeans ami Amerithe matter of crowding,that hardly

in

cans

great public event occurs that women
children are not seriously injured.
And how do the Japanese manage such
matters? In Japan it is considered rude
to come into bodily contact with another.
Each one, from the lowest to the highest,
observes this simple act of etiquette. The
result is that in the greatest crowds there

a

or

!

jostling or jamming. One can pass
through throngs of thousands as easily as
is

no

|>ass through an open forest.
Tokio the most attractive parts of
the house are turned toward the gardens
in the rear, w hile with us the best rooms
are often on the noisy and dusty streets.
Fortunately we do not all sin in this
respect, yet we are familiar with the

one can

In

pretentious doorway

and

the

group of

statuary placed in ttie window, the worst
possible light for such an object. Ix*t one
glance from the back window of such a
house, and he sees the backs of similar
houses on the next street, which may be
looked upon as t he reflect ion of the one
broken blinds, a back yard
in;
ith barrels, piles of ashes, tin cans
and shed roofs garnished with old boots
and
blacking bottles. A similar view
a
from
Japanese house would show
picturesque gardens, quaint, rustic fences,
he

is

filled

w

little bridges over tiny ponds, and a
similar vista greets him as far as his eye
can wander right and left.

an

I

t tie

hether
am sure

has

moon

to

know

atmosphere.
one.
Courtesy

II

that

go

self-respect, refinement, good-heartedness, self-forget fulness and ideality.
of Edmund
words
And finally tin
Burke should be emblazoned on tablets
and hung in every public place in this
“Manners are of
country. He says:
more importance than law-; upon these
in a great measure tin- law depend-.'
The law* teaches us but here and there;
Manners are what v* \ or
now and then.
soothe, corrupt or purify, exalt or debase,

lici t

footed messengers to arouse tho
most of whom were miles
away. In an incredibly short time n n.

us

cue

their whole form and color to our lives.
According to their quality they aid morals, they supply laws, or tiny totally destroy them.”

good has
body, is

to

come

us

If

individually amt
lo -peak a

about to dose.

We hav*

course.

all

*

\p«r.-

pangs of parting, with 11.•
thoughts, pleasant, sad. remorseful, perall its reality, and
hflps ; of t he past, with
of th'* future with all its uncertainty,

enced the

its

possibilities*,

and

hopes

its

fear-

n-

f pleasant
To bid farewell to years
associations, to the buildings, r— uis, and
mates we have learned to know and lov*
and >•■’. as all
so well, is no easy task,

things

have

beginning.

a

have an ending.
The parting can never eras* 'o n our
minds classmates, friends, buddings and
occasions.
Among the hard thing- **f
h*
{sorting is the leaving our <-M
We can shut our • ■ye* and tell
room.
* v«
hair,
ry
every object in the rooii;
every picture, every dent in the
at
many hours uf hard work

tne

fe«

at

tin

1

■

y

ness.

and

we

pledge

our-.

in every way

Most thoroughly

have

Iv*-

w.

No womb r his nisi, r f.i::;t> d a:».
mother was so paralyzed wttti j v t.;a'
she could neither move, sj A i: r W'-t
wh' u li" was tenderly brotigtit t tn-n.
N r v. as it strange that, is tm
Hi ws fli w from cabin to cal
out till
settlement, it pr mpt"d 1 1
y:
merrymaking and devout t
Two generationsagu! Ihat hi
is an old mau. 1
if still
■

make

it.

hind,

let

we Americana are me most onenaive oi an

UIH'..

living,

rable anguish of those wh
tho neighborly sympathy ami 1,1 r
’""
efforts in his behalf are all
I''1'.
But have there been no 1 ''
in Columbia or elsewbcr during
last 64 years? Boys and girls fi
j
"
than log cabin homes, wh > haviilcrcd out in their sweet springtime
f. .mnl whichever wav thev term
city <>r country, tho allureim
tho drinking customs of society, au*»
oi
«
ways unci everywhere tho p
/
Havo nut thousands and tin
■

■

j

as we leave th*
past begrasp the present with a radi-

And,

it 11

Wile

ll M

»?•»■!

►uch been so cruelly wound*
d.-red and discouraged that t- y
never found their way home.'
Wo s«-e them every day, inm-iT
t
heart, deserted bv friends,
,k‘'
tunes wasted, characters
1 »*and
eternity
s
time
f.r
h--jm
If every mother could but
b y 's danger; if every intelligent«
:
ami wise statesman w-ubl 1 ut
r'
.'
held theory: “Thochildren -ft
lie aro being lost. Everyb-iyt
cue!” how tho torchlights
t ::*•
t hr- *ugh
w-.i.ld
sin, not only for tho rescu1
>'
ready astray, but for tho d;destruction of society’.** ui"-r

'Will

I>eople, as the appearance of our towns by prosperity. May the tide of th*.comtestify. Consider how .much grace and ing years timi you doing your whole
beauty might be added to our streets and duty.
avenues, if our people were more refined.
Farewell to school!
I may add, a w ide-spread, almost uniAh! how sad to say il! Hut the sadness
versal, act of vandalism peculiar to this is lightened by t tie loving t bought * w h ah
country is the deliberate smashing of hover round the remembrance of the old
every pane of glass in vacant buildings. academy.
We are often inclined to believe that to
the foreign element is largely due this
kind of vandalism. As a matter of fact it
is the young, native American who, lawless in his ways, and having some of the
brutality of his English ancestry, sets an
example to the often gently-behaved
irn migrant.

■

*•

Taking Courtesies for Oranted.
Some people seem to possess the idea
that gratitude is only called for where
some special attention is shown, where
the courtesy is one of magnitude, writ**
Edward NY. Hok in the April l.adirs'

y'

eminent and respectable
we cannot possess that influence which
is essential to
the accomplishments of great designs;
we

our

are

fellow-beings,

so inherent a disposition
they say and do to the
thoughts and feelings of others, that upon the tide of the world's opinion floats
the complacency of every man.
The basis of a true gentleman is very
well given by Sidney: “High thoughts
•eated in a heart of courtesy.”

and
to

men

refer

have
all

written,

paths to happiness, usefuln-"r
pleasant f

k

bo made safe and

feet.

jip.;

God give us men good
uliravu uougli to say by word
bo i»
"Thu children shall not

eji.'Un

■

Union biigual.
Ileer Spoil, the Test.
have
The temperance women
•>
in tho Baroness Stalfe, tho

authority

on

feminine chanm-t

n

^f

she assorts, spoils
^ ^
*l(
It has ruined the
..'pjjwomem
[English and German
^
Americans who havo adopt.
tj,ei:
beauO ^
aro beginning to lose tho
^
4
Teet!” This statement, winch

drinking,
women.

and go unanswered.

complaint among young men
nowadays that girls accept courtesies altogether too much as their due. Our
girlH should get over this habit of taking
things for granted.

j

—the rumshop.
Then might tho drink curs'*
ished from our beloved land.

It is in these smaller things that we are
lacking in the true spirit of gratitude.
We take them for granted, absolutely
forgetting t hat nothing is ours by right
in this world; that whatever comes to us
in the way of an attention, be it ever mo
small, is an attention and comes by favor.
I w ish that girls particularly might think
a little more of this.
One hears a great
deal

1^

r-'^“

Home Journal.
Emerson well says that: “Manners
Whether it is that we are grow ing too
form at last a rich varnish with w hich
much accustomed in this country to dothe routine of life is washed and its deing everything on a large scale, or whattails adorned. If they are superficial, so ever it is, the fact remains that we are alare t he dew drops w hich give such depth
together too prone to disregard the little
to the morning meadows.”
The most
courtesies of life as courtesies.
In hundreds of occupations the man subtle thought
is often shown in the
who cultivates good manners not only smallest attention.
We all know that the greatest pleasures
keeps his place and is advanced, but
makes a host of friends and well-w is hers
in this life come from the smaller things
to help him in time of stress, while the
not from the larger.
Again and again
rough boor is forced into hazardous occu- have I seen this remissness on th** part of
pations where the death rate is high.
people. A man show s some little attenTo gain the good opinion of those who tion to a woman, and it goes unnoticed.
surround them is the first interest and A young man shows a courtesy to a girl,
and it is received as her right.
second duty of men in every profession
Hospitalof life. For power and for pleasure, this ity is extended, and remains unacknow lLetters of congratulation are
preliminary is equally indispensable. edged.
Unless
before

|

ti

rose.

VI

k-t-

p

■

apart of God's great plan; that we do
live for a purpose, an eternal purpose;
that each one of us is just as essential to
the perfection of the plan a- tin- rose
petal is to the perfect symmetry of the

1111/

nr

alivo.

tin

inyears spent under tin*
struction, and we “count it fortunate
that the academy has such an ah!*- run
himself
at the head, who has proved
worthy of the great trust imjHi-ed in
him.
My last words to tin umlergraduat -.
Havea fixed purpose in everyare these:
thing you do, and remember what a
beautiful thing it is to realize that we are

us

to eat in y

1

to return

enj-

anything

At m*
r mg
lit tli" blessed tidil -fr ail all quarters were h- ird t:i" a:.-d f r
sw- ring guns until tho «:
w is vocal with j- iy.
Y'
tho p.sir child, cold a:i ! hungry,
his little bare feet, limbs and iitUK*
cruelly t mu and swollen, vast' ui. : c

can.

y-d
prim lpai

we

n

■

Bang! Bang! Bang! I undandali

stitution of learning.
In parting with our teacher-we fid !\
realize the benefits bestowed upon
their sympathy, instruction and kind-

scraps of paper, orange peel and
equivalent of apple cores, banana
skins and peanut shells. In this respect,

one

to adjoining townships f-r remforretm nts, and then, with even no re
inti iisity of purpose, went f rth t r
ni w the search.
the
Late in the afternoon, as on"
mi u \\ as picking his way ..: mud a fallt n
tree, iie was halted bv a plaintive
:.:ocry, and tile words, "Mr Warner.

academy have not been in uui. We ur*
*
grateful to the trustees for t b*-:r ff-rts t-■
provide and maintain an h«»n« r,ihb n

those favors

j

pent

d*-k,

we

wi re

According to previous agrei ment, t!:>
gathert 1 at the houi" f the nearly
distracted parents, partook' ? simple n
tisultat: ::
frcslmu-nts, held a tirief

and many pleasant hours of -*<."! cu t!
All the-* tlungand more social song.
are trifles, but w hat is life and its act;-.;
ties but an aggregation of trifles'.’
of
I'pon going out into tin- world. :u"-t
us to n«'k higher path- *-f duty,
assured that the years -jant

ri

nu n

l-.and

w*i

a

arh the entire party. The dense
at that timo infested with
bears, wolves and wildcats, and the
treacherous wail of the panther was
s
tie times heard in tho vicinity of the
clearings The lost child was poor;?
clad.
His jacket and trousers f c ar-:
hone spun were old and patched, an :
Ilia feet were Ixirr, for shoes, t special!?
f r children, were luxuries m $ easily
attainable.
Honr after hour men and Is vs, wi:k
the kindliness and courage which characterized tho pioneers of those timecarrying tin ir loaded guns and f 1 \v
by tin ir faithful dogs, made their way
through lirush and bramble, up an.
down hills, crossing gullies ami wading
f neighice b irdercd creeks, too full
borly sympathy and anxiety to take any
note of danger or fatigue. So passed th
night. Morning ciune, ami the signal
gun had not been fired.

parting wornThis I find to be the hardest, sathb-st,
most bitter task of all those undertaken
my

definite

a

any ono should find tho child,

should
f r. sts

lew

during

of

signal gun was to tie fired, three shots
in quick succession if alive, two if dead,
and those of tho party within hearing
were to respond, each by a
single shot,
thereby passing the news along till it

VALEDICTORY.

as a

was formed, and
procedure adopted.

pnrty

plan

The last act of the school drama iThe curtain 1- about to
about to close.
for t h» ia-t time in
fall on t he class of
Our career a- n
its academic course.
school class, with what of evil and what
of

<)UR

neighbors,

by a constant,
steady, uniform, insensible operation like
TCm-.v give
that of the air we breathe.
retine

or

K

COUNTRY.

lumhia, Lorain county, o., to Abb.
villi', Medina county. His horse waj
recking with sweat; every moment w.u
precious. A few hurried sentences .u;.
fired to tell tho story.
A little boy, (1 or 7 years of
age, hai
lift iiis home tho previous
morning t
go to the sugar camp where his brnth
rs were boiling down
When t!p
sap.
brothers n turned homo at evening, an
it was learned that lie had not been t
the sugar ramp at all during the
day
there was a scene of sore distress atid
wild excitement. Hickory torches wer
soon aflame, and out into the
night sp ■;

good

make

to

UANlIKRs THAT

YOUTH

N child lost ! Every mau to the
res.
was the cry whioh startled
tho in
»inti s of Wesley Hulct's
log cabin m.„
morning in tho early spring of ispo.
Tho man who had so
excitedly ann niiin d liis errand had come
from r..

these

are

THK

'"

nil

and

manners

KSKT TIIK
I.OYKI)

..

the

any

I

La the real ring of noble
A** a mere inis a moral quality in it.
vestment it pass n la rip tliviileml. fnr i

power.
The elements

IN TH
WILDER.
SIXTY YEAKS .\G»).

II.I.l HTUATKS

1 here

are
business is helped
By it tr: ndsh
n
Ihe total sum of j* y
made and held,
the world is increased beyond computation by exercising it; we also do justice
to others and bring out their merits by
And
'.v
sympathetic treatment
man
courtesy, calm ami constant, dots«
show genuine authority, self-control, rase

ntKST.

INCIDENT
NESS

streets

sense

vents

of cleanliness in Ja}>an prefrom throwing into the

AN

As-

an

ha**

man

every

graciousness.

anxious

very

are

tronomers
w

of

atmosphere

My classmates, before we say “farewell,” let us impress upon our mind- tinfact that our future is largely what we

The

j

is

barbarize

province.

I OKI' IN TUI, |

is

chars* ter.

“The grand
Celmart says:
secret- of never-failing propriety of, good

V4UV1

nn

what

Madame

j

aiiup

assume

possess

|

nnnntrv’a flat*.

tried to

we never

tit
garnot manners; they ar
No. nor is it
of good behavior
•ivility; for that may be the chill dei**n.
Court*-y
cency of patronizing at tent

It

ments

directly, at least establishes
American foot lias a reputatio
Tiiat American women
too'
beer as a drink is perhaps
statement for a group >>f
In the interestto*
it-.

lluVt>f()ju,ali

of

t»

inf

,aa#r
tliought of so po
^
gument.—New York Commercial
tempcrancu

uuity,

|

people,

Ytiiu

|ja>

„

never

vertiser.

j

$HrtiicaI.

Get
Pure
lood

PETITIONS,

A

Dr. \Y. I

of that

that pre-

remedy

well

as

as

it.

cures

the

board

of

West

..

was

tor

A

communication was received from
Josinh II. Higgins, who is still acting as
tax eollector, asking tlie city to designate
some one to attend the tax sale May 30
for the purpose* <>f buying in some of the

11

**

High School,
••

Book,

Text

Com'l School,
Insane Poor,
Electric Light,

proper deed was drawn.
The property was owned jointly by
Messrs. Cushman and Shute. It contains
about one-third of an acre. The Village
Improvement society desired to grade

!

45.10
1 L<»5 j
1.5n ;
.30
4.35
25.00
120.00
1.25
4.00
2.00
3.00
1.50
34.32
3.50
1.50
3.00
10.00
5.00
40.50
175
.30
5.10
19.70
5.94
114.37
229.80

inating Co.,

communication

was

j

Hancock

Notes from

the

of

County

oflioe
Tin* undersigned having opened
in Kllsworth in connection with their Insurance business, for the transaction of a
an

general

to visit the street in a body.
Maddorks said that last year the
p..,ipK of North Ellsworth requested*
certain changes in proposed location of
telephone poles, and that the company
had agreed to certain conditions asked
bv a committee from the board of alderhad been
All the.-e conditions
men.
complied with except as to the painting
of poles in front «>f Mr. New hall’s. The
clerk was instructed to notify the tele-

phone company of tiie fact.
Informal complaint had been

Ship Brokerage

condition of the sidewalk on the Surry
road. The walk was built by private parties, but had been accepted by the city.
Aid. Brady said he had examined the
walk, and found it in bad condition. He
stated also that the soil of the road was
a
one of the most favorable for building
the

making the

business, and

of

made

branitc business

a

specialty,
in tills

desire
anything
line.
our facilities for handling this business
ass in every way, being eon
are hK'T-i
nected by
solicit orders for

Longdistance Telephone

In

gravel walk.

a

few

places,

over

j

planks would be necessary, but
the most part gravel could be used,'
1
and though the first cost would be more,
gravel walk would be cheaper in the |
courses,
for

GRANT & CUSHMAN.

MEDICINES

SPRING

-A

T-

WOODWARD
DRUG

NEW

1

include the mayor,

lie

appointed

to

see

No Old Stock

UK

Everything

J1AKK

A

presented

a

of

fll

for

necessary

42

Boston

j

ONE WAY
of the completeness of our stock and of the
dollar-saving economies we offer
to get

ft

correct idea

our

J|
«|
j
^
^

inspecting
stock..1

you, and

For

ELLSWORTH.

Saturday, May
Branch, Swett, Boston

4

amusement.
see

A BUI V LI>
Sell Hussar, Bunker, Uocklund
Sell Annie, Kimball, Portland
SAIL L D

!j

< I

thk

Send for a free sample, or get It from your
druggist.
CTSHING MEDICAL SlTl'LY CO.,
580 Washington St., Boston.

evening.
nine o’clock the magic mirror,
which had been the cause of much speculation, w as revealed. The curtain rose on
arts
a sorceress, working her mysterious
the

At

The
Frank M.

now,

and

Joy is doing what lie can to allay It
by supplying Crescent wheels at best rates and
See his ad. elsewhere In this
lowest prices.

over a

issue.

NOTICE.

certify that my wife, Eleanor J.
X Hooper, has this day left my bed and
board without any just cause. This is to forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on

fTlHIS is

strength

Hood's Pills for the liver and bowels, act
easily, yet promptly and effectively.—Advt.
ltunhiCM* Notices.
bicycle fever is clearly on

to

of her debts

my account, as I shall pay
or accounts after this date.
Albion K. Hoopek.
West Ellsworth, May 10, 1895.
none

Tapley’s

"Bread Winner"

out wears

all other

siioes.

prevent the hardening of the subcutanedus tissues of the scalp and the obliteration of
the hair follicles, which cause baldness, use
To

Hall’s Hair Renewer.

Many

same scene.

have

j
1

kettle, suspended

on

a

tripod.

A

the world
young man, who had sought
of the
over for a wife, at last seeks the aid
summon
sorceress, who has power to
different types of women to appear in a
mirror.
The story of the young man’s success is
told In verse. The sorceress waves her

faw*

krf

Tonic._

the mir-

Maine Central Railroad.

elapsed,

and

Local Time Table—March 31, 1895.
BAR

A.M. A

realized about

$100 from

..

or Ohio, C ity or T<m.i;im>,
»
I. !<' A S ( OK STY’.
Kit an K .1. C'nr.M-Y make* oath that hoi-the
!
<•
F.
Cmknky'
*>t
»\t
senior partner I the firm
Co., lining bu -i tic-s in the city of Toledo, eoun
t v and state aforesaid, and that said firm will
pay tlii' sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
1.• r each and ever\ rase of Catarrh that cannot
he cured h\ the u-e of IIai.i/s cat.vkkii critK.
F|{ \ NK .1. CHENEY.
Swrn to before me ami subscrined in my
pre-encc, tbi> *',th (la v of 1 >eeember, a. d. Is*';.
\. \V. GLEASON,
skaI.
Xotary Public.

statk

‘Stop

|

Baby

.-id:,

v. a

When site

be .mm

When she had

a

we

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
BAYSON Tl’i Kbit,
Ylcr Pres and Gon’l Manager.
F E BOOTIIBY, Gen’l Ba-->. and Ticket Ag’t.
\pril 1, !-'*v

on

x-toria.

tv-•

Castoria.

C’hild, sh<* cried f

wa

signal or notice to Conductor.
permitting Jer ry pasr-age.

These train- connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering tin- train, and especially Ellsworth to Fall-and Falls to Ellsworth.

Hall’- Catarrh < up i- taken internally ami acts
ilhoi th --'i the !■ ..1 and muoou- surfaces of
t ree>1 n.I fur te-timoidals
the
-tern.
F -l.i IIEN E'I vY to. Toledo, O.
to. "'•M I ;• Druggi-t-, 75c.

When she

<m

I Weather

——

When

M. P.M.

6 30 7 00 7 00
BANGOR.
Bangor. E\ St.
6 42 7 25! 7 13
Benohscot Junction.
Holden.
7 05 s 00 7 35
Egerv’s Mill. +7 08 +8 05 f7 38
Lake Hou-e. +7 12 +8 15 f7 42
Green Luke. +7 2*2 8 35^7 52
Branch Bond. *7 32 +8 50 f8 01
Ellsworth FalN..
7 45 0 15 8 15
ELLSWORTH.
7 50 030 820
8 04 0 55 8 34
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
8 12 10 10 8 42
Mr Desert Ferry.
8 20 10 25 8 50
8 40 11 15
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
010 1150.
BAR HARBOR.. 0 45 12 25 +9 30

success.

J

TO BANGOR.
A. M. P.M. P.M.

years are supposed to
again the youth, now

The King’s Daughters
the fair.

HARBOR

10 00
BAR HARBOR.
3 30
Sorrento. 4 00
Sullivan. 4 30
10 50 12 45 5 00
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Hancock.'. +10 58 1 00 5 10
Franklin Road. *11 (J*; 1 15 5 20
11 20 1 40 5 35
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls. +11 25 1 50 f540
Branch Bond. +11 37 +2 10 +5 53
Green Lake. +1145t2 30 6 02
Lake House. +11 53 f*2 45:f6 10
Egerv’s Mills. *11 56 +2 .50 f6 14
Holden. +11 55* 3 00 6 17
12 17 335 f636
Benohscot Junction.
Bangor, Ex. St.
BANGOR, M.C. 12 30 3 55 6 50
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

of mature years, seeks the sorceress. His
wife has proved a burden. Again the
various types of girls pass before the mirror, and this time, without hesitation, he
selects the little housewife.
There is a moral in this story, which no
attempt is made to conceal.
The Tragic mirror was pronounced a

Miss, sin* clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castoria.
I HIM »:

ON AND

Vl'Ai WKKK.

TIMIS

AFTER-MONDAY,

MAY G,

dtibcrtisnncnts.
BOSTON AND BANCOR
stearner**( ATI! A RINE,”Capt.O. A. Crockett,
will leave Ellsworth every Mondav, Wednesday
and Friday at 6 a. m. ) stage from ilalc’s stable),
Surry at 7a.ni., for HluchlU, Brooklin, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentville, Castine, arriving
in Rockland in season to connect with boats for
Boston direct.
R ETC BN INC.
Will leave Rockland every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 6 «. m., nr on arrival of Boston
boats, for all above points, arriving in Ellsworth at about 6 p. in.
Through tickets to all points west sold on
hoard and baggage checked through.

Steamship Company.

It looked strange enough to
on spruce trees, but

Osgood,
Joy, Miss Isabel Moore.
Three wandering troubadours—Misses
Grace Lord, Sophie Walker and Georgie
Frazier played several selections during

My bceitar cad

wrre

wand, and the figures appear
ror.
First comes a queenly woman, followed by a rustie maiden, the lady of the
period, the ball room pride, h nun, the
masculine girl with cigarette and cane,
flower girl, the
housewife, brunette,
blonde, Quakeress, the studious girl, and
finally one in whom the young man
thinks he sees all loveliness, and whom
he chooses for his bride.
In the second act thecurtain rises on the

SPRING A RKANGKMKNT.

growing

hen one of the oranges was purchased
and opened the surprise was greater still.
The principal contents of the oranges
was cotton, hidden away in which was
ladies
some small toy or knick-knack. The
the orange grove were Miss Lucy
at
Miss Helen Bonsey, Miss Grace

Tuesday, May 7

of wonderful benefit in imparting the
and vigor so much desired.

Stomach.

oranges

•

scrofula ar salt iheom twar daw "Z3

w

Sell Forester, Wakeliehl, Carver Harbor
sell Myra Sears, Treworgy, Bar Harbor

I

that is by

E. F. ROBINSON,

:

After the Grip, diphtheria, pneumonia, scarlet
fever, typhoid fever, etc., Hood’s Sarsaparilla 1>

TONIC

of the

Adjoining the well wits the tent of the
fortune teller, where ninny sought lo penetrate the mysteries of the future, revealed by Mrs. E. E. Joy.
The orange grove furnished much

SA ILLI)

Store

THERE’S HI T

Friday, Mas
Collins, Fullerton, Boston

“

and my nerves were in a bad condition and appetite was poor, bo I concluded I would take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
After I had taken the second
bottle I began to feel much better and
I recommend Hood’s to all.” £luS
J. Woollf.t, Jamesburg, New Jerstfk

Sarsaparilla

IUIhccu.

Thursday, Ma\
Arrival, Stewart, Rmokllu
Laurel, Kief, Franklin

11 Win F

I

BROTHERS,

Clothing

h
h

Seh olive

Main St., Ellsworth, Me.

Opposite

Port.

AUUIVKI)

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.

WOODWARD

booth.
liebecca’s well attracted much attention. It was built of rough stone, overwits very
grown with moss. The effect
as
pretty. Miss Marion llartlett presided

SAILKD
•>(
Si

of

Gakdne*,

entirely left me. My neighbors say I trouble since.” Mrs. II. 15. Kkaiujl,
1
look better than for many years.
do earnestly recommend Hood's Sar- Pickaway. West Virginia.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all
saparilla to all sufferers, especially
$1; six for $5. Prepared
those afflicted with impure blood." druggists.
Mats. A. S. Bowen, Cline, Arkansas. by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Majsa.

summer

charge

in

mauim: list.
li

the

.1. F. Knowlton, Mrs. George March.
M iss Agnes Lord.
Adjoining the summer booth was the
autumn
booth, the varied colors of
autumn represented by chenille curtains
draped about the booth, while wheat,
corn and vegetables spoke of the harvest.
Home made candy, fancy cakes and pies
The ladies at this table were
were sold.
Mrs. Pearl Day. Mrs. Fred Osgood, Mrs.
Lew is F. Hooper, Mrs. Flora Lewis.
The winter booth reached hall the
length of tlie left side of the hall, and
formed a cosy retreat in which icecream
and cake were served. The decorations
of the booth were entirely of w hite. Mrs.
Dora Hopkins, Mrs. Cora Welch. Mrs. A.
E. Austin, Mrs. Evelyn Smith, Miss LizMiss l.essic Curtis, Miss
zie Crippen,
Delia Hopkins, Miss Helen Adams were

Bluehilf,

Is wort

at

Mrs.

Blam-hic M
Franklin, April
Mr. ami Mrs. K. K. ( oombs, ag» d

Kl

held

the hall, near the door,
booth, with decorations
of yellow and w hite. At this booth were
displayed fancy articles, which found a
ready sale. The ladies in charge were

right

At the

-.

re-

was

pleased.

were

was

—

GREAT LUNG CURE

OK

Ber-

—

if

of

baskets offered for sale were displayed
with good effect. The ladies presiding at
the spring booth were Mrs. E. K. Kedman.
Miss Mary StockMrs. (.'. It. Foster,
bridge, Miss Annie Woodward.

to Charles and

—

3fcucrttscmcntg.

Fresh and New,

Sl'KCIA t.TV

hill

y•

"bazar

Hancock hall was transformed. In the
centre of the hall was the spring booth,
decorated with evergreens and moss,
among which the flowers and pretty May

inmith-.
\ UTKK-At Bluehill, May J. Alexander S.
y artcr, aged tl months.
Mr- Julia
HIM 1 >< iL> At Bucksport, April
\. Bridges, aged 7»‘> year-, *i months, .’1 day-.
BBIIB*F’S At West Hancock, Ma> <*, Mr-.
Anna S. Bridges, aged g»; >«ar-, *'• month-.
Bo.-toii paper- please copy. |
1»YI-ili--At Brook-vllle. April-'k Mr- Ali«e I..
I )v er, aged 71 year-, *; months, I day
Mrs. \ e-ta
At
sTKII.
Bluehlll,
May
Meel, aged •"»! year?, in mouths.
FLlier Wood aged
Mat
Wool)— \t
about so years.

he made to take
of tramps at less expense than at
of
present. The committee will consist
Mayor Dutton and Aid. Maddocks.
Aid. Maddocks stated that two years
across Heed’s
ag,j the care of a bridge
brook in North Kllsworth had been let
Mr. Nevills now
out to John H. Nevills.

Toilet Articles in Eastern
Maine.

all

*»

care

We have one ot the largest
Stocks of Drugs, Chemicals, Patent Medicines and

r

or

dustrious society, a great success was
The attendance was large, and
scored.

mil).

daught*

Success—The

William

St., Fall River, Mass.
Makes the Weak Strong.
I had a tired and drowsy feeling

10 Tower

born. We took Hood’s S&rMf^
illa ami commenced to get better.
last I decided to take one bottle of When we bad taken one bottle and a
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
In three weeks half each, we were cured.
My mother
mv rheumatism entirely disappeared
used to be troubled with headache and
and 1 found that
pains, but took Hood's l’ills and waa
I Was on the Gain.
cured.” James Scanlon, oi Itoxford
This was very encouraging, and I found St., Norwich, New York.
that I could sleep well at night.
My
Hood’s and Only Hood’s.
health steadily improved, and. of course
“ I took
! continued taking 1 lood's Sarsaparilla.
Hood's Sarsaparilla for a
My hip has been restored to good con- tired, worn out feeling, anil it tiaa
dition. the sores have stopped dischargthe best medicine that I have
ing ami healed up. I am able for the proved
on
tirst time in three years to do my own ever taken. I had a breaking out
housework, and can walk two miles my face wliicli I thought was erysipI have no symptoms elas.
without trouble.
I commenced using Hood's Sarof rheumatism; that tired feeling has
saparilla and have not had any of that

in

Hancock hall
Inst Wednesday evening, and as always in
this inevents of the kind given by
the seasons,”

a son.

At

11

Magic Mirror.
The King’s Daughters’ fair,

I- 1 FI E ED— A t Rockland, April 3o,
HA M REIN
t,v R,-v. .1. II. Par-hlev, Mi" Bertha E Ham
hlln to Daniel M Eillcid. both of Deer Me.
Hn.ME ELDRIDGE—At Wlnterport. April
s.
:;o, by Rev John P. Mmonton. Mi-- Li/./ie
Iloxie to William Freeman Ehlrldge, Roth of

ooMli"

cannot

arrangements

BROWN At Deer Isle, April •„»»;, to .Mr. ami
Mrs. George A. Brown, a son.
CARTER—At Surry, April 3o, to Mr. and Mrs.
.Joseph Carter, a sun.
DODGE—At Brooksvllle, May 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward E. Dodge, a son. [Charles I’.j
GRA Y —At Orland, April is, to William F. and
Nellie F. Gray, a daughter.
April
HARDISON —At Ellsworth
Ei, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hardison, a son.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
to
KING —At Tremont,
Samuel King, a daughter, f Pauline E.J
MooRE-At Tremont, April -4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fairliehl II. Moore, a daughter.
NEWMAN —At Tremont, \pril -*'•>, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Newman, a daughter.
PICKERING —At orland, April 1», to Mrs. Evie

IVU'GIITKKS’ KA1H.

t'suul, They Score

As

Buck-port.

Petition asking the usual appropriation
of fob for Memorial Day expenses was
BROS.': presented. No action was taken.
Moved that a committee of two, to

STORE.

KING’S

oi l NN— BEA K E—At Rockland, April 1*. by
Rr\. .1. II. Parshley, Ml-s A ugu-ta M-Ouinn
to Eester A. Blake, both of Brooksvllle.
by
SMALL I-I KIEI.D- At Rockland, April
W Bradlcc.
Ml-s Lillian M small to
Rev. <
I Deer l.-le.
', tb W. Filleld. both

was

on my hands.
Naturally I
began to run down, was weak and low
spirited. The physician told me my
hip would have to be operated upon
before I would get any better. At

_

BOHN.

Frank and

is pure again.”

Blood

The Blood Purifier and True Nerve

contemporaries.

to

I have been taking Hood's Sarsafor six months. Before I began
taking it I had that tired feeling when
I got up in the morning, also a terrible
headache and my blood was very impure. Since I have been taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla all that tired feeling is
gone, also the headache, and my blood
“

parilla

Your

Hood’s

prints more vital stabirths, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
The American

tistics

MAItKIKI).

road.
Aid. l'.ppes, as acting roan commisDills amounting to
sioner, presented
fltfJ.l'J for work on the roads to Saturday
night. The hills were referred to the
committee on accounts and claims.

YOUR

BUY

homestead lias been bought by Cupt. CJ.
E. Wakefield.

PER— At Orland. April
Hattie Soper, a daughter.
SOPER —At Orland, May 3,
nice Super, a son.

voted J. T. Cushman for the re
establishment and maintenance of the
iron drinking fountain on the Surry

$10

Side.

so

blood you
The facts all

purify your

prove absolutely that in Hood's Sarsaparilla you have a medicine tried
It has cured thousands of
and true.
Do
others and it will do you good.
not bo induced to buy any other.
Insist upon Hood's and only

and markers were
this week placed in the family lot of EliThe work was done
sha Wakefield, jr.
by N. H. Higgins, of Ellsworth. The

Pickering,

to

experimenting.

not

are

April-U,

water

nearly all the prominent shippers in | end.
Maine, oa-t <>f the Penobscot river, and !
The matter was referred to the commithaving i>iHKcr wikks .telephone and tel ! tee on sidewalks, with instructions to esNew
Boston
and
t»»
ourotliee
from
egraph,
timate probable cost of a gravel walk, the
York ; this, with our past experience, we ,
planks now in the walk tit for use to be
think w 111 enable u- to handle your orders j
used as far as they would go.
successfully.
Aid. Maddooks thought it would he
If you Want a N FSSFI. or FKKHillT,
of any
kind, please economy for the city, wherever practit,r |\N| li inti:
build gravel walks
give us a call, ami w«* will do our best t<» cable, hereafter to
where plank walk were to be replaced.
please you\id. Brady, the sum of
On motion •

'on'cspninlein'e >olieit«Ml.

I5ay

salt rheum, eczema and
other diseases which have been accomplished by Hood's Sarsaparilla have
given it the leading place in the field
When you take Hood's
of medicine.

scrofula,

of

Sarsaparilla

(Bayslde),

with

i

this matter of health now

The Wonderful Cures

marble monument

A

AM.

AND VICINITY.

to

stated

decided:

Shippers

to

cannot be overestimated. Hood's SarVillage Improvement society is saparilla will make a vast improvemaking strenuous efforts to improve and ment in
It will thoryour feelings.
beautify this city, and earnestly begs
your cordial co-operation. It especially oughly renovate your system and fit
petitions your honorable board to provide j
ami pleasures of
a suitable
place where the refuse of the you for the duties
city may be dumped.
the spring and summer.
Osgood
Claka
Hopkins,

that John 1\ Knowlboard to endorse the
action of last year's board granting him
the privilege of eutting down the hill on
Church street, near <>ak. The board

Granite

digestive

tending

anot her.

TO THE

organs in their imporThe importance of attant functions.
ami

To the Hon. Mayor and Hoard of Alder-

to
raise
were prepared
purpose by subscription.!
iicucmi j.
1
It was considered impracticable to haul
Monday, May b, 1895.
water up tin- hill from tin* tank now |
Aid. Eppes and Carlisle were appointed
it
located on lower State street, and
a
committee to search for suitable
would probably be necessary to move it
grounds, t<> be bought or hired, for the
tank
up the bill, or to establish another
purpose of a city dumping ground.
or pipe m ar t In* top of the hill.
hoard adjourned to
On motion tic
and
Were
A!dernn*n Maddorks
Brady
Wednesday, May N, at 1 p. m., for tlie
appointed a committee to inve-d igate the j transaction of further business of the
expediency of changing the location of regular me ting, and to investigate the
the present tank or of establishing causes of recent tires.

request.*d

Purify

The

and

Aid. I'.pl

Hood’s Has Merit

men:

money for tlie

tun

a

the appetite and assisting ttie stomach appeared

$926.56

read:

and beautify it, making a sort of small
park, and the owners kindly agreed to
deed it to the city for that purpose.
Mayor Dutton reported that the residents of State street wished the streets

sprinkled,

I

7.87
04.91
2.00

Houghton, Mitllin & Co.,
American Book Co.,
C. W. Gerry
Maine Insane Hospital,
Ellsworth Electric Illum-

following

j

2.25

Total,
The

0.75

2.00
is.on I

Powers,

*•

j

2 no
82.70
l.<>6

dangerous symptom. It means
a lack of vitality in the blood—a decrease of the ml corpuscles upon which
the strength and richness of the blood
One Bottle Convinced—Farther
dc[M'i»ls. It comes especially in the
Use Cured
Spring bemuse the system has been
subject to umiMial (lemancls during the
cold weather. The wasted vigor must Hip Blsaaae, Sciatic Rheumatism,
be re-supplied.
That tired feeling
That Tired Feeling.
must lie overcome, or else the ap“ I road
that one bottle of Hood's
proaching lint weather will have most
serious effects. The best
Sarsaparilla would convince me of its
merits, and I have found this true.
Spring Medicine
Is Hood's Sarsaparilla, because it cures
“Some two years ago two ulcers
That Tired Feeling by purifying, en- appeared on my hip, which, after being
sore a
time, broke and discharged.
riching and vitalizing the blood, giv- I also long
was attacked with sciatic rheuing it power to carry health to every matism, my leg being drawn so that I
makes the could hardly get around the house.
It
1
organ of the body.
v,e»K strong." not by stimulating, but hardly knew what a good night's rest
by actually giving strength, by build- was. The hip trouble caused me great
ing up the wasted energies, restoring trouble and annoyance, and eczema
If

8.50
2.no
for

property.
Fire Dep’t,
<’. H. Drummey stated that it had been
Tieonle Hose Co. No. 4,
John Sullivan,
tin* custom of previous boards to appoint
It. F. Gray
Son,
Sidewalks,
some one to act for the city in
buying in
Fred Dunham,
Daniel Hurley,
a portion of the property, the balance
School Fund, Han. Co. Pub. Co.,
being bought in by the tax collector.
C. II. Grindal,
lloswell Murch,
was
On
Dutton
motion
Mayor
John A. Hale,
appointed to act as such agent.
A. E. Jones,
Han. Co. Pub. Co.,
Mayor Dutton reported that the city
Mrs. J. M. Barbour,
had been asked to accept the deed of the
Grant «t Cushman,
J.
M. Barbour, us*
Sch’l-ho'se
F’d,
triangular piece of land formed by the
<». M.

intersection of Birch avenue, State and
School streets, from the present owners,
H. \V. Cushman ami Arthur Shute. An
informal vote showed the board in favor
of accepting tin* property when the

season

disease

of

Feeling

$2.00

••

tonic—Sarsaparilla.

one

vents

Contingent,

appointed inspec
milk, without compensation.

of

of the year
can most
health
especially,
surely be obtained and retained by a thorough course
of the

OF

That Tired

AMOUNT.

Finn,
Joy,
Geo. S. Ober,
\V. M. Haines,
Industrial
School
Girls,
James T. Cushman,
John A. Lord.
Campbell Pub. Co.,
John A. Hale,
C. I. Welch,
C. W. tierry,
K. W. Lord,
K. T. Finn,
James T. Cushman,
C. I. Welch,
Han. Co. Pub. Co.,
Calvin P. Googins,
II. W. Holt,
Moses Cottle,

•'

aldermen was held Monday evening.
Full board present. Mayor Dutton preaid ing.

greatest natural blood purifier and
At this

regular meeting

___^

4.

E. T.
K. K.

Police,

AND

NO.

NAMK.

"

gently effected

preparation

-ROLL

ACCOUNTS

FUND.

APPOINTED—

COMMUNICATIONS

not

matter

committee on
Roll of accounts was read and approved
as follows:

ACCOUNTS.

By
Using

the best

MILK

COMPLAINTS

the first step to a cure in all
is to purify the blood. This
can be most quickly, thor-

and

OF

Htjbcrtiacmmta.

called for in his
was referred to
accounts and claims.

bridge

The

MOLL OF

AN INSPECTOR

impure blood, but

oughly

to the

contract.

much business of minor importance TRANSACTED.

por it is the basis of health.
y,,t only is the origin of most
diseases

pairs

CITY MEETING,

*>

G.

I
Commencing Monday, May •'», 1805, steamer
"MT. DESERT,” Cap’t. W.'C. Sawtelle, will
For Boston,
leave Bar Harhor as follows:
making connection at Rockland, Mondays and
Fridays at 12.On m. For Seal Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Swan’s Island, Green’s Landing,
and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days at 12.00 m. For Sorrento, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
RETURNING
From Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days at 5.00 p. in. From Rockland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 a. nr, or
upon arrival of

steamer

from

Boston.

From

Sorrento, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
8

at

a. m.

E. S. J. MORSE, Agent, Bar Harbor.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
General Manager, Boston.

tfjfiSiKSv™?

crockett, ManagerIlIGGiNS, Agent.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
ELLSWORTH, ME.,
WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.
Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the business part of tho town.
82.00 per day. Special rates to regular
boarders.
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FOR

never

or

adults.'
(

In use 43 years.
Price 3.5 cents.
Bold everywhere.
Dp. J. F. TRUE 4t CD, Auburn. Me.

}
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Corrtsspontimrc.
Voice from the Mountains.

V

3.

NO.

lln.b, 'lVnn., May 1. 1S95.
To th> Editor of the American:
books with me were
\\ |.en
young,
1 i.kamant

j

bo<
v.

My
farming implements, the plow
u
! n mould-board shaped like a
vith hoops of iron nailed across to
The days were
last the longer.

".

sum;

i.

wed-,.
rank

:

two

in

winter f«»r school.

held the handles of that
worked alone to cultivate as
"wedge.”
1
could the tturd of fields, my
best
mother’s dower. The sod not turned but
me

that

..

of

money

neighbor,

a

ami

was

anted, and ought not in Rockland which will result in tin «v
tablishmcnt of a general hospital in that
and w as refused, but told any
to Iih\
time when he was hungry to come and city.
III would be welcome to nil he wished.
The safe in the ticket oflio. of t'»
Culei* 1 i not forget the ffer. but fasted
Boston Mild Maine depot at Wells untill a! n -t starved, then knocked at the j blow n open Friday morning. The burg
door and said. “1 am hungry,
tit Igh'
j lars secured a considerable amount of
••Come in and welcome to all you wish, j
a

as rum

he

w

|

«

money.

th

k' nd

response.

!»•
a- mad*'
Th,
ady with the best ;
the hou«e afforded, and plenty of hot
r*

I

broken.

borrow

t,>!d

w as

i

cut and

,

coffee. Caleb sat and ate and ate and
drank tin coffee. At la-; lie cleared flutable and called for more. More was
brought and he was told to help himself,
So Caleb
for there was plenty more.
he wellnigh
era turned and crowded till
groaned, and gave it up.
He
Another habit was profanity.
He swore
swear.
can
few
swore as

heavy. 1 called it "nigger j
hoe.” and wished a "nigger” had it. My
pitchfork tines were as large as the fingers of a man. and made by a country awake; he swore asleep; he swore alone
blacksmith. My scythe would outweigh in his
shop, where lie was heard to
two of modern days, and the ax was also
He swore in
mutter dreadful oaths.
and
heavy and badly shaped, enough steel
company, if women were not present,
iron to make three for a boy like me. but
known to swear in
not
was
Horse-rake and mowing-machine were the
One might
of a woman.
presence
not then know n. For reaping there w as an
think him hardened beyond all feeling.
old-time sickle, or what they called a It was not so. but when the little tract
My hot

was

cradle, which would have done as well to
rock the babies in as to cut grain, an un-

WlniKnvIiijjs of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
The plan now is to make a grand floral
parade a special feature of the New Kngland fair at Rigby.
A hospital corporation has he- n formed
Week’s

One

through. Once, when he wantjust
ed liquor and had no money, he called to

»»n_«

...

He

been

visits. lew ami far
Webster's blue-back s|>eller,|
betvveui.
| arithmetic made up
...jrr
y— 1
At
home, t lie
>ks mi .nly.
tin t.
-Vatt*-’ liv n:i.*. th assemblies’ catbil
with sum* half dozen others,
rl,
Two months in
the libmrv.
raa<
I.ki

scan

was.

<;<><>l>

KITTKUY TO CAHIHOI

had gone (or drink. It
was no half-way work, for in old barns
and by the road side he would he found.
His swollen, blood-shot eyes, and downeast look told the sad experience he had
Caleb

Robert \i kits. ,,f Brewer, while oiling
in the Bangor pulp and paper
mill at Orono. last Thursday
morning, was caught in the shafting and
terribly mangled, lb died fifteen minutes

machinery
company's

later.

Charles Blake, of Bangor, was bound
in f*2,(XX) Thursday, on a charge of
arson.
Blake is suspected of setting tire
to a lodging house last Sunday night, in
order to destroy his w ife, from w hom he
over

separated.

had

A Farmers'Field Day meeting will be
held at the Maine State college, Orono.
Wednesday, June 5. The programme of
the day will consist of inspection of the
grounds and buildings of the college,
exercises by the students, and addresses
by visitors and members of the faculty.

Construction, nml Value to the
Farmer.
Colonel Francis Vinton Greene has recently delivered an address on the subject of good roads in the Butterfield
In
Practical Course at Cnion college.
t h* -course of hi* remarks he showed t hat
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roads that an not only tin cans* of \. Nation ami <i ’-comfort t«' tin's, who dr;\c
over t hem. hut t hut entail actual loss upc*.rr\ t In ir
on t hos»- w ho are compelled t
market or to t in
go.»ds over t In in to l h
ions.
rai l w ay st at
The enormous drain made by bad roads
h\
was
estimated
our
resources
on
Colonel Greene, and his figures will not
be doubtt'd by any one who ha* paid any
attention to the subject. He said: “It
lias been proved, not onl\ by mechanical
experiment but by actual test, that the
one ton on a
same force w hich draws
muddy earth road will draw four tons on
On tin improved
a hard Macadam road.
roads of New Jersey loads of four to five
tons are habitually drawn by a two-horse
This effect a a saving of fully threeteam.
fourths of t he cost of hauling to thestaand
reduces tlm cost of road transtion,
portation from thirty cents to seven and
one-half cents per ton per mile. What
this saving amounts to may be imagined
w hen it is known that the New York Central railroad carries nearly 20,000,000 tons
If this is hauled
of way freight in a year.
only two milea by road, to or from the
station, and a saving of twenty-two and
one-half cents per ton per mile could be
effected, it would mean a total saving of
■
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me, for
sound

saw

was

hen seen upon the
ith which the filing
sweet
music, came

w
w

grating on my ears :
‘•Run, Benjamin, run!

of sight, and that
Drive them out, they leap the
another.
feiiceagain. 1 build it higher, then they
find a huie. If one has lived ins iifeand had
no trials, let him be a boy again and chase
the sheep. Let him run at e ery beck of
Let the flock, after a half
..der brothers.
hour's chase, be gathered near the place of
out

see

going out, wln n hope was high of seeing
all go through, when, quick as wink, a
::lining, foxy sheep makes a sudden
jump, and others follow. The flock divides and scatters, when with panting
breath the worn must all be done again,
and very likely with as ill success.
When young our eyes and ears areoften
best teachers
Impressions made in
early days we keep in mind. I will speak

our

these, to warn some other boy
It is of a traveling
as I was warned.
carpenter, the queerest human being I
In these late days they would
ever knew.
call him tramp, but he was not, for as a
rule tramps are idle men, besides, he did
He was skilled
not beg except lor work.
He said his name was
in the use of tools.
of

one

anm-.i

of

Caleb.

My brother employed him to enlarge
the house with two more rooms, and he
settled down to work. He was quiet, and
seldom made much talk, but as weeks
passed he grew more social, and said his
father planned him for a minister but
spoiled him in the making. Gave him a
finished education, and said he never
went to bed until he read a chapter in
the bible. This was his habit when a boy,
he said, but one night he had no candle
and went two miles to get one, to keep
up the practice.
It was soon discovered that liquor was
Once in three weeks he
his master.
would be missed; r.o one could tell where

g to
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sent to the but torn: t»ut when they
see h
big ship rushing dow n upon t hem,
they light a torch ami tiare it about,
often they pay f >r tlu .r folly with their
seen too late, cr not
lives. The torch
seen at all, and the great iron how of the
steamshp crushes inb> the frail little
craft, perhaps cutting her clean in two;
and t he unhappy ti**ner::.rn sink into the
foaming wake of the churning propellers,
b
111 :r wives at
leaving not a soul ;
home what became of i-.<-m. St. Xich-
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al regularity.
mapped
such
From just such an hour rill just
another he might be found day after day
same
at
the
occupation. After this
fashion he was able to accomplish in his

really the work of
he never tired of preachthis
regularity of work to young
ing
artists and students.
Century.
was

Wanterneau- Why do you call
Mr.
your dog Trilby. Mr. Wagleigh?
Wagleigh A policeman hit her w ith one
of those new concealed clubs the other
day. Miss Wanterneau- What has that
to do with it?
Mr. Wagleigh —Don’t you
see? She was struck with a Little Billee.
Miss
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We have thin Season inZLinolenms,

Floor Cloths, two ;md four vurds width
16-4 Linoleums have never been shown in Eilsv.ortii before. If
you need a Floor Oil Cloth. Iry Linole im. It will wear a lifetime.
We shall still carry 4-4. 6-4 aid 8-4 Cil Cloths from 25
to 40 cents per square yard.
In addition to regular
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An

amusing story was told -mm yearK. A. Sothern, a famous wit and
actor.
I’pon a certain evening he was invited tv* two entertainment-, one
for
children, ami the other a reception for
ago of

v
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Elegant

IN

MY

a

■

....

-< ■

French
Mixture

people.

Fond of children. Sothern decided to go
to the party given for the little one-, and
thinking it would be « great joke to go
into the parlor on all fours and roaring
like a hear, he did so, much to the amusement of the guests and his own subsequent unhappiness: for, once in the middle of the room he looked up and saw
that he had made a mistake in the house,
and had played bear for the grown people
and not for the children.
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Healing and Soothing.
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People.

The Heat Signal-Light System.
The best night signal-lights are those
invented by Lieut. Very, of our navy, and
named, after him, Very’s signals. They
consist of a white, a red and a green star,
each fired into the air from a pistol, so
that by firing one, two, or three of them
in quick succession and in different
orders, with a pause between the groups,
different letters or signal numbers can be
made until a sentence is complete.
They
be easily read from vessels twelve
can
miles away.—St. Nicholas.
Fashionable Stationery.
The paper most used in social correspondence is white parchment finish, and
the preferred sizes are the well-known
octavo and
billet; the envelopes are
square with pointed flaps. Square note
sheets with oblong envelopes in tints or
colors are simply fads for the moment.
Good taste dictates plain white paper and
white envelopes for feminine notes.—
Ladies' Home Journal.

20 cts. per lb.

Only
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says:—
“Clover Bitters ! a> made
me feel
like a new man.
Fat like a !.
•, sleep well,
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Kiibiiistein a >1 ethodical Worker.
Rubinstein was nev* r :.:.* ; he could not
From the
remain so half an hour.
moment he rose till the moment he recimt liing.
When
tired he was doing
not
traveling he had i .«• day's work

lifetime what
three men. and
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fishing-vessels.
On the Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
nd on t he c«»a-t- <*f
on the coast of Spain.
China and .Jajwin, big tleO-of these lilt !e
vesels

the sheep are in
The command came from
the field!"
older brothers, and my bare feet went
lively over fence and rock: with hat in
hand and palpitating heart and scream
which rent th< air I made those sheep
hound from place to place at railroad
speed. I wished liiem dead and covered
1 could never

nio.-t

course

line of
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forty
kept,
sheep.
to keep, but they were nimble-footed, and
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only play to them,
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An old man who called at the clerk's
read to him. “The Swearer's Prayer,"
wit
office in Rockland for a marriage license
wept in agony. He was a man of
wield ly thing just fit to try
and genius, and had no doubt been edu- remarked: “Well, you do things difThese
a man who weighs two hundred.
cated in the best schools. A problem ferently from what they do in New York
were the books in part which my discourwhich the teacher could not solve was or in Montana, and I think my experiaged brain was called to study.
showed to him. At once, with chalk, he ence in the south was a bit different. $9,000,000.
Some other books 1 had. The clouds
a
In other words, the question of roads in
But then that was in my younger days,
explained it on the floor. Caleb was
many of our agricultural communities is
were books; 1 watched them with attenfallen star; evil habits brought him low. and 1 may have forgotten. In fact it is a
question of farming at a I"-.* or a profit.
tion and studied their wild antics when
They held him fast, but with all the bad several years since I took out a license, And there i* not a community or town in
were
and
when
wind and squalls
high,
He despised but 1 have had to come to it again.”
the thickly settled parts of the country,
he had some noble traits.
with thorthat cannot provide itself
moving slowly as one chased another like meanness, and had a nobleness of soul,
Some cities are adopting a telephone
oughly good highway- by anticipating
flocks of sheep, or w hen resting against too seldom seen, towards those who
;i
n
>
niu
11
<1i
improvement which does away with the iix rum. m \t
the sky in calm repose. 1 pondered them
lor
fifteen or twenty
on
grieve and wbo suffer, and to-day.
necessity of ringing a bell to call the Money borrow'd
be
off
from
the
a» by intervals 1 stopped to let the oxen in
to
bond*,
a
paid
godly central office. When a person takes dow n year
aught that we can tell, through
annual road tsxe-. would b. sufficient for
the furrow breathe, or w hen my aching mother's
Inprayers and mercy of the
the annuciator, a small electric lamp is
«
exw
ork
in
acli
while
the
lotaiity.
j t he
the field. I stood to
biek. by hoeing
tinite. may be wearing the white robe lighted on the switchboard, and when penditure would involve little, if any. in1
hiui
Oft
gazed
r si and straighten.
The plan that is her*creased taxation.
there is a wideamong the saved, for
the person called answers, a second one is i’
wondered, with solemn query, what the ness in God’s mercy like the wideness of lighted, add the two remain before the 'suggested hn- been tried in town- near
i- noticeable that every
and
it
New
York,
clouds were and w here they went.
the sea.'
operator's eyes until the conversation is good piec of road that ha- been couThe stars were <»;her books at which I
nt rue ted in t he-e communities increase**
But let all w ho read of Caleb, beware of closed, when they both go out.
favor
of spend imr
tin- sentiment
in
looked to doubt and wonder, also the
lest
habit
you
drink and every other evil
This promises to prove the banner year
in
way.
cy ’*1 th
Harper's U’rekly.
trees and shrubs, plants and rocks, the
lose your moral power u: 1 fall not to rise
in Maine building.
Already over *2,000,mountains, streams and
ever-present
again.
000 worth of new structures have been
dlturrusrctrnis.
The corn, potatoes, beans, I
river.
woman of steadfast
a
was
mother
My
projected, among which arc Eastern insane
watched their growth with care. When
faith in God. and sterling common sense,
¥***********************
asylum, Bangor, *150,000; pulp mill, W ebfirst I noticed beans peep through the
as she proved by so nobly bearing the
V. M. I". A. buildster Station, flOO.000;
ground, it seemed as if they made a
t*>
carry.
My
heavy load she was obliged
Biddeford city
grand mistake the bean was on the top. father, dying in full vigor of his years at ing, Portland, £100,000;
hall, £100,000; Baxter block, Portland.
I pulled it up and stuck it down the
the age of forty-three, had not finished
Aroostook county buildings,
£100,000;
othe- way. The query was. “if the bean
paying for the farm by some £200. but £10.000; Oxford county buildings, £30.000.
was on the top, where were the roots?
mother, wjio still kept the tires burning
An
Better go back and try it again, and see
interesting school tight is on in
on the family altar by making butter,
where two set- of school comif you can't come up like a baby, w hich
Naples,
and
weaving,
raising poultry, spinning,
mittees are trying to run things. I>cst
you are, and not aspire to be a full grown
what she could gather from the little
by
bean when one day old.”
week eleven town schools opened for the
farm, cleared off the debt, and as a
• medicine of which you know*
term.
There are two sets of
Clams were plenty as we lived near the
devoted Christian mother looked care- spring
the contents ; one that will do*
in
all.
shore; also fish. I could often take, in
teachers,
making
twenty-two
fully as was possible to supply the wants
•
Rival teachers are in each room.
half an hour in the evening, enough fish
They
you some good. Do not expert-*
of the seven children, and began by reon yourself, it is danger-*
call out the classes and hear them recite
for breakfast, but at high water could
deeming the pledge father made just
at the same time.
The children have
not dig the clams; sometimes forgot to
In taking
before he died of £20 to help kindle the
dig the clams at the proper time, so had life of Bangor seminary; for that grrnd entered into the spirit of the fight, and
no bait. I dug some and planted in the
those of one faction do all they can to
school of the prophets na<l scarce been
the teacher of the other faction.
field to have them ready. In two weeks
born, and the Lord
people in Maine annoy
The old school board is democratic and
I moved the earth gently with my finger
found the dear
were making sacrifice-;
so as not to break the sprouts, when lo! an
the new one is republican. The republiseminary. And th -e ?_J p*.:d in such cans control the town offices. I)r.
odor which I can't forget came full into
lx>rd,
under God,
roved,
circumstances
j
trying
nose.
one of the selectmen, and a
member of
My little nature gained like-seed corn, to
my
jyou know exactly what you are*
>* school
where
pro\:d».
and
• getting.
The proprietors are*
t he republican school hoard, says that the
wisdom
began
by
experience.
in after years two of iu- «■>>• grauuated
t aehers employed by the democrats will
to reason that everything must have its
not afraid to give their formu *
! for the work of t he tun. .si -y Lev. John
not be paid unless t hey are compelled by
• la—there is pure medicine in it
place, and wondered if I should ever find
Dodge, and myself, who uh> t.ie youngest the courts to do so.
Developments are
but medicine, and*
ray own, and oft have doubted since; but of the seven and
y^Br old w hen
just
*
watched with great interest.
faith in an overruling power clears up
guarantee it to cure.
father went lo leaver.
they
the mist at times and tells me I was made
•
*i me s. ed on.
Mrs. John Brown, Lewiston,*
l ike other boys, tin
to fill the little niche which I have fi.uri
Rrtst Maine Seminary.
realize it. bu: i.iougnt it had a
»
« Me., writes :
so poorly.
The
joint public meeting of the
merit. and y. ir** seemed ages.
t tri\
“For years I have been sufferings
It is no use to cover up the ia* t tl.at
Achyliian and Ihrestoinathean societies
at last fifteen
u
i...r*e- n. fourteen, a
41 greatly with Stomach and I.iver trouble. *
even
was held Friday evening. May 3. w ith the
boys have trials. I had them 1 I-*;,
• Have taken your I.iciira and it has*
t .rnett upward
w .unmy t ..
are
over
blame no one. for boyhood trials
Am stronger 9
me
u
had done following programme:
e
v
;
i.
greatly.
p j'vc
now. and perhaps they made me stronger
Snow than at any time since I had the*
March,
'Mini tiiis fitii-o if
;u
be,,-.
for life's work, like fitful winds which
• grippe. Am still using I.ivura, for I*
Mi-- Fume!.
L. Dt *h«e.
ful tif
• find that it tones up my system and
lash the trees and make them send their
Prayer,
I advise »
4 gives me the strength I need.
•lulm w. a mm-.
roots the deeper.
ure
*
Lost.
Why l-'Dhuig
• every one suffering, as I have, to try
Reading of Record-,
One trial fresh in mind was breachy
f vc-seis which is
There is one c msHHlc Lord
or tried
we
A flock uf
the mettle of

—

auurrusrmmifi.

H()\I)S.

have

gained twentypound- in 3 weeks.”

Several men were talking about how
they happened to marry. “I married my
wife,” said one, alter they had all had

C. \V.

Johnson,

of V'al-

tham, Mass., says: “Have
used Clover Bitters for
and it has cur d
It is worth ten times

Dyspepsia,
me.

the

price

For tale

you

charge.”

by all Drugfirlst*-

It Is said that freckles may be

removed

by putting an ounce each of alum
lemon juice into a pint of rosewater
different from applying it at night.

their say, “because she was
any woman I had ever met.” “How was
that?" chorused the others.
“She was
the only woman I ever met who would
have me,” and there was a burst of

applause.

am
am

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla.

j1
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The Dear Little Fool.

SIbbcrtiscmriits.
heM have been a minister if the war hadn’t
in a school.
form* along anil
it all.
(j„-h man la a mP'*™
spoiled
Heigh ho, my deary I
I>i the fall of 1WV2 there was a war meet in
to !>o a fool.
iu the town hall, and Klijah Cutler made a
(There he trains himself
Folly Is so cherry.
speech urgin the men folks to come forward
him well, and he trains him
And he trains
and contribute their services—their lives, if
long
Need he to the cause of freedom and right.
trains him tree, and ho trains him strong.
burden of my song.
We were all keyed up with excitement, for
And this is the
Wit and wisdom weary.
next to Wendell Phillips and
Henry Ward
Beecher I guess Klijah Cutler was the
that he’s a fooL
The man finds out
orator
that
ever
greatest
lived. While we
Heigh ho, my deary!
wereshiverin in id wait in for somebody to
on the dunce’s stool.
And puts himself
lead off, Conky'Stiles rose up and says,
Folly grows a weary.
“First Kings xix, 20,” says he. And with
And he says to himself: "You beast, you worm!
I've had this term.”
that he put on his cap and walked out of
y .u're the biggest fool
see the j»oor fool squirm.
to
laughs
he
the meet in.
*j,d
Wisdom is so cheery.
“I^et me, I pray thee, kiss my father and
a
rule.
my mother, and then I will follow thee.”
0,. wts down many sapient
Heigh ho, my deary!
That’s what Conky said—or as good as
course of the wretched foot
said—and that's what he meant too.
For the future
F ’llv is so weary.
He didn’t put off his religion when he put
little fool he says: "Ah. me!
the
p<*.r
And
<*i his uniform. Conky Stiles, soldier or
That 1 was a f(*ol I plainly see,
civilian, was always a livin, walkin encysuch a f<x»l I'll l>o.”
But never again
clnpedy of the Bible, a human compendium
Wisdom is so cheery.
of psalms and proverbs and texts.
Audi
The man and the f x.l they live along.
had that confidence in him that I’d have
!
Heigh ho, my deary
l>et he wrote the Bible himself if 1 hadn’t
THE OLD REUADLE
Till the man is weak, and the fool is strong
known better and to the contrary!
Folly is so eh* « ry.
We
were with McClellan a long spell
1
f.•*
master
lit11.
"Oh.
says:
dear.
And th*There was a heap of sickness among the
i- l"tig. and tho World is drear!
This in v«
I.* t m<-b-osc, and have no fear!"
hoys, for we weren’t used to the climate, and 1
I,i t nir h "»■*'
Wit :.11d wi-tbun weary.
most of us pined for the comforts of home.
Lookin hack over the 30 years that lie beThe dear little f«•**1. h l as his way
tween this time and that I see one figure
1* "v is so eh. ry.
Has atood the Test of Time
I
loomin up. calm and bright and beautiful
1 a:hs that the f<w.l is gay
1
The
MORE SOLDTHAN ALL OTHER
V.
in weary.
in tiie nudst of fever and sulTeriu and priand w e
BRANDS COMBINED
|
that tie 1 <1 is really he,
vate
and death.
I see a homely, earnest
Till he tin
f-“1 the worse when fre®.
♦
A- !t!a
fare rid
with sympathy and love and
-ms, "Ah. woe is me.’”
A:a) again 1
hope, and I hear Conky St iles’ voice again
Some Curious Custom*.
lb igli h>my deary!
speahin comfort and cheer to all about. !
■-><>ke in Now York Sun
—J. Edmund V
Hindoo women are forbidden to road or
him. We all loved him. He stood next to
Iral- 1 those \v1k> dare to indulge
Mr. Lincoln and General McClellan in the j write.
In such lu\uri< are often “accidentally’
hearts of everybody in the regiment!
They sent a committee down from our missing.
Hebrew w m n of the higher classes
town one Tbanksgivin time to bring a lot
secluded from public life and passed
of good things and to see how soon we were j were
As near as I could find out, nobody ever
their tin r with the distaff and spindle.
goin to capture Richmond. Mr. Ilubbcll,
knew howConky Stiles came to know as
At marriage the ceremony lasted seven
the minister, was one of them. Deacon
much of the Bible as he did. Thirty years
Cooley was another. There was talk at days.
a
were
as
class
much
better
acIn China a v*i fe is never seen by her fuago people
one time that Conky had a soft spot in his
quainted with the Bible than folk are now heart for the deacon’s eldest girl, Tryphena, ture master. Some relative bargains for
the stipulated price is paid, and
fidays, and there wasn’t another one of ’em but I always allowed that he paid as much the girl,
sht! is afterward a submissive slavo.
a 11 e 111 ion iu luc uiuct imuguter,
irjjjuusa,
Tlx* women of ancient Homo were treat
as he did to her elder sister, and I guess he j
Canada line to the sound that could stand
ed with the greatest respect. Still they
hadn't any morjp hankerin for one than he
up 'longside of Conky Stiles and quote
hail for the other, for when the committee ] wore not allowed to inherit property and
Scripture. Well, he knew the whole thing come to
could be divorced by their husbands for
go home Conky says to Deacon
t>y heart, from Genesis, chapter i, to the
counterfeiting t heir keys and for drinking
he,
deacon,”
“Well,
says
Cooley,
goodby,
amen at the end of the Revelation of St
wine.
“Homans xvi, 12.”
John the Divine. That’s the whole business
In Turkey woman is held In the most
We had to look It up in the Bible before
In a nutshell!
rigid seclusion. She must always appear
we knew what be meant. “Salute Tryphena
His name wasn’t Conky. We called him
With pigs and dogs she is forbid
veiled.
and Tryphosa, who labor in the Lord’’—
Conky for short. His real name was Silas that was
a
and the Koran deConky’s message to the Cooley den to enter mosque,
Stiles, but one time at a Sunday school conclares a woman who is unmarried to be in
girls.
vention Mr. Hubbell.the minister, spoke of
a state of reprobation.
He wrote a letter once to Mr. Carter, who j
him as a “veritable concordance of the Holy
Siberian women are raised as abject
was one of the selectmen, and he put this i
so we boys undertook to
and
Scriptures,"
slaves, untidy in dress, and are bought
postscript to it: “Homans xvi, 0.” You see. with
call him Concordance, but biraeby that
money or cattle. The most capricious
Mr. Carter's wife had been Conky’s Sunname got whittled down to Conky, and
whim of her husband is law to the Sibeand Conky did nut forConky stuck to hirii all the rest of his life. day school teacher,
rian woman, and should ho desire a divorce
get to “greet Mary, who bestowed much
Not a bad name for him, neither, as names
ho has only t<> tear the cap from her head
us."
on
labor
go.
Heap more digmtied than Si!
at
Kluathan
Jones’
store
Down
general
My father al\va> insisted that (,’onky got.
The Proper Reception Gown.
the other day I heard Kluathan tell how
hi> start in tin* Scriptures in this way:
Tie n- is l ot a slight difference between
clerked it for him a spell ni.d how
Conky
f
Iks
lived
for
about
live
Coiiky's
years
“That linker a reap; ion and an evening gown, the cos
one day he says to Conky:
while < '"iiky \\ is a bo\) iti the old Ransom
tumo which L considered proper for any
bill has be* u rutmin on for more'n mx
Tin .r next, neighbors were the
house.
evening affair being counted in equally
weeks. We can’t do business uules-, w<
Cooleys, and ju-r o\ t-r ncross the road lived
;-l
good ta»te at a reception, writes Isabel A
get our money. Conky, I wi.>h \ou’d
the Kelsey-. M r.be \ou’ve heard of the
Malloii in Tim Ladies’ Homo Journal.
kind o’ spur Mr. Baker up a little.”
( oole> Ki i-e> debateNov Funny, isn’t
The differentv only consists in this—that
So Conk} >.it down on the stool at the
it. h.jw s..< o f.,lks torg« t events and epochs
or lather heavier gowns—that
me may v
desk anil dropped Mr. Baker sh
\-.irs ago nothin els.*
.ind tilings!
is, vrlvi t, br cade or silk—at a reception,
t• > th:s i*tT«*ct: “Homans i, 14; I’salms xxii,
-.1
the Co..1
K. !-•■> debate was talked
whil-1 tulle, chiffon and light qualities of
11, INalms cxlii, 0.” Next day who should
in Hatnp-i
1111y, and >«•: here we
silk would I e dedicated to an evening
come in but Mr. Baker, and he all *-.v»d
ire livin in t i;.- nr. .!igent state of Illinois
that that letter lunl gone straighter to his
party. The hostess at a reception aims at
aai its dollar-to doughnuts that half our
having her tin ss give the impression of
conscience than any sermon would have
.1 » f Lawyer Kelsey or of
people n* vi r l
dignity, while at a dance she will look algoii«*. and he paid his bill and bought a Kit
Deacon Coe.ley
most as frhulmis, as far as material is
of salt mackerel into the bargain, so K1
You see. the deaeon wushi^h up in the
The
her daughter
:. d,
as
d
eonet
natban Jones says.
urch, and he b di* \ ed in
ngregat
short tuiin noted at the reception is not
I could keep on tell in t hings like thi> day
apt y/.<1 \\ iiieli is the Greek for t he Conbeen at the dance, and, although nil the
in and night out, f«*r lots of just Mich
Laww'relational doctrine of sprinkliti.
laws of fashion anil good taste forbid the
stories are t <i* 1 about Conky all over Hump
•..■r Kelsey had never been converted and
shire county now. Si^ne of ’em doubtless
wearing of a bonnet in the evening at a
had never made a profession; but, bavin a
are true, ami some of ’em doubtless ain’t
private house, still, if an elderly lady apbrother who was a Baptist minister in
hut it can’t be denied
peared with one at a reception, it would be
Pennsylvania, lie was counted with the There’s no tellin,
the
considered
of
’em
have
that most
quite proper
genuine Conky
Baptists, too, and I guess he was a Baptist
flavor.
;f he was anything, although, like as not,
.Mrs.
about
George Gould's Children.
don’t
The histories
say anything
he’d have said he was a heathen if he
the skirmish we had with the rebels at
Although each child 1ms a separate
could get up an argument by savin it. for
Churchill’s Bridge along iu May of 1864, but
nurse, Mrs. George Gould gives her special
-f all the folks you ever saw Lawyer Kelsey
we boys who were there remember it as the
attention to the nursery. She superintends
was the worst for keepin things stirred up.
One time Deacou Cooley and Lawyer Keltoughest fight in all our experience. They the airing, heating and cleaning and
were just desperate, the rebels were, and—
watches the thermometer with the utmost
sey came together and locked horns on that
well, we were mighty glad when night care. The room is never allowed to reach
word “baptyzo,” Lawyer Kelsey mainin
the
dark
a
soldier
can
retreat
for
If
a higher temperature than 72 degrees.
came,
tainin that the word wasn’t or shouldn’t
with fewer chances of interruption. Out of
be “baptyzo,” but “baptidzo,” and, as you
any of the children does not find this warm
our company of 150 men, only 60 were left!
know, of course, there is as much difference
j enough, the room is not heated to a higher
You can judge from that of what the fight [ temperature, but the children are clothed
between “baptyzo” and “baptidzo” as there
in was at Churchill’s Bridge. When they
Each meal served to the
moro warmly.
Is between a fog and a thunder shower.
Well, for about six months they had it called the roll iu cainp next day, Conky children is carefully overlooked by the
wasn’t
there.
Stiles
mother, and even the weight of the porup hill and down dale, in all the meetin
Had we left him dead at the bridge, or ; tion sent to each child is accurately athouses and schoolhouses and vestry rooms
was he, wounded, dyin the more awful
and town halls in the country, and it did
j tended to. After the children have been
death of hunger, thirst and neglect?
tucked in their beds at night they are visbeat all how much learnin they got out of
“By -!” says Lew Bassett, “let’s g<> ited by their mother, who is careful to soo
the books and dictionaries, and what long
back for Conky!”
that they have enough covering and do
sermons they made, and what a sensation
That was the only time 1 ever heard an I not sleep in drafts.
However late an enthere was among the unbelievers as well as
a
of
without
feelin
oath
regret.
tertainment or dance may detain her, Mrs.
the elect! I guess they’d have been arguin
went
out
to
rec
of
A
detachment
cavalry
without
retires
Gould never
attending to
yet if the freshet hadn’t come an distracted
this auty.—New York Telegram.
public attention by carry in away the North- ounoiter. Only the ruin of the precedin
day remaiued where we boys had stood aud
ampton bridge and the Holyoke dam.
stood aud stood—only to be repulsed at
It happened that while this theological
Some Practical Home liiuta.
cataclysm was at its height Conky Stiles, last. Bluecoats aud graycoats lay side by
Do not leave the clothes taken off at
!
one
another
in
the
over
side and
against
bein 6 years old, was born again, and, renight in the sleeping room, and, if praca
pentin of his sins, made a profession of reconcilin peace of death. Occasionally
ticable, do not hang the nightclothes by
a remnant
containin
maimed
just
body,
he
that
time
never
faith. And from
lapsed
day in the closet whore dresses, outer gar
of life, was found, and one of these crippled
or backslide. 1, but was always a conscien
ments and boots and bonnets, etc., are
bodies was what was left of Conky.
:iniK Mini .1..\-..nr follower. illustratin in
as is the case In most chamber closWhen the surer eon saw the minie hole I kept,
his daily walk* las Mr. llubbell, the minisCII'IKSS
cm.
here
saber
ami
the
here in his thigh,
gash
j leave the day underwear there to air; also
ter, said) those priceless virtues which had
in his temple, he shook his head, and we
Illuminated the rarcer <>f his Grandmother
dress skirts and bodices should be all
knew what tlrat meant.
Cowles, a lady esteemed not more by the
If there is no
turned Inside out to air.
Lew Bassett* a man who had never been
elders for her piety than by the younger
1
dressing room, use some other room for
to meetin in ail his life and who could
folks for her cookies and squash pies.
th(> purpose. A wardrobe in the bathroom
swear a new and awful way every time—
When Conk> was * \ears old, he got the
is useful if the bathroom be exposed to air
Lew Bassett says, “No, Conky Stiles ain’t
prize at our Sumia\ school for haviu com
If tho nightclothes must be
and sun.
goin to die, for I shan't let him!” and he
milled to memory the most Bible verses in
hung in the chamber closet, at least see
head
and
lifted
over
and
bent
Conky’s
up
tlit* year, and that same spring he got up
that this black hole, which is usually a
held it, so, and wiped away the trickles of
and recited every line of the Acts of the
clutter l «»x, is kept as clepn as the room
his big, hard hands had the
and
blood,
to
he
haviu
without
Apostles
prompted
itself, ami do not hang nightgowns and
of a gentle, lovin woman's.
tenderness
old
lie
was
12
mice.
he
the
time
years
By
night undershirts away until they have
We heard C’ouky’s voice once and only
knew the whole Bible by heart and most of
been thoroughly aired.—Boston Traveller
once again, for when, just at the last, he j
the hymn book, too, although, as 1 have
►aid, tiie Bible was Bis specialty. Vet he opened his eyes and saw that we were there, j
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
he smiled feeblelike, and the grace of the
wasn’t one of your palefaced, studious
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, tho poetess of pas
once more within him, and
book
took
He
triumphed
of
it!
just
hoys; no, sir, not a hit
sion, has as many fads as ideas about love
he says—it .-eemed almost like a whisper,
as much consolai ion in playiu three old cat
Her principal fad is her lord
he spoke so faint and low: “Goodby, boys, j and verses.
and barn ball and hockey as any of the rest
and master, an Interesting man who is
Second Timothy iv, 7.”
f us boys, and he could beat us all fish in,
Next
Ami then, though his light went out, ! not at all (esthetic in appearance.
although perhaps that was because he
For evening they are
come her gowns.
the sublime truth of his last words shout
learnt a new way of spittinon his bait from
barbarically splendid, made liko flowing
from his white, peaceful face.
kis Uncle Lute Mason, who was consider
robes, covered with laco and jewels and
“I have fought a good fignt; 1 have finI hie of a sport in those days.
ornaments. Her fad in animals is a white
the faith.'
Conky was always hearty and cheery. ished my course; J, have kept
kitten, which cuiuo all tho way from Paris
We all felt good when he was around. We Eugene Field in Chicago Herald.
For its especial amuse
in a crated box.
Lever minded that way he had of quotiu
inentAIrs. Wilcox strung several thousand
The Oueen ami lleacousiield.
filings from the Bible. We’d got used to
shells nn ribbons and made a portiere of
It, and may be it was a desirable influence.
On tho wall of Hughenden church may
them, which also serves as a plaything for
At any rate, we all liked Conky.
bo seen a memorial tablet recording the
Ella Wheeler Wilcox is also fond of
puss.
But perhaps you don’t understand what
gratitudo and affection of Queen Victoria old newspapers, the older and rarer the
I mean when I refer to his way of quotiu
for tho services and for tho memory of a
better, and wears—ye gods and little
the Bible. It was like this: Conky, we’ll
man who, without question, was tho most
thumb
fishes!—a
ring.—Philadelphia
lay, would be goin down the road, and I'd
of
her
reign.
interesting and striking figure
Times.
tome out of the house and holler: “Hello,
written
was
which
it
bears
The inscription
t iere, Conky!
Where lie you goin?”
Varuish For Baskets.
by tho queen herself. “To tho dear and
Then he’d say, “John xxi, 3.” That
honored memory,” so it runs, “of Benja
Take red, black or white sealing wax,
would he all he’d say, and that would be
To
min, carl of Beaconsfleld, this memorial
whichever color you wish to make.
rnough, for it gave us to understand that is
placed by bis grateful and affectionate every 2 ounces of sealing wax add an ounce
he was goin a fish in.
H.
1.
Pound the wax fine;
of spirits of wine.
sovereign and friend, Victoria,
Conky never made a mistake. His quo‘Kings love him that speaketh right.’—
then sift it through a lawn sieve until it
tations were always right. He always hit
is
in
This
13.”
inscription
Proverbs xvi,
Put tho wax and wine into
is still finer.
the chapter and the verse sure pop the first
To find a memany ways noteworthy.
a vessel; let it stand near tho fire for 4H
time.
erected by a sovereign to a subject
morial
it
often until dissolved. Apshake
hours;
The habit grew on him as he got older.
Is in itself sufficiently remarkable, but so
ply it with a brush. When dry, give an
Associatin w ith Conky for 15 or 20 minunique,
raro an act of condescension is
other coat.—New York Dispatch.
ates wasn’t much different from readin the
with public expressions of gratiBible for a couple of days, except that there j coupled
Ceu
tude and friendship.—Nineteenth
'vasn’t any manual lalior about it. I guess
Poetry makes life what light and music
tury
do the stage.—Charles Dickens.

Fvcry Pound

of

Flesh

adds

to

Ap-

pearance of Age.
hII very well to laugh at

It is

lLr3.1l LVoticcs.

36bcttiscmnit0.

TO GKOYV THIN.

HOW

KA

!

the absurdity of sighing over grow ing old, but
there are very few w omen who are sufficiently philosophical not to be a little
chagrined at the advance of years showing itself plainly in face or figure. There 4
would seem to be two distinct types of
American women—those who grow stout
as they grow older, and those w'ho grow'
thin. It is all very well to say that the
face looks better w hen it is plump than
when it is thin, but every pound of addi- J
"
tional avoirdupois certainly adds to a
woman’s age, in appearance, at
least, 4
while tlie woman who does not grow
stout rarely changes much in appearance
j
from thirty-five to fifty. There are many
physical reasons which induce added ^
flesh, and we are told that the figure set- 4
tles as one grows older; but it is this
very settling that all women are anxious
to avoid, and there is really no necessity
4
for it whatever.
Steady banting always has the desired i j
result in so far as the reducing of flesh is j 4
concerned, but there are other results far
from satisfactory \\ hich are apt to accom-
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Dr. Swan’s

>

VI-TAL-IZED

j|

Nerve

Blood

and

►
►

i

j

Tonics

l

Is prepared at our laboratory’ under
the personal supervision of Dr.
John Swan, and by reason of its
peculiar combination and process
it possesses wonderful curative
powers. It tones the stomach and
digestive organs, vitalizes the
blood and builds up the entire
system. It is recommended and
prescribed by physicians for heart
trouble and all nervous disorders.
When using this medicine you
may consider yourself under Dr.
Swan's personal care and can consuit, him either in person or by
letter without expense.
With every bottle we enclose a
bank check, our guarantee that
this medicine will do all we claim
If your druggist does not
for it.
keep it v.c will send it direct to
you, express paid, on receipt of
price. Full pints, $1.00.

^

4

4

ABSOLUTELY PURE

]

SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTE

pany it, and very often ill-health and irritable nerves are tiie outcome of trying
to grow thin. The avoiding of starchy

••

food is

a

simple matter,and by

not

eating

potatoes and bread very often an astonishing difference in w eight is soon perceived.
Certain salts, which, however, should
never be taken except under the orders of
one’s physician, will sometimes start a
disposition to lose flesh, which, if followed with giving up potatoes and bread,

CONEY STILES.

w

ill

ork marvellous results.

w

Indolence,

one

of

the greatest factors in

increasing weight, lies within the power
of every woman to correct. It is so much
the fashion now to take exercise that
there is no excuse for being lazy. It is
impossible for some women to walk a
great deal, but a certain amount of
regular exercise will benefit even the
most
delicate.
Sitting
invariably
produces fat, and fat just where one does
not want it —about the stomach and hips.
When one begins to lose flesh—and this

j

be

can

4

ret urn

4
4

]

4
4

j

of my ancestors, never have I
encountered such wit, such pathos, such

lofty thought.
trembling I return the
Were 1 to publish the treasure

“With fear and

writing.

you sent me, the emperor would order
that it should be made the standard, and
that none be published except such as
equaled it. Knowing literature as 1 do,
and that it would be impossible in ten
thousand years to equal what you have
done, I send your writing back. Ten
thousand times I crave your pardon. Behold, my head is at your feet. Do what
Your servant’s servant. Thk
you will.
Editor.”
I low

r

Ji

the latest trick of the

or

men

“sweating,” is
who find

coun-

terfeiting too dangerous. They go to a
large city and deposit a largesumof money

ji
r

->

y

y
y
r

ESSEN GEIt’S N CT1CI
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss:—May 1, a. d. 1895.
mills is to give notice that on the twenty1
third
day of March, a. d. 1395, a
in insolvency was issued out of
warrant
of
the court
insolvency, for said county of
Hancock, against the estate of Frederick
S.
Jordan, of
Mariaville, in said county of Hancock, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor on petition of said debtor,
which petition was filed on ihe twentythird day of March, a. d. 1895, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed; that
the payment of any debts and the deM

^
r
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J
►

Syrap of Five Fruits, an easy ^
physic for parents and children.

A

4
4
4

Small size, 25
Pleasant to take.
cents.
Large size, 50 cents.

P

livery ituu umii'ici

constantly

growing,

at

Headache Powders.

dollars

a

day easily.

SUKK Ct'KK

11K.\DACIIF.

FOR

Twelve

money.
box for 25 ct-v
If you try them

always

ache and

powders

you will

once

Neuralgia.

■

stat ute.

Dated this 23d

NO CURE, NO PAY.

S. I).
No.

1

Wiggiu. Druggist.

f

April,

(ikokc

and
for
^

\

RHEUMATISM,

j

GOUT and
LUMBAGO.
A book will bo
went free to I lion*
(tending their address to

fO„ Pittsburg,Pa.

Belief in Six Hours.
Distress ng Kidney and Bladder diseases re
lieved in »i\ iiours by the “New (jkkat Sot tii
Ami.uk an Kidnf.i Ci uk." This new remedy
is a great surprise on account of its exceeding
in relieving pain in the bladder,
promptness
kidneys, hack and every part of the urinary
passages in male or female. It relieves retention of water and pain In passing it almost
immediately. If you want quick relief and
cure, this is your remedy. Sold by S. 1). Wig
gin, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

a.

*;.
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t
t

.

A

|Are

I

|You
4I

!

Dizzy?

W

p
^

p
b

n.ie* your head ache at times,
appetite poor aud stomach out of
order ?

%

just

L. F." is

••

L. F.” Medicine

or

"l"'~

0

I

everywhere.
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THE

®

»

m ir e

b

1

o ,,

ho/.*ika.

hn.akv

liii'iii,-

MA* ir'..

concerned, that she has been duly
and has taken upon hcr*eil the
-late of
trust of an administratrix «.f the
Adelaide Kimball, late of Eden, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, by giving bonds as the
law directs: she therefore requests all y. .sons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands t hereon t<> exhibit the
I- B.
Bar
same for settlement.
-• i»d
atHarbor. Maine, is appointed
d by
torney for the administrator
revised statutes, chap. 64, «ec. M
to

all

appointed
£k

A

3Ac.ii bottle

’: Mrs.

OI

Notice of Assignee of His Appointment.
At Ellsworth in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, the fourteenth day of March,
a. d., 1895.
undersigned hereby gives notice of
his appointment as assignee of the estate of Elmer E. Dorr, of Eden, in saui county of Hancock, insolvent debtor, who has
been declared an insolvent upon petition of
said Elmer K. Dorr, bv the court ot insolvency for said county of Hancock.
Geo. J. STAKFoun, Assignee.

the medicine

you require. It is a combinat i« »n that reaches justsucli cases.

bn

A

■<

A

b

—

v.

Indapo
Made
well
a

Man of
foe:*

j

sah/.

v:.i„

r.

April 20, 1895.
P'l'MlE subscriber hereo.v gives public notice
to all concerned, that in i.a* i. -en duly
.t
the
appointed, and ha* taken u;
fl.e t-tn'e of
trust of an adminBtrator
late
of l-':!
Sarah M.
rth, in
Kldridg*
tin- county of Huncoik. dee* .i
ny giving
~:
h« li.o: fon- rebonds a* the law d: rt
d
n
the
quests all persons
n rm-diato
said deceased's estate. ’.•*
e
aids
payment, and those B has,..eut.
thereon to exhibit :!.» -aim
>

■

<
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Ellsworth.
to shrunk.n <•
Lout M biiHoik' ....
■•*}.'>.> —
Jiu.-k.-t. 1

April It.

'Mil

oregonT»

«>»

..ioitt
1
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WN,
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k'O
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Mr
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,T.1

Select

Via

AND ALL WESTERN POINTS.
I
Excursions from
ca^ry

Union Pacific,
Chicago.
SHORTEST ROUTE.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
can transact patent business In less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Wash
Send model, drawing, or photo, with
lion. We advise, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address

descrlp^

C. A. SNOW & CO.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington,

D. 0.

Agents.$75

The
Kv ’lusive i<rti
IM»hW«»her. W»*hf«wll<lui
’i* »>" "un ite.
Tor a
Washes, rinses and dries them
You
without W'-tuug tha ha:i 1
11. .t» the button, the machine do***
Uie rest. Ilrutl" j.oiiihi"l ilshee.
hti<1 cheerful wives. S.;,lc<l

a

w.'i-k

luipiil

i.gi-rs.uosoilcdhaudsor c..
PT, P. IIARRI**®N Si

Patents,

I)n,

and Noahweste.-n Line.

LOWEST RATES
"'i.ntum
Ei.r handsome illustrated f< alt an !
J. S SMITH,
aililn -h W. M\**l Y. N. E. 1*
fu
IB..
Tmv.raa6.Agt.. I'nion I’:*•
lluf'.
■J-.H) WaahiuKtiu.

For over 20 years I have prepared a remedy
f(*- Kl*ILEl’TIC UTS that has performed remarkable cures—in many cases after other
treatments had failed. If you suffer from this
disease try my remedy. Medicine for a month,
$c.OO; two months, $3*50, prepaid to your near2st express office.
I.. r. EVANS, Druggist.
Dover, Maine.

lngton.

WASHINGTON,
IDAHO,

1

r, li

EPILEPSY CURED.

—

t’HEWHMAX

*

>

Ellsworth.

.Main- Sr..

day

rORFCLOSl RE.
-lineon
'll WHEREAS, Clara A., wi«b
Will W.
V?
York, and Sophia C. I *<
* the
late
York and Abbie E. York, he.rSimeon York, did on t he 1st d
bruary,
-iiuated
1893, mortgage a certain lot oi
••.. Maine,
in the city of Ellsworth, Han
-‘meou
(being the homestead of t!
tound
York) a description of which n;
in the Hancock Registry of Deed-, to Merrill
I). Chatto, the same being by him consigned
to me on the 26th day of March, ’.S95, ami the
conditions of said mortgage having been
broken, I hereby claim a foreclosure of the
VV. W. York.
same.
Ellsworth. April 22. 1895.
NOTICE

etsts

_

■

Sick Head-

or

«

all kinds of

....

in

iropn., I uie*#o, Ilk,
SOI,I) bv s. 1* Wi^gin, Apothecary, M iin Street,
ELLSWORTH. ME., and other Leading Drue*

cure

-•

them.

use

For Nervous

yourdrugtri?' ;.-•>!
Oriental MrJiiu1 t

sure

1

...

My Powders have been sold for
the past five years, and havenot failed in a single instance.
1
Relief in fifteen minutes.
the
or refund
warrant them

”•

is the only
permanent

yy

—.

nrltlrociinniulrt
f't'
buy an

jJti&rrttsrmcntB.

1

OKEtl.oM RE.
NOTIC E OF
IIERHAS, Emma R. Smith ami h. rvey
<>ck < ouaSmith, of Hancock,
tv, Maine, by their mortgage
May
29, 1893, and recorded in the Keai-irv oi in eds
for Hancock county, Maine, i.i*
gage
era:. «!. a
25. conveyed to me, the limit
tain lot or parcel "t land situated in said
-i! •■*!.■•- folHancock, and bound'd and
ml
lows, as wit: Being the hoive-tead lot
buildings thmen. <1 .Jaco:> Curtis, and
bounded on the south by ib< id 'k lot, sothe
ast !;• th** IB atb
called, on the
north by the Means McFarland mt. m.u or
Alfred
formerly owned aim occup
ilv
est h;.
Tracy, and on th
I'1
exc*
owned by .lame- Hr*
part
\. Heath, ami being the
heretofore sold to K
t
-aid
of land
same
tract
conveyed
t-niith by Jacob
rti-, by deed
Emma K.
dated Oct. r>, 1881, ;..*.d record* 1 in \i*!.l97,
of ! •■* ds,
page 403. of the Hancock Beg
to which dee*l and the record thereof refer* nee i- here nuule: .i:.*i where:*-, the condition
re-ken. a id now
of said mortgage ha- been
remains broken and unperformed, now lu refore, by reason of the breach of the condition of -aid mortgage, I claim a for. ru sure
f my in:- r-.tion
thereof, and give th is notice
to foreclose said
mortgage as n-pn-nd bv
A1

a

slight risk of detect ion.
A diligent sweater can clear from fifty

seventy-live

1895. at eleven o’cloc k in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the dale- :iiJ above
Forki st <».
;:miy.
written.
art of
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the
insolvency for said county of Ham-m u.

Wiggin’s

twenty dollar gold pieces. These they
put into a lathe and trim off the milling,
which they carefully put on again, gaining at least one dollar’s worth of gold in
As the coin is not mutit he ope rat ion.
lated, hut only slightly reduced in diameter, t he cuius are readily passed on the
stores and in market where money is not
weighed when received.
The wife of the sweater makes trilling
purchases at the stores with them, and
t le-good in*.ney received in exchange is
rchnnlied and drawn out in gold again.
'Plius the capital is kept turning over at a
rate,

«.>*

to said debtor, to him or for his use, and the
delivery and transfer of any property by
him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to prove
their debts and choose one or more as-ignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to be holden at the probate court room
in Bucksport, in said county of Hancock, on
Wednesday, the eighth day of May, a. d.

^
^

Weitbrook, Me

Co.,

Scate. Medical

iii

K. n.

STATE Ol MAIM..
Hancockss.:- -Court of Insol\cnc\
of L
In the case of Cnadage Bn
chill,
insolvent debtors.
give notice that pu :■ mint to an
|’’ll IS is to
<>i.d meet1 order of court therefor,
ing of the creditors of said in: op en! debtors
will be held at Bucksport, in probate court
in said count;., on \\\ dnesda>, the
room
eighth day of May, a. d. 1895, at eleven o’clock
in the forenoon, for the purposes named in
chapter seventy of the revised statutes of
said State of Maine, with amendments thereof and additions thereto.
Attest:—Cha1’. !’. Dour,
Register of said court.

r

£
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The True

“Gold Sweating” Is Done.

Remilling gold coin,

to

[

Lax-ive

4

of

the bones

lively

k

Dr. Swan’s

:

thy graciousness thou mayest
grant that 1 may speak and live. Thy
honored manuscript has deigned to cast
the light of its august countenance upon
us. With raptures we have perused it. By

j

r

Are guaranteed to cure every form
of Nervous and Sick headache, also
relieve
Neuralgia, Rheumatism
and kindred diseases. They will
break up severe colds and fevers.
Can be taken in form of a powder
if desired. Price, 25 cents.

I'hunks” in < liinesc.

“Illustrious brother of the sun and
Behold thy servant prostrate bemoon
fore thy feet. 1 kowtow to thee and beg

j

r

Tea Pills

The following is said to he an exact
translation of the letter sent by a Chinese
editor to a would-be contributor, whose
manuscript he found it necessary to

that

||

Dr. Swan’s

in.

“Declined with

1

r

a

persevered

s

4

k

by being weighed

ascertained

little massage will be
great help. The masseuse, if she
understands her business, will soon be
able to tell where the superfluous flesh
is, andj will direct her energies to the
particular place or places. Of course
massage is an expensive luxury, but it is
not a thing that needs to be continued,
and a few hours will often work a wondrous change.
For instance, one hour
tint* times a week for a fortnight has
been known to reduce the size of the
wai.-t half an inch. Standing erect with
the hands pressed well down on the hips,
and then, with the hands still kept on
the hips, bending the body forward,
backward, and sideways several times,
twice a day, will also work off accumulated fat about the hips and stomach.
Hut t his exercise must be conscientiously
found

,-

*

k

P

week—a

every

1

^4

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court, in and for the county of Hancock.
Annie
REPRESENTS
V M. Grant, of Ellsworth, Maine, that
William W. Grant who last dwelt in Ellsworth, died on the 10th day of March,a. d. 1895,
intestate, seized and possessed of personal
estate in said county, exceeding twenty dollars in value, which ought to be administered
according to law*, leaving a widow, whose
name is Annie M. Grant, petitioner, and as
only next of kin, the persons whose names,
residence and relationship «rp *’« f«»'nws,
viz.: Annie M. Grant, widow; Marina B.
Grant,
daughter, 12 years old; George
Grant, son, four year* old; that your petitioner is widow of said deceased; wherefore
your petitioner prays that she may he appointed administratrix of said estate.
Dated this 6th day of April, a. d. 1895.
Annie M. Grant.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss:—Court of Probate, April
term, a. d. 1895.
Upon the foregoing petition, order*.<1, That
said petitioner give public notice to nil persons interested
by causing a copy ot the petition, and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or pubiisaed
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county, to
be held at Bucksport, on the second Wednesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, to show cause, if any tlie> have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Horn, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

/~1|w
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:i»«t-

N
k-'
ap.
durable, warranted. Circular* tr«?«.
4 0.. Clerk Ho. 11. Columbus, *A

u.-iness
my
Adapted t
profession, ruled, with

or

Contract ancl l r„‘d1 f‘V,".! *Td

throughout. Requires the
possible writing to enter
to
q and refer quickly
T>nnnfifl
JVcLUI llo name and save time

least
data
any
and
All
kinds
of
and
recorded.
used
5,000
money.
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
CHAM EN, Publisher,
165 Broadway, N. \ City.
v/1 llvl

Three things ruin a man- to know little
and talk much, to have little and to
spend much, and to be worth little and
presume much.

eight years, and is gladly welcomed by

COUNTY NEWS.
For arlch:
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of friends from whom she has been

host

pagrt.

absent

Win field Coulter has moved his family
from Brockton to Pak< r'« Island.

is in town.

Mr. and

Charles Coulter are rethe advent of a young son.

Mrs.

over

H. H. Rich

are

getting

the

Bangor Saturday.

I). Joy i9 quite ill with pneumonia.
P. Clark, of Newtonville, Mass.,

]

Miss Ix>ra Parsons, of Ellsworth, siHUit
Sunday with Miss Inez Kingman.
Mrs
Nev Killman and Miss Mattie

vessels;

Stewart

were

Bang-

in

r

Saturday.

visiting Miss Tillie Martin the past

fourth

of

Miss Mina Moon, of Sullivan, has been

case.

t>.

preparatory

:-t\

avating his cellar

pu'.t.::g uj

Wilford Tn:—:

..-o

anew

building

a

wet

k.

Melvin McFarland and Clarence Holt,
North Lamoiiie, '.ailed, on friends Sun-

day.

house.

is

Foss, of Bar Harbor,
visiting her parent-. Mr. and Mr*. G. B.
J oy.
E\erett Davis, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday in town, tht guest of M -s Delia
Wallace

Mrs.

house.

William
Mayo has returned from
Moose Island, where he has been engaged
in building a wi :.r, which his brother will
tend.

W alker.

t
ightb man
Gilman Stanley, !»t
to go
1 :i<- ot.hers
out for the sea-011 ».>n May 1.
will remain two months hmgtr.

Sebool commenced Monday
of
\ len,
Mi*»s Mabel
Point, for teacher.

■

morning
k

Hane

with

crowd of boys and girls, nineteen in
Rev. Frederick Gardiner, who rented- number, were out hanging May baskets
Rinaldo llamor's cottage last season, ex- W ednesday night.
pects to occupy it with hi* family again, There will be a pound party at Guy
the coming season.
Mullan's this
evening for
A

Wednesday

6.
_

uraay night
panied by
Hutchings.

R. Stanley, aged
Jonathan
nearly
ninety-two years, and the oldest resident
in town, died April 27. and was buried
from the old church, it being the first

nri-il-

t

Lynn, Mass., accomlittle nephew, George

from

season.

made some
of the most exquisitely handsome needle
been my pleasure
work
that
it has
has

ighton and Davenport, of Bar Harbor. have some men here at w ork turning
and looking
on the water for cottages
after t he plumbing.
Ix

tire, he suffered an attack of heart trouble,
and the dames found him where he fell.
1 he deceased was eighty years of age.
of the early pioneers of
was one
He

W'lint < aliped the \celdent*.*
The State railroad comnr.s*dom rs visited
t he seen* of t lie aceidi iit at Sout h Brew er,
xamim-d many witnesses.
on Friday, anil
id
No ev ideii'
ui^ rtam w as deducted.
It is evidently an insolvable problem to
decide how tlit sw itch became misplaced
so as

bounteous and pleasurable
number of guests
were
most
interestingly entertained
by music of several kinds, reading by Mr.
Dow ning, and if it hadn't been for a severe cold your correspondent w ould have
made a feint at reading some selection.
After expressions of felicitation from all
to the successful society collectively, and

,\

their loss.

iss Alice B. Hatch left on the “Klecta”
Saturday morning for Searsmont. where
she w ill teach this spring.
M

The old Union Methodist church, after
having been closed for more than ten
years, was opened to the public April 27.

Kpworth League of the Methodist

The

and although in a very dilapidated condition. it still i- much better and more
convenient for services than the schoolhouses, as oftentimes the seating capacity of those lion.--s is inadequate.
f
Pom fret,
Rev. Frederick Gardim r.
Conn., preacheda very interesting sermon
1 large and apon the “Resurrection** t
preciative audience. It is hoped that
when the church is again closed it will be
but for a short time, and that for much
needed repair.-, that it
may again be
restored to its pristine beauty and usefulness.

church held an icecream sociable
town hall. Friday evening.

hi

the

is now on
The steamer "Golden Hod
the route between here and Belfast, the
"Klecta" being hauled up for repairs at

Rockland.
ing circle of the Congrea social.deand picnic
supper at ihe vestry Thursday afternoon
The ladies*

sew

gational church
and

h< Id

evening.

Samuel Hay ami daughter, Bernice,
have been visiting Mrs. F. K. Hen.
left on the "Frank Jones” for their home
in Cherry field Friday morning.
Mrs.

who

West Hancock.

Decatur Joy is quite ill v\ ith the grip.
Alfred Foren. after a year's absence, returned home last week.

The high school gave an entertainment
the town hall Friday evening, April
26, consist ing of music, recitations, tabwith a hoop drill by
George Marshall is having his house leaux, etc., closing
! sixteen young ladies.
thoroughly repaired outside.
at

method of their recurrence and their
mode of growth, as well as by a few
characteristics apparent to the eye and
touch, and may be known from other
tumors by their shooting or lancinating
pains, and if an open sore, from their

genial hosts, the party adjourned
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hall.

great fetor.
After removal, they are apt to recur and
their recurrence is almost without exception in the lymphatic glands w hich collect t heir supply of lymph from the seat
vf the original tumor, which may be repeated in the next proximal lymphatic
glands, or numerous distinct cancers may
appear in different parts of the body.
Without
going into an exhausted
treatise of the many different forms, it is
evident that cancer is a disease of the
blood, and w hile it is advisable in many
cast's to have all large tumors removed, it
is necessary in all cases to remove the
We
cancerous humor from the blood.
have a
number of testimonials from
grateful parties w lui li’avi been cured of

May

Col man Hooper, of Sullivan, recently
made a short visit to friends here.

Wvnt Sullivan.

Mrs. Rose Young recently made a short
Visit to her sister at Ellsworth Falls.
William Miles, who has been quite ill

during

M. A.

Arthur Graves has

Gordon is building

There

cough

improved.
purchased the place

is much

winter,

the

6.

are

several

a new

stable.

of whooping

cases

in town.

Miss Annie Crosby has
but is much better.

quite ill,

been

formerly owned by the late Jacob Curtis.
Abner Crosby is building a new house
near J. D. Blaisdell's.
Miss Sadie Dodge, of Pretty Marsh, was
recently a guest at James H. McFarland’s*. e The brig “Manson,” Capt. Crapo, is
Mr. and Mrs. Ferran, of Gouldsboro, j loading stone for Crabtree & Havey.
have been visiting their| daughter, Mrs.
ill with
is
Goodwin
P.
William
A. E. Tracy.
J pneumonia, but he is thought to be on
Mrs. James H. McFarland has been
very ill, but is slightly improved. Dr.
Manning, of Ellsworth.
We

are
P

Rutlf-pst
soon

!

nrew

httev.
the pastor of

his recovery.

(

Charles Jordan and family have moved
into the “Ash" house. Mr. Jordan is to
take charge of the farm during the

to

are

stop during the summer mouths.

glad

to

see

her

again.

May

interesting lecture last Monday evening, on views of the Holy City. All
present enjoyed it very much.
Mrs. Leamon Royal and little daughter
Winnie, of Virginia, arc visiting Mrs.
Agnes Milliken, Mrs. Royal's sister.
Miss Sibyl Fields, of Ellsworth, was the
guest of Mrs. Milliken a few days last

the strength of

a

i>

effectually

without

any benefit.

The

cancers

were

getting so bad and painful that 1 had
given up all hope, until the early w inter
of 1892, 1 tried Rudolf’s New Medical DisAlthough they had assumed a
covery.
malignant form, they began to heal rapidly. 1 continued its use taking six butall of the cancers on my fact
healed, leaving it as smooth as when 1
was born.”
Hiram Pattee.
“I, Caroline Pattee, wife of abovenamed Hiram Pattee, hereby certify thal
the above statement is true.”
Caroline Pattee.

ties and

building depends

upon the solidity of its foundation, so
health depends upon the condition of the
blood. To expel impurities and cause the
vital Hu id to become vigorous and lifegiving, Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the most
powerful and effective medicine in use.

JUibtrtiBfmmtB.

a

as

began

last

week with Miss Alice

teacher.

Helen Smith returned Wednesday from
visit to Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth returned from a
trip to Boston and vicinity on Saturday.

Seal Cove.

Mrs. S. N. Rich spent Sunday at NorthHarbor.

1

east

Stevie Donovan, of Ellsworth, is visiting
his aunt, Mrs. T. L. McFarland.

On Thursday little Yira Smith gave a
party to her friends, it being the fourth
anniversary of her birthday. Fourteen
children were present and greatly enjoyed
the buck board ride given by Mr. Smith.

Arthur Freeman, of Southwest Harbor,
the guest of his uncle, Frank Lelaud,

was

Ford

is

teaching

school

in

Augusta Hodgkins is visiting her
parents, Nahum Hodgkins and wife.
Fred Brewer and Ralph Hodgkins, of
Bar Harbor, w ere in the place Sunday.
Our school commenced to-day, taught
by Bertha Cline. She boards at Mrs. C.

Sunday.
J. Watson Leland is in Southwest Harbor stopping with his sister, Mrs. Emily
Freeman.

Capt. P. H. \'oungofthebark“Edmund
Phinmey,” has arrived in Buenos Ayres

E. Ford’s.

prosperous voyage.
The regular meeting of the missionary
circle was held with Mrs. P. H. Voung
Saturday evening. Mrs. Young also entertained the sewing circle social Thursa

Alfred Hodgkins is very ill with some
trouble with his head. He is attended by
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins.
James

Ham

Kelley place.

day evening.

and will

has bought the John
He has fitted the house up

move soon.

Anthony Ford went to Bar Harbor
Thursday, where he will be employed for
the summer at the Marlborough hotel.
1

Dr. Atwater Douglass,

a

graduate of

SILKS,-’

^

OUTSIDE

GARMENTS

AND WRAPS;Also tin- Extensive Assortment of--

m

CARPETS, MATTINGS,
OILCLOTHS and DRAPERIES,
A.T

M.

CALLERT’S.

Goods are cheap; they never were any cheaper. S
five cents buys as many goods in our line as one d
.1
did
last year. Hut the fact .'till remains: you cannot buy pu jjnr,
at the price of bread, or good, reliable, new and fashi,
able
goods at the price of trash. Between our prices and tli e of
other

there is

stores

difference; although

a

ter and up to the times, we sell them
trash in other places. If you want

as

goods

our

cheap

as

bet-

are

y>u pay for

good and reliable
ods
can
of
which arc not out
date, you
get them of us.
We offer the following leaders in our several different departments,

in

commencing

our

...

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
All-Wool
dard makes, at

Fifty pieces

Royal Tapestries,
Brussels,

at

at

Carpetings, consisting

of all the
50

stan-

cents per yard.
;0 cents.

-----

»1

-------

Japanese Matting,
OilCloths,
Lacc Curtain-,
Holland Shade-,

------

-.-

50
25

-----

1

QO

cents.

-5

cents per

pair.

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.
O at-, a
Lad:
L.uliv-' an.d M
W. have higher

Leader, at
Capes, a Leader, at
grade-, but these two
reat

good values.

-t.jj
are

leaden

.tra

......

DRESS GOODS.Two Great Bargains, which no one can follow:
25 cent36-inch Ail-Wool Novelties, at
India Twill, all colors, at the same p:
3S
All-Wo d Chaliic- at
A magnificent line of high-grade French Nuvclti.
39 cents to $1.00 p
prices, from

yard.
vat

y.ud.

:

SILK DEPARTMENT.
nts.
2 :
One lot of Wash Silks at
One lot (T Jap. Silks in -tripes and small plaids, parn's3/
ticularly good for Shirt Waists, at
Satin Duchess, in all colors, at
$ 1.00
!o.
There is no one who shows a larger line of silks than v.
1

WASH DRESS GOODS.
.......

of them at 12 1-2 cents per yard.
Elegant line of Sateens, Ginghams, Percales, Scotch Lawn,
....■•
Prints, all at the lowest prices.
....

What is

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.t

Particular attention is called to tne wearing quaiitLBuy-’ and Children's Hose. We make a specialty 1
they being fast colors ant! very durable. Prices fi
tn

If

25
\ ou

cent-.
want

colors, a-k

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use l>y
Millions of 3Iotlicrs. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures

Diarrhoea

and Wind Colic.

Castoria relieves

constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas«
teething troubles,

cures

toria is the Children’s Panacea—the 3Iother’s Friend.

a

for

-ati-factory
our

:

Ladies' Hose, in either h.

..

X Hose at 25 cents.

WAISTS

CastoriEL

“Cast ria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
pood effect upon their children."
Dr. Q. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
1 recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me."
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are

Our physicians in the children's depart
ment have spoken highly of their erperi
ence in their outside practice with Castoria.

|
I

In Wash Goods from

and although we only hare anioug our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castona lias won us to look with
favor upon it."
United Hospital and Dispensary,

...

Silk Waists,
Ladies' Night Dresses from
Ladies’White Skirts,
Chemises,
Corset Covers,
Drawers,

25 cents

t

$3-°°

1

50
75
50

cents to

12 1-2

------

25

r 1

-3°
J

v'
.re.50
T?

0

'?!°°
S1

Si-’j

LACES AND EMBROIDERIESIn

Castoria.

destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
inorphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves"
Dr. J. T. Kinciihloe,
Conway, Ark.

SHIRT

,;i

....••

It is a harmless substitute

other Narcotic substance.

M arlburo.

Lthna
Clifton.

FINE DRESS GOODS

All the Novelties in the same, consisting of over fifty diuerent
fabrics.
Crepon effects seem to be in the lead. We offer several lines

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

6.

School
Laws

Sl'MAC.

Mrs. C. E. Pettingill, with her son and
daughter, arrived from New York Monday. and is at the home ot her sister,
Mrs. T. L. McFarland. Mrs. Pettingill
has made her home in Chicago for nearly

while.
his sum-

Henry Guptill has gone to Sorrento to
drive a team for Bradbury Smith.
Mrs. Sadie Cleaves Hamor, of Cranberry
Isles, is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Cleaves.
May 6.
As

this

places on my face ami grew rapidly worse,
affecting my eyesight very badly. 1 tried
blood purifiers, physicians and specialist?

Smith* llie.
a

that

li- dolf

nssiBnug

Sullivan.

week.

after

gathered Ht the
Bunker Thursday
evening, to celebrate her birthday AnniA very pleasant evening was
versary.
passed.
s M. S.
May 6.
About twenty-two
home of Miss Lucy

church during
the past week with good success. Mr.
Wyman is a man of ability and w ell worth

an

6.

uwu

wymau iu&b
the Baptist

another year.

Rev. David L. Yale, of Ellsworth, gave

May

Frank Sargent. who has been spending
the winter at home, returned to Brighton,
Mass., to resume his work as clerk in the
store of G. F. Bunker.

Frank Smith is at home for

showing

New Medical Discovery.
by
Wt shall present a f*-w of them in this
paper, ami w e invite the reader to ascer
f tht same, as sevlain tlie trut hfulm-H
eral have already done in the ease of Dea.
Hiram Pattee. <>f P.rooks, Maine, who was
humor of
cured of a
severe
cancerous
years’standing, lie writes under date of
May 10, 1892: "My mother and grandmother died of cancer. About nine years
ago 1 hail a cancer removed from my lip.
after w hich it broke out in four different
done

Rev. J. A. Weed preached his farewell
sermon on Sunday last, after which seven
persons were taken into the church. On
Saturday evening two were baptized at the
altar.
Over thirty persons will unite
with the church later as the result of the
recent revival in which the pastor was
assisted by Rev. Norman LaMarsh. It is
expected that Mr. Weed will return for

Miss Frances L. Norris leaves Monday
and Mrs. Henry Foren Tuesday f»r Bar
Harbor, where they will be employed
during the season.
Mrs. J. M. Butler, of Waltham, Mass.,
has returned to her former home in this

place,

tamer,

Fred Hamilton and two children,
f Prospect Harbor, are visiting relativc-s
and friends here.

hearing.

ensuing year.

All

returned from Portland.

Mrs.

Miss Gertrude Fenderson has returned
from Bueksport seminary and is nowkeeping books for Hooper & Havey.

his home in Ellsworth.

to hear of

is in session, taught by Alice
Havcy. of Last Sullivan.
Harry Hooper and John Hammond

the road to recovery.

sorry to learn of the illness of

and hope

11. Lice is in town.

S. A. Smith has commenced
mer's work at Mil bridge.

Cleaves.

CANTER.
Cancer* are distinguished by the structin which
ures
they originate; by the

School

have

rain.

inherit

(foverm >r

south <.ouhlsboro.
W.

t

justice

X-..

mourn

to dt rail t he

Arthur W. Silsby has been appointed
of the peace and quorum by

large

The Willing Workers held their gathering at the home of W. H. Lawrence,
Thursday afternoon and evening, May 2.
Cnutine.
The Sorosis, of Sullivan, was represented
Frank P. Wood, of Bangor, was in town
funeral service to be held there for more
by several of the foremost lady members,
^ Xiouro
week.
X\c>.
last
ICli
luau
JCttiS.
who were agreeably surprised to find the
in
wood officiated, and spoke words of hope
A new fish market has been opened
Willing Workers in such good financial
and consolation to the large audience of town by Frank Hutchins, of Orland.
standing, and noting the large amount of
for
relatives and friends gathered there
John P. Shepherd, who has been on a work accomplished in the comparatively
the last look at the deceased, whose
business trip to Boston, arrived home short length ot time since organization,
whole long and useful life had been spent
complimented the circle very highly for
Wednesday morning.
The deceased leaves four
in this town.
Witherle and wife, and Mrs. the handsome and valuable work they had
William
daughters and two sons, besides many
so willingly done.
George Witherle, arrived on the "Frank
grandchildren and other relatives to
(*.
May 8.
Jones” Friday morning.
her

OF_-a

<

most

the

KXUIHITION

Till:

Californ ia.

first year of existence as
a
t.'WM of itself, is blessed with a tax
rate of only thirteen mills on a dollar,
w!i:eh. considering the enormous sacrifice of what w* suffered in gaining a
separation, is a large reduction in tin
amount of taxes the residents and nonresidents have in the past been compelled
a

is

«.:•

Sorrento, in its

repast,

was subject to heart trouble.
supposed that, overcome by the
-ke or his exertions in fighting the

Mr. Wm'il

It

harles Tapley and l^slie (Iray are here
ge tting the engine of the steamer “Sorrento” ready for the summer work. Tin
“Sorrento” w ill begin business May Is,
between here and Mt. Desert Ferry.

pay.
After

TALK OF THE TOWN,

THE

house.

t

to

is-—

was

watch it.
He did not return, and Friday morning
Mrs. Sperry, alarmed at his absence,
summoned neighbors, and a search was
made for him. His burned and blackened
body was found half a mile from the

inspect.

to

to meet with

Dnl.:«o..n

this

Minnie Fenton

Miss

to the

II.

burning off brush and
undergrowth near the house Thursday
He left the tire burning, but
afternoon.
at 9 o’clock in the evening, thinking it
whs burning too briskly and threatened
danger to the house, he went out to
Mr. Wood

works running.

millinery parlor

her

it

night.
work getting the

at

Mrs. K. R. Conners has engaged Miss
Colwell, of Prospect Harbor, to work in

fishing.

tv

is

t'rann

M.

M.

William Harding has moved here from j the benefit of Rev. Mr. Avery.
East Lamoine, on what i- known as Fish
Sadie Mullan has gone to Clifton to
Point. He was a former resident, and we
teach. Bertha Cline to Marlboro, and
resiall
old
S
ack
j
are pleased to welcome
Lena McFarland to West Hancock.
dents.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Larrabee and son
George N. Spurling, George Jarvis. Leo, of Prospect Harbor, made a flying
have
Leonard and Edward Spurling.
gone visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Ney Killman last
to Booth bay to again go in the schooner
week.
“Lizzie Maud” for the season’s mackerel
%

Wood, of IllnclilU, Loses Ills
Life in a Brush Klre.
Fisher W’ood. who lived with ids nieee,
Mrs. Sperry, between Bluehill ami Surry,
lost bis life in a brush tire last Thursday

Sorrento.
water

repairing

The railroad stone crew are
the culvert below the station.

ready preparatory for the season s work.
Pink eye is prevalent in tow n, but fortunately the mumps died out on the
Richard Harding

May

Silijcrtfsemcnts.

OKATII.

Fi**her

weather has been so cold the
have not done much planting,
for they cannot work much with overcoats and mittens on.

Mrs. G.

The weirs are nearly all completed, but
there have been but few herring caught.
The fishermen

was in

TO

Ill KNKI)

at

The

Franklin lioad.

joicing

Philadelphia medical college, arrived
his father’s. J. H. Douglass. Saturday.
farmers

6.

Mrs. Lucinda Stanley has gone to Seal
Harbor to visit her daughter.
Mrs. Myrtle Joy. born Bunker, is visiting relatives and friends in to* n.

S.

|

long.

so

May

Cranberry l-l«*s.

a

large quantities

and every

suit every taste.
all kinds of DRESS TRIM-

style,

In PASSEMENTERIES and
MINGS and DRESS LININGS,

■

to

we

are

headquarters.

All our departments are now complete with a large assortment
to select from.
OUR PRICES ARE LOW, and there is no
is
one who will sell you goods
cheaper than we do; neither
we
than
there anyone who shows a better assortment of goods
do.

Samples

in Woolen

Carpets

sent on

application.

Boston, Mass.
Allen C.

Smith, Pres.,

The Centaur Company, TT Murray Street, New y«

M. GALLERT.
J

